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Abstract

In this thesis I consider acoustic scattering from rough Arctic ice. Many scattering
studies using the method of small perturbations (MSP) have been done; none are able to
explain the low frequency scattering loss observed in long-range propagation experiments.
Neither the magnitude nor the frequency dependence of the loss are properly modeled.
Roughness and slope are required to be small if the MSP is to yield valid solutions. While
the average roughness of the ice in the Arctic satisfies the smallness criterion, both of the
restrictions are violated by discrete, large pressure ridges for the important frequency band
of 10-100 Hz. An empirical fit to the observed loss has been derived and may be written
Le = 3fi dB/Km, where f is frequency in kilohertz.

Reasoning that a full-wave solution holds the key to the scattering phenomenon, I use
the finite difference method to solve the elastodynamic equations numerically. In contrast
to the MSP, this technique allows arbitrary roughness, unrestricted in slope, displacement,
or radius of curvature. Because of this feature, finite difference solutions provide direct,
physical insight into the scattering mechanism of rough sea ice. The underlying analytic
formulation treats the air-ice-water complex as a heterogeneous continuum in three dimen-
sions. A plane strain approximation reduces the formulation to two dimensions. This, in
turn, limits the computational burden when computing the finite difference solution, while
permitting the salient features of the scattering process to be studied.

Numerical experiments involving scatter from individual roughness elements are con-
ducted. A broadband source excites the numerical grid and the interplay of acoustic and
elastic energy is observed during the course of the experiment. Two classes of roughness
elements are considered: pressure ridge formations, of various shapes and sizes, and an ice
edge. The specular loss from an ice edge is too low to explain the observed scattering loss
in the central Arctic. Newly formed pressure ridges in the Arctic are loose aggregations
of ice blocks with free flooding interstitial voids. These ridges cannot support shear strain
and are modeled as fluid structures connected to elastic ice plates. Multi-year ridges, in
contrast, are completely frozen and are better modeled as elastic structures.
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Specular energy loss is affected by three identified phenomena: mass loading, excitation
of plate waves, and a material dependent power law. The first two phenomena affect the
magnitude of the specular loss, while the last affects the frequency dependence.

e Specular energy loss is proportional to ridge cross sectional area for both fluid and
elastic ridges, and for a fixed ice density, area is proportional to mass per unit length.

* For a 3 m ice plate surrounding an elastic ridge, the excitation of plate waves roughly
doubles the specular loss relative to the loss of an identical ridge floating free. Loss
from fluid ridges is unaffected by the presence or absence of a surrounding ice plate.

* Fluid ridges produce a dipolar diffraction pattern with a specular loss power law of
f 1, while elastic ridges produce a quadrupolar pattern and a power law of f/2.

These results are used to argue that scatter from relatively young, large pressure ridges
is the dominant scattering mechanism in long-range acoustic propagation. Future work with
scale models at ultrasonic frequencies and full-scale field experiments are required before
this hypothesis can be fully tested.

Thesis Co-Supervisor: Arthur B. Baggeroer
Professor, Departments of Electrical and Ocean Engineering, MIT

Thesis Co-Supervisor: Ralph A. Stephen
Senior Scientist, WHOI
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..the sea is ami ghty soul...

We can never pierce its infinite mystery - we may only

want' 'r, awed and spellbound, on the outer fringe of it.

- L. M. MONTGOMERY,

ANNE'S HOUSE OF DREAMS (1915)
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 History and context

From the earliest observations during the International Geophysical Year in 1957-8, the

cause of low frequency acoustic scattering loss in the Arctic Ocean has eluded complete

scientific understanding. The practical consequences ire many. Only low frequency sound,

meaning 10-100 Hz, propagates over long distances in the Arctic. After traveling hundreds

of kilometers, the sound arrives with strong amplitude and phase distortions that affect

many fields of ocean acoustics such as the study of marine mammal vocalizations, seismic

exploration, and long-range submarine detection.

The first long-range propagation experiments revealed that the Arctic sound channel

transforms short, impulsive source signatures into long, dispersive chirps [31,45]. In addi-

tion, estimates of attenuaion were found to be surprisingly large relative to similar estimates

made in open oceans. These two phenomena were respectively attributed to multipath and

rough surface scattering within the sound channel.

Ray tracing calculations soon described the multipath component of propagation. With

a knowledge of the sound speed profile, it was possible to compute ray paths between
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Figure 1.1: Sound speed profile and corresponding ray diagram. The Arctic sound channel
has a large gradient of g = 0.06 a- ' from the surface down to about 300 m then a smaller
gradient of g = 0.016 s- 1 from 300 m on down. This sound speed profile causes the upward
refraction of rays as seen in. (This figure was taken from Diachok [12].)

a source and receiver. An example is shown in Figure 1.1 of the results of a ray tracing

calculation for the typical sound speed profile shown. The sound channel is said to be upward

refracting. This effect is caused by a monotonically increasing sound speed profile, which,

in turn, is caused by monotonically increasing pressure in an isothermal water column. Due

to the upward refracting sound speed profile in the Arctic, rays bounce repeatedly along

the undersurface of the ice as the sound propagates horizontally. For a given source and

receiver location, many rays, known as the eigenrays, connect the two points. The eigenray

ensemble forms a multipath complex that causes dispersive arrivals and may be thought of

in terms of normal-modes 19,29]. In stark contrast to the known cause and effect relationship

between multipath and dispersion, the relationship between rough surface scattering and

attenuation is not clear.

By virtue of the ray-mode equivalence theorem, every long-range propagation mode

comprises an infinite number of rays. Imagine following an acoustic energy packet along any
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particular ray as it propagates down the channel. In all cases the energy packet entounters

the ice time and again. The ice encounters are interleaved with curved paths through

the water. At low frequencies the absorption and volume scattering loss in the water is

negligible and cannot explain the attenuation observed in experiments [67, p. 102]. The

excess attenuation must be due to the local scatter that occurs at each ice encounter.

Thus, the local scattering process associated with a single ice encounter is a fundamental

component of acoustic loss over long distances.

Many theories have attempted to describe the scattering losses. These theories have

roots in the classical scattering literature that dates to Lord Rayleigh's investigation of

scatter from a corrugated surface [59, V.11, Art. 2721. Due to analytical complexities, the

theories have been developed for simple scattering problems with features such as "fluid"

ice [13], small roughness [30], single scatter [41,42], rough pressure release interfaces [13], and

ensembles of identical scatterers [66]. To date, none of the theories can completely account

for the observed loss, which has a frequency dependence of t f I5 as seen in Figure 1.2.

Buck and Greene [6] derived an empirical fit to the data and described the excess loss due

to rough surface scattering. Early analytic solutions, assuming a rough free surface, led to

a loss function with the correct frequency dependence, = f1.5, but the magnitude was too

small [46]. Later work with an "improved" model, based on the impedance of the ice, gave

worse results; the frequency dependence was = f3 and the magnitude was much too low [46].

Hence, the best predictions of scattering loss in units of dB/Km are much lower than the

observed loss, as shown in Figure 1.2, and have the wrong frequency dependence [44].

Since, as described above, the unexplained long-range propagation loss is attributed to

numerous local encounters with the ice, in this thesis I study ice scattering from a local,

short-range perspective. Specifically, I focus on individual scattering events and watch the

interplay of acoustic and elastic energy during the passage of a sound pulse. My primary

11
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Figure 1.2: Observed specular energy loss from field data compared to analytic predictions.
The measured data has a frequency dependence of t- f 1-5 . The analytic solutions are

based on the method of small perturbations. The curve marked IFS" assumes a rough free

surface. This prediction has the correct slope but does not consider the mass loading effect

of the ice. The curve marked TAellen '87" is based on an impedance formulation, which in

this frequency range is domined by mass loading [461. Here the slope is wrong and the

magnitude is very low. The "improved" impedance solution is worse than the earlier free
surface solution.
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goal is to develop a better understanding of the local ice scattering process. I want to

understand the physical mechanism of the scattering process and to quantify the acoustic

and elastic energy partitioning as a function of ice geometry and propagation angle. My

original hypothesis was that the unexplained loss would be accounted for by conversion

of acoustic energy in the water into flexural energy in the ice. This process permanently

extracts energy from the coherent forward propagating signal. As my research proceeded,

it became clear that this hypothesis was too simple. The scattering loss is increased by

the excitation of plate waves, as originally conjectured, but the frequency dependence of

the loss is still wrong. As I show later, the frequency dependence can be explained by an

appropriate choice of material properties for the ice.

1.2 The problem

The scattered field for a given acoustic excitation is determined by the geometry and ma-

terial composition of the ice and the surrounding fluid media.

The geometric aspects of this problem are discussed first. At low frequency two elemental

scattering structures are important in the Arctic: pressure ridges and leads. Ridges are piles

of disoriented ice blocks, formed by compressive forces acting on more or less flat sheets

of ice. The ice sheets are forced together to the point of failure during the ridge building

process. The process is illustrated in Figure 1.3(a). Leads, by contrast, are formed by

tensile forces pulling an ice sheet apart to the point of failure and producing an open water

gap ranging in size from virtually zero to tens of kilometers [28]. This process is illustrated

in Figure 1.3(b).

The roughness of the Arctic ice has length scales ranging from sub-crystalline dendrites

at 0(10- 3 M) to pressure ridges and keels at 0(10 m) to tabular ice islands at O(10 m) [17,38,60].

I focus on the midrange of the roughness spectrum, where ridge size is matched to the wa-

13



(a)

Figure 1.3: Ridge and lead formation. (a) Pressure ridges are formed when two sheets of
ice of comparable thickness are forced together. The ridge builds by breaking blocks of ice
from the surrounding sheets and piling them into the sail and keel of the ridge. (b) Leads
are formed by the opposite mechanism; tensile forces pull the ice apart forming open water
gaps.

ter wavelength at low frequency, A = 0(10 m). At this length scale, scattering effects are

complicated [12J. Furthermore, field observations show that ridge keel size and spatial fre-

quency, that is number of keels per kilometer, are proportional [21,70]. Thus, if keels occur

in the sound path, the scattering effect of a large keel is aggravated by the tendency of large

keels to group together.

Now consider leads. They occur over the entire Arctic ocean but are the dominant

roughness feature in the marginal ice zone, which is the sometimes large transition region

between the central Arctic and the open ocean [11,71].

The elastic nature of the ice canopy adds complexity to the problem. Not only are

reflections and scatter seen in the water below the ice but plate waves are excited in the ice

sheet as well [24]. Two types of plate waves exist in thin ice. One type is a bending wave

called the flexural or anti-symmetric Lamb wave, and the other type is a compressional

14



air: p =1.2 Kg/m 3 ,C p =340 m/S. CS =0

Ice: p -910 Kg/m 3 ,Cp =3500 m/s, CS=1600 m/s

water: p=1000Kg/m 3 ,Cp =1500m/s, Cs =0

Figure 1.4: Idealized rough ice model. Abrupt transitions are assumed between air, ice,

and water with the indicated material properties changing across the boundary.

wave called the longitudinal or symmetric Lamb wave. If ice were a fluid, the flexural wave

could not exist. In this case, the longitudinal wave would propagate like the compressional

energy in a Pekeris waveguide, but the waveguide would have rough boundaries. Thus, for

real ice the scattering process is composed of a number of distinct parts: reflection and

diffiraction, which are primarily geometric effects, and mode conversion between acoustic

and elastic energy, which is an elastic material effect.

An idealized air-ice-water model is characterized by large, abrupt changes in material

property as shown in Figure 1.4. Each material is completely described by three properties:

density, bulk compressional velocity, and shear velocity. The contrast in density between

ice and water is modest, but between ice and water or air it is enormous: three orders of

magnitude. For bulk compressional velocity, the contrast is never more than about one

order of magnitude. Ice is the only material in this model which has a shear velocity. The

transition between materials is almost infinitely sharp; a more precise description of the

transition is deferred to Chapter 2. The ice-air or ice-water interface is a true material

boundary, not a pressure-release surface. The high-contrast discontinuity between air and
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ice or water acts like a stationary shock, which is important in the development of the

modeling algorithm. In nature, the ice-water boundary is sharp in some locations [25] and

not sharp in others [33]. When the boundary is not sharp, the transition region is typically

a few centimeters thick, and therin the ice is slushy [33]. This slush ice behaves more like

a visco-elastic material than like an elastic material. However, since the region is thin with

respect to the acoustic wavelength, I ignore the visco-elastic effect and model the ice as an

isotropic elastic material.

1.3 The approach

Scattering investigations may be grouped into four broad categories: field experiments, scale

model experiments, analytical solutions, and numerical solutions. Each of these approaches

has its strengths and weaknesses, which must be weighed in light of achieving my research

objective. In choosing a method to study ice scattering the most important aspects of the

problem must be identified and isolated, thereby simplifying the analysis and interpretation

of the results. By isolating individual aspects of the problem, say the effect of ice het-

erogeneity from geometry, it is possible to build a comprehensive picture of the scattering

process as a whole. This is the synthesis approach and the approach I seek.

Field data obviously contains the truest scattering information. Data collection in the

field, however, is plagued by lack of observations that are important for meaningful data

interpretation. Even if it were possible to measure everything affecting the data, which

it never is, problems would still exist. Principally, no simplifications can be made. If, as

suggested above, one wishes to study of effects of ice geometry versus material heterogeneity,

this cannot be done. Analysis of field data is exactly the opposite of the desired approach;

the whole must be analyzed to reveal its constituents rather than the other way around.

Having eliminated field experimentation, one might consider scale model experiments,
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which provide a measure of control impossible in the field; materials can be made homoge-

neous, geometries can be prescribed and machined exactly, and sources and receivers can

be placed precisely (43]. Building the models and instrumenting the experiment, however,

is a tedious, time-consuming process. This aspect of the scale model approach tends to

discourage its use if many different models are to be considered. Furthermore, it is difficult

to visualize the acoustic and elastic fields as the scattering process evolves. Because of this,

a measurement and analysis problem nearly as complicated as that for field data remains.

For a number of reasons, the ice scattering problem is not easily solved analytically. In

particular, it is not possible to develop analytic solutions for the field scattered from realistic

structures. While some statistically formulated problems can be solved analytically, they

place restrictions on the form of the roughness such as small heights, small gradients, or

large curvatures. Solutions that exist for simple problems do not explain the observed

scattering los seen in long-range propagation experiments. Furthermore, analytic solutions

are often farfield solutions and do not provide the physical insight necessary to investigate

the scattering mechanism at the fluid-solid boundary.

On the other hand, analytic solutions are powerful tools for gaining insight into the

character of the scattered field from simple canonical objects like fluid and elastic cylinders.

To the extent that the ice scattering problem can be decomposed into canonical parts, an-

alytic solutions contribute to a better understanding of rough surface scattering. Although

I do not solve the ice scattering problem analytically, I do use analytic solutions as a guide

to understanding the character of certain scattering phenomenon.

Numerical methods are the remaining option. They provide solutions to otherwise

intractable problems. Specifically, finite difference solutions to the elastodynarnic equations

of motion are considered here. This method permits arbitrary specification of geometries

and material properties, limited only by the coarseness of the grid. The acoustic and elastic
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fields are trivial to visualize since these are the computed fields and the solution can be

sampled any place or time. With this visualization capability, the scattering process can be

observed in detail as acoustic energy encounters a roughness element in the elastic plate. The

finite difference method is not perfect, of course; the computed solutions are not exact. In

this study the geometry is limited to two dimensional scatter from one dimensional rough

surfaces. Furthermore, roughness with a length scale smaller than the spatial sampling

interval is ignored. The limitation to a two dimensional solution renders it insensitive to

any scattering process involving transverse motion. These processes include out of plane

scatter due to oblique azimuthal incidence on linear features and to two dimensionally

rough surfaces. Energy scattered into horizontal shear (SH) motion by such processes is

not computed in the two dimensional solutions. These weaknesses, however, are outweighed

by the strengths that bear on the scattering problem. For this reason, I have chosen

finite difference modeling as the best method for gaining insight into the local scattering

phenomenon.

1.4 Preliminary effort

In seismology, plane strain linear elastodynamics are used to study wave propagation

through two-dimensional heterogeneous media [63]. The plane strain approximation models

the cross section of an infinitely long slab extending in and out of the observation plane.

For the ice scattering problem it is desirable to use a heterogeneous continuum formulation

to avoid explicitly matching boundary conditions between different materials. The latter

approach is especially odious for spatially varying boundaries. In that case, at each point

along the boundary the algorithm must compute the local normal, rotate the coordinate

system, match the boundary conditions, then rotate back. Either custom coding for each

model or some kind of boundary tracker is required to implement tLs technique. In con-
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trast, the heterogeneous formulation handles the boundaries between materials as internal

boundaries of a single spatially varying continuum. Using this approach, arbitrary models

can be specified with no recoding.

The apparent price to pay for ease of coding is two fold: an increased operation count for

elastic versus fluid materials and an increased number of grid points due to the small spatial

increment dictated by the low sound speed of air. For the ice scattering problem, neither of

these actually affect the efficiency of the implementation very much. The operation count

is kept low in fluid regions by checking for zero shear modulus; in which case, it is known

that the two normal stresses, ol and v22, are equal and the shear stress, 012, is zero.

With this knowledge, the operation count can be reduced nearly to the level of a pure fluid

code. Thus, the heterogeneous formulation provides a convenient framework within which

to compute the field in a fluid or an elastic material without loss of generality and without

over-computation.

The spatial discretization for the ice scattering problem is actually limited by the relative

thinness of the ice and not the low sound speed in air. Further, for simplicity, I take the

spatial increment to be uniform throughout the computational domain. Consequently, it

makes no difference, in terms of the spatial increment, whether or not air is included in

the model. This, obviously, is a special feature of the ice scattering problem and does not

generalize to other rough surface studies.

The plane strain approximation of the linear elastodynamic equations for smooth het-

erogeneous materials undergoing infinitesimal strain can be writtent

bot "-+ 0b12,2),

v2,= b(0 12 .1 + 022.2),

tThe notation (1.1)".2 indicates equations 1 and 2 of the system labeled as Equation (1.1). Similar
notation is used throughout.
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where vi and v2 are the particle velocities in the horizontal and vertical directions and aj

is the symmetric stress tensor with normal stresses all and 0,22 and shear stress 0'12 [19,

Appendix Al [48, p. 1201. Partial differentiation with respect to time is indicated by (-),t,

while differentiation with respect to the x, spatial coordinate is indicated by (.),i. Finally,

A and ps are Lam6 parameters, and b = p-1 is buoyancy or inverse density. The first two

equations of (1.1) are statements of Newton's second law, F = Ma. The last three equations

are Hooke's law, F = kx.
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Figure 1.6: Ice edge model. Scattering experiments from this model are unstable using
the Virieux scheme. The material properties are as follows: for air, Cp = 340 rn/a and
p = 1.2Kg/m 3 ; for ice, Cp - 3500m/, Cs = 1600m/e, and p = 910KgI/M3 ; and for
water, C, = 1500 m/. and p = 1000 Kg/rM3 . The ice is 3 m thick and the center frequency
of the source is 55 Hz.

These equations, or their second order equivalent, have been solved using many finite

differences schemes for the computation of synthetic seismograms 13,14,26,40,69. Stephen

has written an excellent review on the use of finite difference solutions to elastic wave

propagation in heterogeneous media [63]. To my knowledge, finite differences have never

been used to study the ice scattering problem.

Virieux [69] discretized these equations on a staggered grid in both space and time as

shown in Figure 1.5. His correspondence between continuous and discrete field variables is

(v,,v 2 ,0 ,o02 2 0,1 2 )T * (U,V,S,T,X) T . (1.2)

Virieux's analysis indicates his system of difference equations is applicable to arbitrary,
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heterogeneous models containing both solids and liquids. Encouraged by the success of

Virieux and the others referenced above, I attempted to run the ice edge model shown in

Figure 1.6. One might find such a feature at a lead or between floes in the marginal ice

zone. To my dismay the computation is unstable and results in floating point overflows.

The unstable point is in the air just above the three-phase corner, where air, ice, and water

come together. It is clear that Virieux's heterogeneous formulation is not sufficiently general

to handle the ice scattering problem. Furthermore, several other finite difference schemes

are also unstable. Evidently, the analytic system of equations do not adequately describe

the elastodynamic motion associated with the high-contrast air-ice-water interface.

1.5 The approach, revisited

Since the heterogeneous linear elastodynamic formulation is unstable for the ice scatter-

ing problem, an improved modeling algorithm is required. I derive a set of quasi-linear

elastodynamic equations for heterogeneous, not necessarily smooth materials undergoing

infinitesimal strain. I also demonstrate why a quasi-linear system of equations is needed

for a problem that, intuition would say, requires only a linear system. All terms in the

quasi-linear system are analyzed for the magnitude of their contribution in the presence of

a high-contrast discontinuity. Further, since the large, abrupt changes in material proper-

ties behave like stationary shocks, a differencing scheme able to handle these shocks and

remain stable is selected. The development of an improved modeling algorithm, then, is the

secondary goal of my research.
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1.6 Overview of thesis

In correspondence to my research goals, namely, one, the elucidation of the local scattering

process and two, the development of an improved modeling algorithm, there are two parts

to this thesis. Since the improved algorithm must come first, Chapters 2 and 3 address its

development. Chapter 4 is a transition chapter, which describes the data analysis approach

used to reduce the experimental data. Chapters 5 and 6 describe the numerical experiments

and analysis conducted to elucidate the local scattering process.

Specifically, in Chapter 6 I argue, based on the experimental results of Chapter 5, that

the excess scattering loss observed in long-range propagation experiments can be explained

by scatter from "fluid" ridges connected to elastic ice sheets. A fluid ridge models a newly

formed pressure ridge, which is weak in shear and behaves acoustically like a fluid object.

Justification for this argument is given in Chapter 5, Section 5.2.1.

Finally, Chapter 7 provides an executive summary of the significant contributions of

this thesis and some implications and directions for future research.
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Chapter 2

Analytic development

2.1 Overview

In this chapter I derive the quasi-linear elastodynamic equations of motion needed to solve

the rough ice scattering problem. The system comprises two conservation equations, mass

and linear momentum, and a constitutive equation relating stress to momentum.

Usually the elastodynamic equations in Eulerian coordinates are linearized and have

one equation for momentum, or equivalently velocity, and one constitutive equation. I show

that the linear system is ill-posed if a sufficiently large density gradient exists. Detailed

arguments are given in the section on dimensional analysis, Section 2.5, and in the discussion

of Section 2.6.

2.2 Physical assumptions

Equations of motion are derived by first making a priori assumptions about the physical

effects that are important in the problem to be studied. For the ice scattering problem

I derive the equations in conservation law form for heterogeneous material undergoing in-
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finitesimal strain in Eulerian coordinates. I ignore viscosity since viscous boundary layers

are small for acoustic waves in water and air [4, p. 308], [15, p. 15]. Recall, in Section 1.2 I

described the ice-water boundary as being occasionally a thin, slushy, visco-elastic transi-

tion between fluid water and elastic ice. I ignore the effects of this transition region in this

thesis, thus eliminating consideration of viscous losses altogether. Gravity is ignored since

it only provides static stability to the heterogeneous model and plays no part in the wave

propagation process. Intrinsic attenuation, the irreversible conversion of mechanical energy

to heat, in air, ice, and water is assumed negligible since the experiments model only short

ranges at low frequency. Finally, the scattering process is assumed to be adiabatic, which

means energy can be computed from the mechanical field variables, and there is no need

for a separate energy equation [47, p. 264, 355].

I use a phenomenological model for the ice which is assumed to be a simple material

described by constant Lam6 parameters, A, i, and p. This is in contrast to a more complete

composite material model which comprehends the heterogeneous, porous nature of sea ice.

Since the exact composite material of ice is not known and varies from point to point, it is

more appropriate to use a simple material model. Furthermore, even though ice is known

to be anisotropic, for simplicity I take it to be isotropic.

The intent of this study is to capture the phenomenological character of the ice scattering

process by separating the effects of geometry from those of the material. Simple material

descriptions and simple geometries provide leading order insight into the scattering process.

Future studies can be done using refined definitions of geometric complexity and material

property to extend the understanding.
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2.3 Conservation equations

When computing a numerical solution using finite differences, it is essential to have a set

of well-posed analytic equations or else convergence to a stable solution is never reliable.

Since the linear system of Equations (1.1) produces unstable results using Virieux's scheme

(and many others, not shown), development of the equations of motion from first principles

is prescribed. Specifically, the conservation equations for mass and momentum are derived

with the help of the kinematic transport theorem. This theorem relates the total rate of

change of a conserved field quantity, also known as the total or material derivative, to fluxes

and partial time derivatives of the conserved quantity.

There are two ways to view the total derivative. The first is to consider the region

P, which always contains a fixed amount of material as shown in Figure 2.1. The volume

deforms under the action of surface forces but no material crosses into or out of the defined

region; it behaves like a pinched balloon. In this case, the total derivative of the conserved

quantity is computed as

d -f dV, (2.1)

where E is a field quantity per unit volume. The total time derivative operates on the entire

integral including the rate of change of the region boundary, aD. This is a Lagrangian point

of view, where individual particles of material are tagged and followed as they move. If one

wishes to actually track the location of a particular packet of material, this formulation is

the one to choose. But for the infinitesimal and oscillatory particle motion associated with

acoustic and elastic wave propagation, the Lagrangian approach is unnecessary.

The other way to view the total derivative is to consider a region, D, enclosed by a

surface, aD, fixed in an arbitrary reference frame. The total derivative of the conserved

quantity, E, is the integral of the partial time derivative of e in P plus the integral of the

flux of 0 across aD. In this case the volume acts like a screen box immersed in a moving
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Figure 2.1: Material volume for derivation of kinematic transport theorem. The volume
is denoted as P with the boundary UD with an outward pointing normal. The material
contained in P must be a continuum but may have high gradients of the material properties.

fluid. This is the Eulerian point of view and the total derivative is computed as

fD e,,dV + fLD EvinidS, (2.2)

where vi are the material velocities and ni are the direction cosines at the region boundary.

Since there is no need to track individual packets of material to describe infinitesimal wave

propagation, the Eulerian approach is sufficient. In addition, an Eulerian formulation is

more convenient to implement than a Lagrangian formulation. For these reasons i use an

Eulerian formulation for the equations of motion.

Now, the kinematic transport theorem is stated by explicitly noting the equivalence

of Equation (2.1) and (2.2). Batchelor 14, p. 131] derives the theorem more formally and

states the result in two ways. For an arbitrary region, D, bounded by the surface, OD, with

outward pointing normal pictured in Figure 2.1, there are two transport identities. For a

material property per unit volume, e,

f J V f 8,, + (8,,).,dV (2.3)
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and for a material property per unit mass, F,

d t dF

T pFdV=Jp -jdV, (2.4)

where the operator F t + . On the left side of both equations the amount of

material is arbitrary but fixed, while on the right volume is arbitrary but fixed.

The equation for conservation of mass is derived by letting e be mass per unit volume,

or density, p, and using the kinematic transport theorem Equation (2.3). Since mass is

conserved and the region P is arbitrary,

,=

- -Vi,,, (2.5)

where v = pv is the linear momentum in the i direction.

The equation for conservation of linear momentum is derived by recognizing that the

total derivative of momentum in P must be balanced by the traction, Ti, applied on the

surface of the region, aD. Mathematically the balance is expressed

d ,dV f TLdS. (2.6)

Using the kinematic transport theorem, Equation (2.3), on the left and the traction stress

relation, T = o,3 ni, and the divergence theorem on the right we find for an arbitrary region

= ~.)+ Ci,.(2.7)
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These conservation equations differ from the usual elastodynamic equations in two ways.

First, I have retained the mass equation, and second, I have kept the quasi-linear convective

term in the momentum equation. Later I show under what circumstances these extra terms

may be dropped and the system reduced to the more common linear system.

2.4 Constitutive equation

The constitutive equation is fundamentally different from the conservation equations de-

veloped in the last section. It is an equation of state relating stress, oij, to the conserved

quantities p and vi and provides closure to the system of equations. For infinitesimal, adi-

abatic particle motion stress is only due to the current state of deformation or strain. In

particular, Graff [19, Appendix A] shows that stress is related to strain energy (or potential

energy), W, by

aw (2.8)

where Ej = 1(vij + vi,) is strain. For infinitesimal strains the Taylor expansion of strain

energy is valid and may be written

W O 1 a2W0) W o + W _k++ o(4,T)
1

W+ + icipuci , + 0(4,), (2.9)

where

WO -0,,i=o (2.10)

is the arbitrary strain energy datum, 4j* is residual stress at zero strain, and Cik, are

elastic constants. Setting the residual stress to zero for convenience and differentiating

Equation (2.9) with respect to strain yields the linear stress-strain relation

S= C29(2.11)
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Consider the validity of this relation in the vicinity of a contact discontinuity in the

idealized air-ice-water model. I stated in Chapter 1 that the transition between materials

is almost infinitely sharp. The description of the material transition must be made more

precise in light of two comments about the stress-strain relation.

First, the strain energy, W, is assumed to be a differentiable function of strain, eii,

which itself, must be spatially differentiable. This is a problem at a fluid-solid contact

discontinuity if the material transition is truly infinitely sharp. In this case some of the

strain components are discontinuous and hence are non-differentiable. One way around this

dilemma is to use one-sided derivatives and match boundary conditions at the discontinu-

ity. But this is exactly what I am trying to avoid in going to a heterogeneous continuum

formulation. Another way to handle this problem is to restrict the idealized model in such a

way that material transitions occur very quickly over a finite but small region and have well

defined spatial gradients. If the material properties are spatially differentiably then the field

variables are differentiable and the problem is well posed [23]. For low frequency approxi-

mations the distinction between the two models, an infinitesimal transition width versus a

finite but small transition width, is negligible if the transition width is small enough in the

latter case. The finite difference solution ciscussed in the next chapter makes an implicit,

but unknown and irrelevant, assumption about the transition model as shown in Figure 2.2.

The second comment has to do with the elastic constants. The stress-strain relation is

linear since only the quadratic terms in the Taylor expansion are retained. Thus the Cjj~

are constants with respect to strains, that is

acikl = . (2.12)

This is not to say the elastic properties are constants with respect to the spatial coordinates.
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/ Random transition
Material ,Step transition
Property/

Linear gradient transition

m m+1

Figure 2.2: Material property transition model between grid points in the finite difference
scheme. The transition model is never defined, only the material property values at the

grid points, m and m + 1, in this case. I have suggested three models out of an infinite

set that are possible with the material specification at only two points. In choosing the

spatial increment, h = Ax, one is saying that the details of the model and the details of the

solution for smaller lengths scales are not important to the problem.

In particular, I certainly admit the possibility that

aC jkl 56O. (2.13)
Ozm

For an isotropic, but possibly heterogeneous, material the elastic constants reduce to

CijU = A86 8kql + A'(bk 8 i + Sl 6jk), (2.14)

where A and p are Lam6 constants that may be spatially varying. Using this in the general

stress-strain relation, Equation (2.11), and differentiating with respect to time yields the

isotropic stress-strain relation
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ait= Acekk,t~ii + 2
/Leii,t,

= \Vt,kS6,, + P(vij + v,,,)

- k ~ +[~ ±L] (2.15)

This is the time derivative of the usual isotropic stress-strain relation written in terms of

momentum and density instead of velocity.

In going from Equation (2.15)1 to (2.15)2 I have used the linearized equation of strain

j + !(uij I U,), (2.16)

where u is particle displacement. A more complete description of strain includes quadratic

terms in the displacement and may be written 132, p. 21

Cj = - (u, + uji, + uk,iukj). (2.17)

In the next section on dimensional analysis I show that the quadratic terms can always be

dropped for the finite difference solution and need be considered no further.

2.5 Dimensional analysis

The quasi-linear elastodynamic equations comprise the conservative and constitutive equa-

tions, which are written in an Eulerian reference frame as
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Pt = (2.18)
=

~-~-() ,k -i+ o'+Q .28

When can the quasi-linear momentum term and the mass equation be dropped to yield

the linear elastodynamic equations? To answer this question I use dimensional analysis to

find the relative size of the various terms. Nothing is lost by reducing the system to one

dimension (1-D),

,=

Vt = (PV2 ),z + o,,

0,t i,,5, (2.19)

where v =- ( i/p), a, =- a11, and f A + 2p. My primary concern is what happens at

material boundaries since the solution in smooth regions is well understood [23]. Velocity

and stress are used on the right side of Equation (2.19) since their continuity conditions are

known at boundaries.

Perturbations of density are usually considered small and the mass equation is usually

dropped. Consider the size of these perturbations in the neighborhood of a boundary to

see when this is a legitimate approximation. Define density as

P = Po + Ps, (2.20)

where po = po(z) is locally constant, pg = ps (z, t) is the density perturbation, and p = p(z, t)

is the total density. Only po is independent of time. Using this definition in the conservation
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of mass equation (2.19)' yields

P,t = -P.ZV - PVz. (2.21)

In dimensional analysis one normally takes a term like p,zv and brings the magnitude and

dimension out as a leading coefficient multiplying a term of 0(1). Specifically, one defines

something like
RV. .

P,zV = RVP.*. V (2.22)

where the * quantities are dimensionless and of 0(1), and R, V, and L, are respectively,

a characteristic density, velocity, and length. This approach works well for smooth models

but breaks down where the characteristic density is different on two sides of a boundary.

In this case, I define a characteristic density difference, R&, such that

& -- p(zo + c) - p(zo - v) = [R(zo + e) - R(xo - c)]p" = Rap*, (2.23)

where the material transition occurs at z = z., as shown in Figure 2.3(b). Note that the

characteristic density R is a function of z so that an evaluation of the quantity RA/R

depends on which side of the interface z is taken. For example, say RA = R - R_ with

R+ > R-. Then RA t-- R+ and RA/'R ,- 0(1) to the right of the interface and > 1 to the

left.

Now to continue, define a similar difference for velocity, vA, = VtI*. Also define a

characteristic density perturbation, p5 = )Zp. Using these definitions in the conservation

of mass equation (2.21), normalizing the left side, and dropping the *'a yields

SRAVT RVATP6.1 = zL pv - L pv'Z. (2.24)

Using the same procedure on the horizontal momentum and the stress equations (2.19)2.3

yields the dimensionless system

RAVT RVAT
P6,t - LL , L pv'z,
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I, - V 2RAT -l- 2 - -L-A 2pv, + T

AVA T . (2.25)
O',g PL

where I used v = RVv*, a = Pa*, and £ = AV before dropping the *'a. To determine the

relative size of each term use the order of magnitude relations

L

-y '. C, numerical grid velocity if L = Ax and T = At,

P RCV, pressure,

A RC2 , local Lam6 constant,

V& - V, since normal velocity is continuous across an interface,

P& - P, since normal stress is continuous across an interface,

VV M- Mach number < 1. (2.26)

Using these relations in the dimensionless equations (2.25) and replacing leading coefficients

of 0(1) with unity yields

VI= [&M PX 2 IMJ 2pvv,2 + oaz,

O,, = v,Z. (2.27)

It is obvious the stress equation, a,t - v,, and the stress term of the momentum

equation, v.t - ... .,, must be retained since they are always leading order. The second

quasi-linear term of the momentum equation is O(M) and can always be dropped. But

what about the other terms?

Suppose the density distribution is smooth as shown in Figure 2.3(a) with RA < R;

then the first term of the density equation (2.27)1 and the remaining quasi-linear term of.

the momentum equation (2.27)2 drop out. Since the leading coefficient of the second term
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Figure 2.3: Low-contrast and high-contrast density interface. (a) The density contrast is
low across the 'interface" at x = z. with a small gradient. The quantity RA/IR is always
< 1, no matter which side of the interface it is evaluated. (b) The density contrast is high
across the interface, and the value of RA/IR is sensitive to the local value of R. To the right,
R&I/R -0(1), while to the left, RA/R > 1.
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of the density equation must be 0(1) the density perturbation is ) _ RM << R and the

density equation drops out entirely since it decouples from the other equations. The reduced

system in this case is

=,t V.X (2.28)

which is the same as the usual linear elastodynamic equation with normalized material

properties. Hence, if the density distribution is smooth then the linear equations can be

used.

For the next two examples, consider a high-contrast density discontinuity, where R(zo +

e) > R(z, - e) as shown in Figure 2.3(b). First, consider a point on the high density side

of the density discontinuity, where RA = R. The first quasi-linear term of the momentum

equation (2.27)2 drops but both terms of the mass equation (2.27)1 must be kept. In this

case, however, the mass equation again decouples from the others since R = RM < R, i.e.,

the local density perturbation is much less than the local density. Again, the linear system

can be used.

Next, consider a point on the low density side of the density discontinuity shown in

Figure 2.3(b), where RA/R :$ 1, say RAM = R. In this case, the quasi-linear term in

the momentum equation (2.27)2 must be retained along with the first term of the mass

equation (2.27)1. The mass equation does not decouple in this case since 2 = ReM =

R. In other words, the local density perturbation is the same size as the local density.

This situation arises near high-contrast boundaries and is due to th- interface moving

with respect to the fixed Eulerian coordinates. If a dense material, say ice, moves even

slightly into a very light material, say air, it dramatically changes the average density of

the material in a fixed grid cell. Thus, to honor conservation of mass, the entire quasi-linear

elastodynamic system Equation (2.19), or more generally Equation (2.18), must be used.
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Recall I mentioned in the previous section that the quadratic terms in the strain equa-

tion (2.17) could always be dropped. Using dimensional analysis, I now show why this is

so. Writing the equation in dimensionless form yields

uA. +u, uA U ," =- " +u! 'i + -iU') ), (2.29)

where Ei,& is the characteristic displacement difference and L is the characteristic length as

above. Normalizing the left hand side and dropping the stars, the dimensionless equation

is written
1. .

= + -+ U (2.30)

I define the ratio N =- U/L and call it the Mach displacement due to its similarity to the

Mach number, M = V/C. The characteristic length, L, is set to the spatial increment

for the finite difference scheme. Because this is a study in infinitesimal strain elastic wave

propagation, U,& - O(U) and the Mach displacement is always small, even near boundaries.

Non-linear effects such as acoustic streaming, which would produce large Mach displace-

ments, are not considered here. Since the Mach displacement is always small, the quadratic

term in the strain equation may always be dropped, leaving a linear strain equation and,

thus, a linear constitutive equation.

2.6 Discussion

Generally, the measure of RA is made meaningful only when the characteristic length L. over

which the density difference occurs is defined. Two cases exist: either the material transition

is spatially differentiable or it is not. For analytically differentiable transitions, regardless

of the gradient magnitude, Hughes shows that only the linear elastodynamic equations are

needed and the equations are well posed (231. This is consistent with my analysis since

the characteristic length of the differencing interval, ax and the like, approaches zero and
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the ratio RA/R is always small. Hence, the quasi-linear terms and the mass equation are

unnecessary.

If the transition is not differentiable, Hughes' theory breaks down. If the density step

is small,

R= O(M), (2.31)

where

2 +(2.32)

2

is the average density, then there is no problem and my analysis shows that the linear

system can be used. On the other hand, if the density step is large,

- 0 0(1) (2.33)R

with

RA , O(M_1 ), (2.34)R_

then no matter how small the differencing interval, the ratio RA/R is never small on the

low density side of the discontinuity. The full quasi-linear system is needed to handle this

situation.

In contrast to the vanishing characteristic length implied by analytic analysis, the finite

difference method, to be introduced in the next chapter, has a fixed characteristic length,

namely the spatial sampling interval. If the sampling interval is larger than the transition

width between materials, then it does not matter whether the transition is differentiable or

not. The full quasi-linear system is needed.

If the transition truly is differentiable and the sampling interval is small enough, then the

linear elastodynamic equations could be used. For the ice scattering problem, however, the

sampling interval needed to make the trai ions appear smooth is many orders of magnitude

smaller than the insonifying wavelength. Choosing such a small sampling interval is not a
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practical approach. Thus, the quasi-linear system should be used with a sampling interval

that spans the material transition.

In either case, whether the transition has infinitesimal width or is smooth with finite but

small width, use of the quasi-linear system yields computationally efficient solutions to the

ice scattering problem. The efficiency is possible without resorting to explicitly matching

boundary conditions at the interfaces between ice, air, and water.

As an aside, I present the following heuristic argument for why the quasi-linear system

is needed.

" The quasi-linear system is the full system of equations derived from first principles

assuming infinitesimal strain and a heterogeneous continuum in Eulerian coordinates.

" Internal boundary conditions are implicitly satisfied by the quasi-linear system re-

gardless of the material contrast across the boundary.

" If the position of a high-contrast internal boundary (is not) explicitly identified and

( linear ( may
tracked then the (quasi-linear) system (must be) be considered.

- In tl e case where the boundary is tracked, boundary conditions must be matched

explicitly in one way or another.

- In the case when the boundary is not tracked, the quasi-linear system, in effect,

is the linear system with quasi-linear source terms added. These terms are neg-

ligible away from boundaries and the system is linear in these regions. Near a

boundary, however, the quasi-linear source terms gain strength and act to enforce

the boundary conditions automatically.
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2.7 Summary

In this chapter I have developed a set of quasi-linear equations of motion (2.18), which

describe wave propagation in a heterogeneous continuum where the material properties

may change abruptly at internal interfaces. I have shown that the magnitude of density

gradients in the model determines if the full quasi-linear system is required or if the simpler

linear elastodynamic equations may be used. If local density differences are large, say

R& = R/M, then the full quasi-linear system must be used.

These results apply to my solution of the ice scattering problem in the following way.

For convenience, I have decided to implement the heterogeneous formulation rather than

track boundaries and explicitly match boundary conditions. Since some of the internal

boundaries in the problem are high-contrast boundaries, I must use the full quasi-linear

system of equations. The next chapter discusses how I solve the equations numerically.
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Chapter 3

Numerical Development

3.1 Overview

Having completed the development of the extended elastodynamic equations, it is time

to consider how these equations are solved. If scatter from complex ice geometries that

approximate the real world is to be considered, numerical solutions are the only choice.

The numerical method must admit the possibility of discontinuous solutions since I have

posed the problem as elastic wave propagation through a heterogeneous continuum with

abruptly changing material properties. Such solutions are called weak solutions and may

be found using either the finite element method or the finite difference method. The former

starts with an integral statement of the weak solution and ends up solving for the unknown

solution by inverting a matrix problem of the form Ax = b. For 1-D hyperbolic problems

this can be done efficiently with modest coding effort. For higher dimensions the inversion

is computationally expensive and for hyperbolic systems, it is unnecessary 164). Explicit

finite difference methods start with the partial differential equations and may be formulated

to guarantee that if the scheme converges to a solution it is the unique weak solution, i.e., it

contains discontinuities that satisfy physically adrnissible boundary conditions at internal
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material interfaces. Explicit finite difference methods are computationally more efficient

than finite element methods for spatial dimensions higher than one. For this reason, the

finite difference method is used here.

There are an infinite number of finite difference approximations to an) given partial

differential equation. The question, then, is which approximation should be used. The

numerical solutions should mimic the physical solutions as closely as possible, i.e., small

phase and amplitude distortions relative to the true solution. High order accuracy schemes

are often suggested because they produce good results for less computational effort on

coarser grids than low order schemes. The problem with coarse grids for ice scattering

experiments is that the ice thickness is small with respect to the acoustic wavelength in

water, say A/10, and thus a coarse grid, say Az = A/5, would not adequately sample the

ice. This leads to the consideration of low order of accuracy difference schemes, namely

O(k, h1) or O(k 2, h2), where k and h are the temporal and spatial discretization interval.

Although this restriction significantly reduces the selection of difference schemes the choices

are still infinite in number. As shown in the next section, a conservation law difference

scheme is required to match the conservation law form of the analytic partial differential

equation. This choice and a further restriction that the scheme be monotone, to be defined

later, guarantees that if the solution converges then the solution is the unique weak solution

that satisfies physically admissible internal boundary conditions, e.g., continuity of normal

velocity and stress, and so forth. Three well known schemes are considered: Lax-Friedrichs,

which is O(k, h2 ), Lax-Wendroff, which is 0(k 2, h"), and Leap-frog, which is O(k 2, h2 ). For

reasons that will become clear, the preferred choice is Lax-Wendroff with some locally added

dissipation that makes the scheme O(k, h2) in the vicinity of material discontinuities.

Once the difference scheme for the interior domain has been selected, the computational

boundary treatment is considered. Ideally the boundary scheme acts like an acoustic diode,
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allowing energy to par out of the domain without reflecting any energy back in. As might

be expected, this is not possible but close approximations to the ideal may be designed. For

this study the boundary is handled with two treatments simultaneously: a one-way wave

equation on the perimeter and a sponge region separating the interior domain from the

computational boundary. In principle, the combination of these two methods can reduce

the side reflections to arbitrarily small levels even in strongly heterogeneous media. In

practice, for only modest effort the side reflections are reduced to a few tenth of a decibel

at mid to high frequency. As will be seen, the low frequencies are problematic because of

their long wavelength and the relative thinness of the absorbing region.

Source injection is handled using an extension of the work by Kelly et al. [261 to inject

not only pressure but also velocity as required by the analytic equations. Both pressure

and velocity are derived from a single displacement potential. This approach provides for

analytic compatibility between the pressure and velocity even in the near-field, where the

source injection takes place.

Finally, the Lax-Wendroff scheme is certified by comparing results from numerical ex-

periments with analytic solutions for simple problems: cylindrical spreading, free surface

reflections, and reflections from an elastic half space. Also, the scheme, which in homoge-

neous media is known to be second order accurate, is shown to have an order of accuracy

slightly less than second order in a strongly heterogeneous media.

3.2 Interior domain

This section covers the selection of an appropriate finite difference scheme to be used in the

interior of the computational domain. First, I discuss general conservation law difference

schemes, which set a framework for selecting a specific difference formulation. Next, I

develop the numerical analysis tools to be used in evaluating three difference schemes.
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Finally, I make a preliminary selection of the scheme to be used for the scattering study.

The selected scheme is certified in a later section, where I compare numerical results with

analytic solutions and confirm order of accuracy.

3.2.1 General conservation law difference schemes

The best way to approximate and integrate analytic partial differential equations in con-

servation law form is to use finite difference schemes in conservation law form. This section

is drawn heavily from the work of Sod [57, COh. IV] and details of derivations and proof of

theorems may be found there or in his citations. I state the results of his work as it applies

to my problem and go from there to the details of my own development and analysis.

For convenience of analysis consider the scalar hyperbolic 1-D conservation law,

U't = -f'dU), (3.1)

where f(u) is the flux of a conserved quantity u out of a control volume (or line segment in

this 1-D case). I show later how the analysis results of this simple equation applies to the

full elastodynarnic equations. Now, multiplying both sides by a smooth function, O(x,t),

which tends to zero as z and t tend to infinity, integrating by parts, and taking the initial

condition O(x, 0) = 0 yields the integral equation

J J ,tu + Ozf(u) dx dt = 0. (3.2)

If solutions of the integral equation are smooth, the process can be reversed to derive the

differential conservation law Equation (3.1). If, however, the solution is spatially discon-

tinuous, say u = v(x, t), then the fluxes, f(v), in general are spatially discontinuous and

the differential conservation law becomes invalid at the points of discontinuity. There is no

such problem with the integral solution, which involves differentiation only of the smooth
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function 4. Strictly speaking then, for the discontinuous solution u = v(z,t), the integral

equation ff O,tv + 0,.f(v) dx dt = 0 is valid but not the differential equation v,t = -/,.(v).

I wish to solve for discontinuous fields using discrete approximations to the conservatiou

law differential equation (3.1). To be certain of finding the unique weak solution u = v(z, t),

two restrictions are placed on the difference scheme [57]. First, the scheme must satisfy a

discrete version of the conservation law in Equation (3.1). The second restriction is that

the scheme be a so-called monotone scheme, which is defined below. This guzrantees that

the solution at a discontinuity is physically admissible.

Consider these two restrictions further. A general statement for the update equation of

a one-step explicit finite difference scheme may be written

U1+1 =Qu, (3.3)

where Q is the update or transition matrix,

i U(xo + mh, to + 1k), (3.4)

h = Ax, and k = At. Furthermore, a finite difference scheme is said to be in conservation

law form if it can be written as

uI - _ F'(xo + ) - F'(xo -)

k h

The function F is the numerical flux and has 2q arguments. Specifically,
h 1),

F'(xo+ ) = F(u_,+,,+,,-,U,

h I(
F'(zo - ) = F(u,,u,+,, (3.6)

For the case q - 1, the most compact conservation law difference scheme, the numerical

fluxes are
h

F'(xo + h) =
2GI

F(xo-h) F(u' ,Uto). (3.7)
2 4
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This is the case used in everything to follow. Consistency with the analytic conservation

law, Equation (3.1), requires that F(u, u) = f(u), where u is a solution to the analytic

equation.

Compare the conservation law of the analytic form in Equation (3.1) with the numerical

form in Equation (3.5). The notion of a conservation la- difference scheme leads to

Theorem 3.1. If a difference scheme can be stated in the conservation law form of Equa-

tion (8.5) and if the scheme converges to a solution, u(z,t), then u is a weak solution of

the aeletic conservation law partial differential equation (8.1).

Proof of this theorem was originally given by Lax and Wendroff [35] and is discussed by

Sod [57].

Weak solutions are not necessarily unique, so Theorem 3.1 helps but is not enough. The

unique solution is desired. This is the one solution which is physically admissible.

The second restriction placed on the difference scheme guarantees the unique weak solu-

tion if the solution converges. This restriction involves the notion of a monotone difference

scheme. Sod [57] states that the finite difference scheme for q = 1

Ulm Qn= H(un 1 tu4,u4n) (3.8)

is monotone if H is a monotone increasing function of its arguments. Specifically,

a+ >0 for q=-1,0,1. (3.9)

Furthermore, if H satisfies the consistency condition H(u, u, u) = f(u) and can be written

in the form

H(,- 1 , u', u.+ u - [P(4,u')- F(u' t1, ut)], (3.10)

then the monotone difference scheme can be written in conservation law form. This leads

to
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Theorem 3.2. If a monotone difference scheme in conservation law form converges to

a solution, u(z,t), then u is the unique weak solution that satisfies physically admissible

boundary conditions at all internal discontinuities.

Proof of this theorem was introduced by Harten et al. 1201 and is discussed by Sod [571.

The physically admissible internal boundary conditions for the elastodynamic equations

reduce to continuity of normal velocity and stress with zero shear stress for fluid-solid

interfaces and continuity of all velocity and stress fields for a welded solid-solid interface.

One more useful theorem by Sod [571 is

Theorem 3.3. A monotone difference scheme in conservation law form is at most first

order accurate in time.

These three theorems are used to select an appropriate finite difference approximation

to the elastodynamic equations for the ice scattering study. A monotone finite difference

scheme in conservation law form guarantees convergence to the weak solution that satisfies

all internal boundary conditions. Having had stability problems in the past, I use a mono-

tone scheme because of this guarantee. A monotone scheme, however, is at most first order

accurate in time. This is a restriction that I want to side-step in some way since a first

order accurate scheme is dominated by temporal truncation errors of 0(k), which are much

larger than the spatial truncation errors of 0(h'). On the other hand, higher order schemes

produce solutions with oscillations near discontinuities in the field. In severe cases, these

oscillations grow and lead to nonlinear instability, a broad class of instabilities not predicted

by linear numerical analysis. One way around this is to use added dissipation and make

the scheme monotone in the vicinity of material interfaces. This approach is discussed in

detail later.
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3.2.2 Numerical analysis

There are an infinite number of finite difference schemes that are consistent with the an-

alytic partial differential equations developed in Chapter 2. 1 must choose one of these to

use for the scattering study. The scheme must be stable in the presence of high-contrast

discontinuities and have modest phase and amplitude distortion. Stability is guaranteed if

the scheme is monotone near discontinuities. This section focuses on phase and amplitude

distortions of the finite difference scheme, otherwise known as numerical dispersion and

dissipation. To evaluate the dispersion and dissipation characteristics of a given difference

scheme I use the Fourier analysis technique 154,65], which is presented in this section in

a general way. The next section uses the technique to investigate three specific difference

schemes.

Although the extended elastodynamic equations derived in Chapter 2 are quasi-linear,

the quasi-linear terms are only needed at the boundary between differing materials. Else-

where, the quasi-linear terms are of lower order and do not contribute significantly to the

solution. In a sense, the quasi-linear terms act to enforce internal boundary conditions

and do not affect the solution that propagates through the homogeneous media between

interfaces. With this in mind, the quasi-linear terms are dropped and the dispersion and

dissipation analysis is done on the linear system of equations for which the Fourier analysis

method is well suited.

The dispersion relation for the model equation u,t = -cu,. with propagation speed c

is computed assuming a modal solution u et e-i(fz-wt), where C is horizontal wavenumber

and w is radial frequencyt. The dispersion relation is w = c . Generally, linear partial

differential equations yield polynomial dispersion relations. In contrast, linear difference

tin this chapter, which involves considerable numerical analysis, I use the symbol to mean horizontal

wavenumber. This avoids any confusion that might be created using the symbol k, which is reserved for the
temporal increment k = At. Later, I need the vertical wavenumber, which is given the symbol i?
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m-I m r.C f-I m n+l
S,recong a goring

Q - Add to target

j - Subtract from target

- Target

Figure 3.1: Average and difference operators in 1-D. The 2-D operator notation is defined
in Table 3.1. The boxes signify subtracting the operand and the circles signify adding the
operand. This graphical notation is used later in describing the finite difference schemes to
be considered for the ice scattering problem.

equations yield trigonometric dispersion relations. The essence of choosing a particular

difference scheme is to match the polynomial dispersion relation of the analytic equation as

closely as possible using trigonometric functions. Tradeoffs between phase error, amplitude

error, and computational intensity determine the final choice.

A useful compact notation for differencing and averaging is defined for 2-D operations in

Table 3.1 and shown graphically for 1-D operations in Figure 3.1. Similar notation applies

for differences and averages in the y direction and for time. There should be no confusion

between the averaging operator, It and the like, and the LamA parameter p since context

always makes the distinction clear.
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Description Operator
Forward difference + = Ix; im,. - (UM+I,. - .,.)
Backward difference -u in -

Central difference b.04, =-- 'M+I.. - U'M-l.n
Forward average + U n=- Ulm+ + tTl,.)- I I U I
Backward average Ju rrnn= I(n4 + ul- 1 ,)
Central average = I+ 1 -

Table 3.1: Differencing and averaging notation for writing finite difference schemes com-
pactly. These operations are shown graphically for 1-D in Figure 3.1.

Recall that any explicit linear one-step difference scheme may be written

U,+1 = Qu, (3.11)

where Q is a linear finite difference operator. Substituting a modal solution of the form

Urn N ei((mh - zle-ifn h  (3.12)

into the difference equation (3.11) yields an equation for the amplification factor

z = z(C, k, h) = e"wk, (3.13)

which is complex in general. For notational convenience later, I define I M Ch, q v h, and

r =_wk.

Both the dispersion and dissipation may be obtained directly from the amplification

factor. Note that the the radial frequency in the discrete approximation is complex in

general,

W = (R + iwL, (3.14)

where wR = K(w), w! = (w), and R(-) and %() are the real and imaginary part of (-).

With this decomposition, the amplification factor may be written

z = e = eiRke-w lk ge2Rk. (3.15)
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The magnitude of the amplification factor

g = g(C; k, h) = Izi =-- (3.16)

is the dissipation of the difference scheme, or more precisely, the gain per time step for a

given wavenumber, t. If the gain is less than unity then there is numerical dissipation in

the difference scheme. Gains greater than unity indicate an unstable scheme.

The dispersion relation of the difference scheme ist

( = WR (C; k, h) = W(w) = tan- (z), (3.17)

which is the phase change per unit time, or radial frequency, for a give wavenumber, .

These expressions describe the behavior of the difference scheme for all wavenumbers

and are useful for selecting the stable limit of the time step, k, for a given spatial increment,

h. In the ice scattering experiments, however, I intentionally limit the source spectrum to

excite only low wavenumbers; thus, the phase and amplitude errors of interest are also

in the low wavenumber regime. Because of this, a figure of merit is needed to reveal the

performance of each scheme for low wavenumbers.

I have chosen for a figure of merit the number of time steps allowed before a specified

phase or amplitude distortion occurs and call this number the time step limit. The distortion

limits are set at a maximum phase error of i/4 and a maximum amplitude error of 1 dB

tIn general the phase of the amplification factor, wk, is complex. For convenience when talking about
the dispersion of a difference scheme I use the notation w rather than the more cumbersome notation !(w)
or woR. It will be clear from context whether I am referring to the complex frequency or only its real part.
Occasionally, I use R(w) where a precise statement is required.
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in the frequency band of the source.

Given the radial frequency, w(C; k, h), which is also the phase shift per unit time, the

phase error is w(C; k, h) - wt,., = cw(C; k, h) - cC, since w = cC is the analytic dispersion

relation. The phase time step limit is given by

No- /4 (3.18)
Iw(= ; k, h) - clk(

Similarly, the amplitude time step limit is computed from the gain per time step, g, as

NA = I20log 1 g( ;kh)• (3.19)

For interpretation, it is convenient to normalize the analysis and express the wavenumber in

terms of the grid points per wavelength. Using a characteristic length, L. = h, and velocity

C. = c, all the dimensional quantities in N# and NA are normalized and determined as

functions of dimensionless wavelength, A* = 2ff/i*, where A* = A/L, and f* = fL0 .

Dimensionless wavelength defined in this way is exactly the number of grid points per

wavelength. The time step limits in terms of the dimensionless wavelength are written after

dropping the *'s as

Nr/4
= jw(A;k,h) - (A;k,h)Ik'

1
NA = 1. (3.20)

120 log 10g9(A; k, h)jI

These numbers are used as figures of merit for each of the difference schemes to be considered

in the next section. The larger the value of No and NA, the better the scheme in terms of

coming close to the exact solution.

As mentioned earlier, the foregoing analysis is based on the 1-D scalar wave equation

u't = -cu,,. How does this apply to the elastodynarnic equations? First, for the dispersion

and dissipation analysis I reduce the full set of heterogeneous quasi-linear equations to a
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linear, homogeneous set. The 2-D equations expressed in velocity and stress can then be

written

= Au, + B mu, (3.21)

where

(VIv2, 011n,o'22 012) T  (u, v,u,r,X)T  (3.22)

and

1 1
1 .1

A= X- .-2p . (3.23)

A A+2p

Now, suppose a plane wave propagates along an arbitrary axis, say z', which is at an

angle 9 with respect to the reference z-axis as shown in Figure 3.2. For this plane wave,

rotate the coordinates of Equation (3.21) using

X1 = zcosO+ysinO

VI = -XsinO+ycos9 (3.24)

and write the 1-D result as

M Au , (3.25)

The matrix A is not diagonal, but since the system is hyperbolic 123], it has a complete set

of eigenvectors and can be diagonalized (74, p. 1161, i.e., A = TAT -1 A = T-'AT.

Using this and the fact that A and hence T and its inverse are temporally and spatially

constant for this analysis leads to the diagonalized system

tot = AIw,., (3.26)
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y

o 6 x

* x

Figure 3.2: Rotated coordinate system aligned with plane wave. For a plane wave propa-
gating in the z direction, the coordinate rotation here is used to convert the 2-D system of
Equation (3.21) to the 1-D system of Equation (3.25).
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where w = T -lu'. Each of the equations in the 1-D system is independent and the

characteristic variables, ",, propagate to the left at a velocity A,-, which may be positive,

negative, or zero. Normalizing the equation using a characteristic velocity, C., length, L.,

and density, Po yields compressional velocities of ±1 with the shear velocities less than unity

in magnitude. Each of the independent equations of the normalized system behaves exactly

like the model equation u,t = - cu, upon which the dispersion and dissipation analysis is

based with velocities c = ±1 for the compressional mode or c = ±,/Co for the shear mode.

The shear mode tends to have less error than the compressional mode in most cases. A

specific example of the difference between the modes is shown later.

Only angles of propagation 0° < 9 < 450 need to be considered due to the symmetry

of the grid as shown in Figure 3.3. To span this range I use the discrete values 0

00, 15,300,450.

The 2-D dispersion relation, for different values of 0, is calculated by assuming a modal

solution of the form

(z, y, t)=.u (mh, nh, ik)=-u ,, _4ei(mh+7nh) - ZI{I+?). (3.27)

Substitution into the normalized homogeneous 2-D wave equation (3.21) yields the modal

update equation

Z+i - i(!A + )Z

DZ . (3.28)

The horizontal and vertical wavenumbers, and I, together define the magnitude of the

wavevector, = + 9 and the direction of propagation, 0 = tan-(fq/). Conversely,

= 1 cos 0, ) = S sin 0. (3.29)

The matrix D is called the amplification matrix and is analogous to the amplification

factor, z, in Equation (3.13). It is the eigenvalues of D that determine the dispersion
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y=nh
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A- 0

00

/\

Figure 3.3: All plane waves marked "A' behave the same on the grid with Ax = A= h.
All plane waves rotated counter-clockwise by 0, for O < 9 < 450, from a plane wave marked
*A* behave the same way on the equally spaced grid. Finally, all plane waves rotated by
-9 behave the same as those rotated by +0 because of mirror symmetry with respect to
the z-axis and y-axis. From these symmetry arguments, it may be seen that only the plane
wave propagation angles 00 <9 <450 need to be investigated.
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Figure 3.4: Wavenumber coordinate system in which 2-D dispersion and dissipation is eval-
uated. The wavenumbers f and Q are both periodic in [±i]. The range of I E [±sr], Q E [-±l
is designated the fundamental coordinate region. The magnitude of the wavevector S in
the fundamental coordinate region, is restricted to 0 < 21 < V2 and wraps around peri-
odically as shown.

and dissipation characteristics of the 2-D system. Slices through the 2-D dispersion and

dissipation functions are computed by choosing a direction of propagation, 0, with respect

to the grid and a range of wavevector magnitudes, 0 < R < x/ cos 0 as shown in Figure 3.4.

I only consider the fundamental leg of the wavevector between A and B in the figure.

Subsequent legs are aliases and I avoid them by operating in the range with both I <<

and ) << x or, equivalently, S <«< x.
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3.2.3 Three difference schemes

Theorems 3.1-3.3 prove that a unique weak solution to the elastodynarnic equations is

guaranteed by a monotone difference scheme, which is at most first order accurate in time.

For the normalized elastodynamic equations three schemes are examined of which only

one is monotone, namely Lax-Friedrichs. The other two, Lax-Wendroff and Leap-frog, are

second order accurate and not monotone. These schemes were chosen because of their

higher accuracy in the smooth parts of the solution. Lax-Wendroff is less dissipative than

Lax-Friedrichs, which makes it more attractive for an energy analysis. Leap-frog is non-

dissipative, which makes it more attractive still. An attempt is made to patch these higher

order schemes in the neighborhood of material discontinuities to make them locally mono-

tone and hence guarantee the unique weak solution. The attempt is successful for Lax-

Wendroff but not for Leap-frog. Each of the three schemes is analyzed for its dispersion

and dissipation characteristics and evaluated for its usefulness in the ice scattering problem.

The effort to make the schemes locally monotone is necessitated by the high density

contrast in the ice scattering problem. Other applications, such as geophysical seismic

modeling, do not generally contain high-contrast boundaries and are less demanding on the

finite difference scheme, in terms of stability.

The analysis is done for the linear homogeneous elastodynamic equations (3.21). The

analytic system is approximated using the finite difference equation

1+1 1
,+ = ,nI (3.30)

which updates the field variables from time step I to I + 1. The field variables are defined

as

R7,) = , V n (3.31)

which is a discrete analogy to the variable definition given in Equation (3.22).
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The amplification matrix for each scheme is written in unnormalized form while the

dispersion and dissipation curves are computed for unit velocity, which facilitates interpre-

tation. By so doing, the dispersion curves can be compared directly with the dispersion

curve of the model equation u,t = -u,X, i.e., w = f, to see the numerical phase distortion

of the difference scheme. Finally, to keep things simple, only the response for the compres-

sional mode is shown. In most cases the phase and amplitude errors for the shear mode are

less than those for the compressional mode for any fixed wavenumber. In no case are the

errors significantly worse for shear. Later I give a specific example of compressional versus

shear errors for the Lax-Wendroff scheme to illustrate this point.

Lax-Friedrichs

The 2-D Lax-Friedrichs difference scheme for the elastodynamic equations (3.21) is written

[o k(AS6 + 6 )] y (3.32)m ~ Z V YzU = m,n

and may be visualized as the averaging and differencing operation shown in Figure 3.5.

Substituting the modal solution uI, - Z .- i(Zm+ ") and simplifying yields the ampli-

fication matrix

cos 1 cos Q sin 7si sinpp

•Cos Cos Q ik sin f) Asin

DLP = ik(A + 2p) sin ikA sin 1  cos cosf

ikAsin ik(A + 2p) sin q cos Z os F1

ikp sin Q ikj sin . cos scos 7

(3.33)

The eigenvalues of D LF are computed for and i7 using Equation (3.29) with 8 = 00, 150 , 300 , 45

and 0 < S. < */cosO. From the eigenvalues, the dispersion and dissipation for the Lax-

Friedrichs scheme are computed using Equation (3.17) and (3.16). The results are shown in
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Figure 3.5: Graphical visualization of the Lax-Friedrichs scheme. The result of one complete
operation is the sum of two parts, an averaging and a differencing part. The net operation
involves the four point stencil shown.
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Figure 3.6 for the full range of normalized wavenumbers and for values of . not exceeding

the stability limit, ( ) = l/V/2

The curves in Figure 3.6 show that plane waves propagating in different directions have

different phase and amplitude distortions, implying anisotropy in the grid. Compare the

dispersion curve for 0 = 0* with that for 0 = 45*. In the former the group velocity, the

slope of the dispersion curve, v, = , is always in the correct direction while in the latter

the low wavenumbers have forward group velocity and the high wavenumbers have reverse

group velocity. At 0 = 45* the high wavenumbers are propagating backwards from the

direction in which they should be moving. As an aside, note that comments about group

velocity are only valid at the extremes of high and low wavenumber, where dissipation is

small. For the mid-range of wavenumbers the concept of group velocity is invalidated by

the large dissipation 165].

The curves of Figure 3.7 show the phase and amplitude time step limits for the com-

pressional mode of the elastodynamic equations using Lax-Friedrichs for 9 = 00. The curves

for the higher values of 9 are not significantly different from those for 9 = 0* and are not

shown. For a center frequency of 50 Hz in water with C. = 1500 m/s and a grid point

spacing of 0.5 m there are 60 grid points per wavelength. In this case, the upper curve in

Figure 3.7 shows that O(10 4) time steps may be taken before a wr/4 phase error accumulates

while the lower curve shows that only 0(10) time steps are required before a I dB amplitude

error occurs. Considering that the ice scattering experiments require 0(h, ') time steps to

complete, the Lax-Friedrichs scheme is not an appropriate choice. The excess attenuation

of the scheme would render an energy analysis useless.

In summary, the Lax-Friedrichs scheme is first order accurate in time and may be

formulated as a monotone scheme. This guarantees that the numerical solution converges

to the unique solution of Equation (3.2!) and satisfies internal boundary conditions at the
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Figure 3.6: Lax-Friedrichs dispersion and dissipation characteristics for the compressional
mode of the elastodynamic equations. The curves in (a)-(d) correspond to propagation
angles 9 = G% 15", 30, 450* For values of the wavenumber, where dissipation is small, the
slope of the dispersion curve is the group velocity, W. [65]. At high wavenumbers
and at high propagation angles the numerical group velocity is backwards. The dissipation
curve shows negative gain, i.e., attenuation, per time step.
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Figure 3.7: Time step limits for the compressional mode of the elastodynamic equations
using Lax-Friedriclis with 9 = 0*. The upper curves show the number of time steps before
a wr/4 phase shift occurs and the lower curve shows the number of time steps before a I1dB
amplitude error occurs. For a choice of h =0.5 m and C, = 1500 rn/B there are 60 grid

F points per wavelength at 50 Hz. The upper curves show that 0(104) time steps can be taken
before the phase error limit is reached. The lower curve, however, shows that only 0(10)
time steps can be taken befcre a significant amplitude error occurs. This is the weakness
of the Lay -7Medrichs scheme.
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interface between different materials. The scheme is so dissipative, however, that the results

cannot be used to compute energy partitioning. This leads to the Lax-Wendroffscheme with

locally added dissipation.

Lax-Wendroff

The Lax-Wendroff difference scheme is O(k', h2) and so by Theorem 3.3 cannot be mono-

tone. Furthermore, higher order schemes tend to have oscillatory solutions near discontinu-

ities, which in extreme cases grow without bound. To correct this problem and to guarantee

convergence to the unique solution, a monotone scheme is developed by adding dissipation

to the scheme. For the general 1-D conservation law equation

U't = 4, (3.34)

the Lax-Wendroff scheme with added dissipation may be written in three steps as

u ,= p2+ +-

22

1+1 2 bb- - IhU= A + Urn (3.35)

and may be visualized as shown in Figure 3.8. The last step is where the added dissipation

is introduced by setting a $ 0.

For the elastodynamic Equations (3.21) the three step Lax-Wendroff formulation with

added dissipation may be written in a conservation law monotone form as

2 + + 

+ 2
m,n = -,n,, + .... ++

, = _u,, v v )u,, (3.36)

and may be visualized as shown in Figure 3.9. The last step is only executed if dissipation
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Figure 3.8: Visualization of Lax-Wendroff scheme for I-D conservation law. The scheme is
three steps. The first step updates the field to a half time increment, 1+ 1. The second step
updates to the whole time increment, I + 1. The third step is only used if added dissipation
is needed.
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Figure 3.9: Visualization of the Lax-Wendroff scheme in 2-D. This is a 2-D version of the
operation shown in Figure 3.8. The result of the first step, in this case, is the field estimate
at cell centers at half time increments, I + .The second step brings these estimates back

to the cell corners at the whole time increment, I + 1. Again, the last step is needed only
if added dissipation is to be added. The net operation is defined on a 9-point stencil.
Contrast this with the 4-point stencil of the Lax-Friedrich scheme. The operation count for
Lax-Wendroff is about three times greater than for Lax-Friedrichs.
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is needed to stabilize the scheme near the material boundaries [57]. The need for the

dissipation is determined by computing the discrete Laplacian of the field at each grid

point, i.e., (b+.6 + b' )m _,nv and if the curvature of the field is large then the dissipation

is added. If the field is smooth then nothing is done at that grid point.

The amplification matrix for the Lax-Wendroff scheme is computed using the modal

solution u,, - Ze-4i(Imn+nP). Substitution into Equation (3.36) and simplification yields

the rather cumbersome result

a b c 0 e

b g 0 e c

DLW = k 1 m n 2b, (3.37)

p q r s 2b

U V W W %I

where

a = 1- P(c2 cos 2(i/2) sin2( /2) + C. cos 2(1/2) sin 2 (/2))

-4,(sin 2 (/2) + sin 2 Q/2)),

b - 2 (C2_C2)Si Sin,

2h2 P 8o2 ~2 , o 2 (/)sn i/)

C = - i k cos(f/2)sini ,p h

i k 2
C = - ! - Z) 2) sinn ?p h

m 1 -k 2 2 ( C2 cos2(2(/2)sin 2(Q/2))

-4(sin2 ( /2) + sin2(q/2)),

=-i 2k Cos 2 (q/2) sin 6

1= -ip(CP2 - 2C2 )k co 2)m,
8kc Cos f//2) sin2

rn = 1-2-h2--P2 o 2 i

-4a(sin 2(Z/2) + sin (2))
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n = -2T - 2C,2) cos2(/2) s q/2),

p = -ip(CP - 2C.2) kos2(q/2)sin ,

q = -iP2 Cos (/2) sin q,

r = 2 2(P ) cos2 (Q/2) sin (Z/2),

8 = 1-2 2  (/2) s(/2)

-4a(sin 2(1/2) + sin2(q/2)),

= -K Cos(Z/2) sin Q,
.= WiP cos ( /2) sin Z,

k2 C.2 sin ,

_ k

y= 1- 2 VC2 (cos 2 ( /2) sin 2 (/2) + cos2 ( /2) sin 2(i/2))

-4a(sin 2 (Z/2) + sin 2(Q/2)). (3.38)

Compressional and shear speed, Cp and C,, are related to the Lam6 parameters by C2 -

(A + 2#)/p and C2 - p/p. The eigenvalues of the amplification matrix D LW are computed

for the angles 9 = 00, 150,300,450, the range of normalized wavenumbers 0 < < Cos 0,

for zero added dissipation, a = 0, and for selected values of k < 1, which is the stability

limit for this scheme. From the eigenvalues, the dispersion and dissipation characteristics

are computed using Equation (3.17) and (3.16). The results are plotted in Figure 3.10.

The anisotropy of the difference scheme is evident. Note especially at the larger angles

0 = 300,450 the reverse group velocity for all values of .

An interesting feature of this scheme is that it is stable up to = = 1.0. Compare this

to the work on another 2-D Lax-Wendroff scheme by Santosa [54] who found a stability

limit of k < 0.6125, a 40% reduction. At what cost is my scheme more stable? Two

costs actually. First, I have a 9-point stencil using the averaging operators, p,,, in the
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Lax-Wendroff equation (3.36) while Santosa uses a 5-point stencil with no averaging, hence

my operation count is higher than his. The second cost is already noted above, in portions

of the 0-E space I have reverse group velocity; Santosa's scheme always has forward group

velocity.

The curves in Figure 3.11 show the number of time steps allowed before a phase error of

jr/4 or an amplitude error of 1 dB occurs. Only the results for 9 = 0° are shown since they

are representative of the results for the higher values of 0. In both cases, for 60 grid points

per wavelength, corresponding to f. = 50 Hz, h = 0.5 m, and Cp = 1500m/s, O(104) time

steps are required before the specified error limits are reached. Since most experiments only

require O(103) time steps the Lax-Wendroff scheme looks like an acceptable choice.

I stated earlier that the shear mode numerical errors are comparable to those of the

compressional mode. To illustrate this consider Figure 3.12, which shows the phase and

amplitude time step limits for the compressional (P) and shear (S) mode with = 0.9.

This example is for ice using C., = 3500 m/s and C. = 1600 m/s, which are the values to

be used in the scattering experiments. For the phase and amplitude errors the time step

limits are comparable at any fixed wavenumber. At a fixed frequency, however, the limits

are not comparable. This is due to the difference in wavelength for a fixed frequency. For

example, at f. = 50 Hz and h = 0.5 m there are 140 grid points per wavelength for the

compressional mode and 64 grid points per wavelength for the shear mode. The phase and

amplitude time step limit for the former is 0(106) and for the latter, 0(104). Both are

adequate, however, for the scattering experiments.

Up to now I have ignored the issue of added dissipation, simply saying it is added when

necessary. It is important to have the extra dissipation near material discontinuities to

make the scheme monotone and guarantee the unique and stable solution. If, however,

dissipation is added indiscriminately the performance of the Lax-Wendroff scheme quickly
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Figure 3.12: Time step limits for the compressional (P) and shear (S) modes of the elasto-
dynamic equations using Lax-Wendroff with 9 = 00 and k = 0.9. The propagation speeds

are C, = 3500mrn/ and C, = 1600 r/a. At other values of e and k the shear mode time
step limits are never significantly less than those for the compressional mode and are often
larger.
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degrades. Even for very small values of the dissipation coefficient, or, the amplitude time

step limit is reduced by a factor of 10. Added dissipation must be introduced carefully. I

have chosen the following way to implement the added dissipation.

Notice in Figure 3.10 that at 0 - 45 both the group velocity and the dissipation of the

diagonal 2z-wave, illustrated in Figure 3.13, is zero. If this wave is ever excited, say at an

air-ice-water corner, it will stay in place due to its zero group velocity and it will not be

attenuated because the dissipation is zero. Furthermore, the causative agent exciting the

wave in the first place probably remains active, hence the wave grows. These are parasitic

modes that must be eliminated from the solution. The added dissipation scheme is designed

to detect the diagonal 2z-waves by computing the curvature of the field in the two diagonal

directions at each grid point. If either curvature exceeds a preset threshold then the 2x-

wave is evidently beginning to grow. In this case, extra dissipation is added to the update

scheme by setting a to a fixed non-zero value in Equation (3.36). This decision is made

independently for each grid point at each time step. Figure 3.14 shows the added dissipation

scheme in action. Due to source injection errors, caused by differences between the analytic

source function and the discrete approximation, high wavenumber noise is generated in the

field around the source location. The figure shows how added dissipation is introduced only

where the field is rough and leaves the smooth portion of the field unchanged. This is the

desired effect. Where the solution is ragged, a monotone O(k, h') scheme is used while

in the smooth part of the solution a higher order accurate O(k 2 , h2 ) scheme is used. An

estimate of the excess attenuation in units of dB/timestep from this experiment is shown

in Figure 3.15 and is compared to the analytic excess attenuaion for the Lax-Wendroff

scheme with and without added dissipation. The estimate tracks the analytic result for no

added dissipation very closely even though dissipation was added at a few grid points near

the source. The added dissipation has no effect on the propagation of the pulse through the
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Figure 3.13: 2x-wave. This is the highest wavenumber that can be supported by the grid.

Pictured is the 2x-wave in the diagonal direction. A similar figure applies along the x-axis
and the y-axis.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.14: Added dissipation mask. Only in the portions of the field where the curvature
is large should added dissipation be used. In (a) the updated field is shown with some
regions that are smooth and others that are ragged. The mask in (b) shows where the
added dissipation is used. Note that where the field is smooth, no dissipation is added. In
these regions the Lax-Wendroff scheme remains second order accurate. Where dissipation
is added, the scheme becomes first order.

water since the field is smooth away from the source. This experiment confirms that added

dissipation is applied locally and does not change the relatively low inherent numerical

dissipation of the second order Lax-Wendroff scheme.

In the ice scattering problem, where there is a relatively thin sheet of ice sandwiched

between half spaces of air and water, the effect of added dissipation is more pronounced.

In this case, the added dissipation is introduced at the grid points on either side of the

two ice interfaces. Since the ice sheet is modeled with only six grid points in thickness,

the added dissipation significantly affects plate waves, which only travel in the ice sheet.

Figure 5.30 shows a map of the energy density lost to added dissipation in one of the

scattering experiments. Because of the energy loss in the plate, direct quantitative estimates

involving plate waves cannot be made. Since propagation in the water, however, is not

affected by the added dissipation, indirect estimates may be made for the plate wave energy.

These estimates are discussed in Chapter 5.
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Figure 3.15: Excess attenuation for Lax-Wendroff. The upper two dashed curves are nu-
merical estimates of the excess attenuation from an experiment in homogeneous water. The
solid curve is the predicted excess attenuation with no added dissipation. The lower dashed
curve is the excess attenuation predicted if the added dissipation with a = 0.01 is used
globally at every time step. Clearly, the added dissipation is being applied only locally and
the global response is that of Lax-Wendroff without added dissipation.
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Figure 3.16: Visualization of the Leap-frog difference scheme. As with Lax-Friedrichs, this is
a 4-point stencil for time step 1. By contrast, however, Leap-frog adds information from time
step I to the value u-1 Thus, Leap-frog is a two time step scheme, while Lax-Friedrichs
uses information from the previous time step only.

Leap-frog

In contrast to the previous two schemes, which use information only from the previous

time step, Leap-frog uses information from the previous two time steps. The scheme has

truncation errors of O(k 2, h2). For the elastodynamic equations (3.21) the Leap-frog scheme

may be written

M,.n _im,n + 2A' R U) mn, (3.39)

and may be visualized as in Figure 3.16. Because Leap-frog is a two step scheme, D FR is

an unwieldy 10 x 10 amplification matrix. The matrix is composed of 2 x 2 blocks, which

are derived from the update equation for each field variable and are of the form

/ 1+1 2~b0+b.)I U ~tm,nn . (3.40)
U 1 0 UI-I
tMfrn ) .fn~n

Each block in D FR is either the matrix in Equation (3.40) or a 2 x 2 matrix of zeros.

The coefficients a and b in the update matrix are either Lam6 parameters or buoyancy as
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1.5, Leap-frog scheme at theta 0.0
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Figure 3.17: Leap-frog dispersion and dissipation for the compressional mode of the elas-
todynamic equations. Only the results for 0 = 0 are shown since this scheme is fatally
flawed for global use in the ice scattering application. Two factors lead to this conclu-
sion: the reverse group velocity for high wavenumbers and the lack of any dissipation. The
high wavenumber content of discontinuous fields propagate in the wrong direction without
attenuation and destroy the solution.

prescribed by the analytic equations. Assuming a modal solution as for the other schemes,

the non-zero blocks of the amplification matrix for Leap-frog are of the form

-4ki(asinj+bsin) I J (3.41)

1 0)

The eigenvalues of the amplification matrix determine the dispersion and dissipation char-

acteristics. Results are shown in Figure 3.17 for 0 = 0. Two points are noteworthy. First,

the scheme is non-dissipative, which would seem to be a positive attribute for the energy
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balance analysis. The second point is the reverse group velocity for all components with a

normalized wavenumber S > w/(2 cos 0). These points lead to the undoing of the Leap-frog

scheme for the ice scattering problem.

As a graphic example, consider the 1-D experiment using Leap-frog to solve u,t =

u'Z with initial condition u(z, O) = 6(z - z). The analytic initial condition contains all

wavenumbers while the analogous discrete initial condition, the Kronecker delta, contains

all the discrete wavenumbers supported by the grid. The analytic solution to this problem

is a delta function propagating to the left at unit velocity. Figure 3.18 shows the result

using Leap-frog - a far cry from the analytic solution. All the wavenumbers Z > w/2 have

reverse group velocity and propagate to the right without attenuation. The wavenumber

= X/2 has zero group velocity and does not move at all. The lower wavenumbers have

forward group velocity and propagate in the correct direction but at the wrong speed.

Trefethen shows a similar result in 165, Fig. 12]. Without dissipation the discontinuous

initial condition is dispersed over the entire field. Compare the Leap-frog dispersion and

dissipation curves to those of Lax-Wendroff in Figure 3.10(a), where the components with

reverse group velocity are all strongly attenuated - usually many dB per time step. Results

of the 1-D experiment using Lax-Wendroff instead of Leap-frog are shown in Figure 3.19.

Despite the reverse group velocity inferred from the dispersion curves for Lax-Wendroff

at k = u.65, the dispersive tail is virtually non-existent because of the large amount of

dissipation at the high wavenumbers. This fact also accounts for the amplitude reduction,

especially at early time, as the pulse propagates. The hightr wavenumber components are

being filtere i out of the solution leaving a broader relatively low wavenumber pulse.

The Kronecker delta initial condition is a severe test but closely rese nbles the spatial

characteristics of the line source used to excite the 2-D grid in the scattering experiments.

The spatial wavenumbers excited by the source range over the entire spectrum even though
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Figure 3.18: Propagation of a Kronecker delta using Leap-frog with k - 0.95. The reverse
group velocity identified in Figure 3.17 is doing its work. The 2z-waves are to the right,
the 4x-waves are in the middle and the low wavenumber waves are to the left. With no
intrinsic dissipation mechanism, this dispersive propagation destroys the solution of a pulse
traveling to the left at unit speed. Since discontinuous fields are an integral part of the ice
scattering problem the Leap-frog scheme cannot be used.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.19: Propagation of a Kronecker delta using Lax-Wendroff with -= 0.95 in (a)
and - 0.65 in (b). In contrast to the dispersive propagation seen in Figure 3.18 for
Leap-frog, propagation using the Lax-Wendroff scheme shows a reasonable approximation
to the analytic solution of the delta function moving to the left at unit speed, especially
for the case of I = 0.95. The trajectory of the delta function for the analytic solution is
shown by the line marked "Ideal" in (a). In (b), with A = 0.65, the intrinsic attenuation of

the scheme at the high wavenumbers eliminates any dispersive tail due to the reverse group
velocity.
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the temporal spectrum is band limited to low frequencies and hence low wavenumbers. This

behavior is a result of injecting the source in the near-field, where there is a logarithmic sin-

gularity at zero range. In the source discussion later, I show there are also high wavenumber

errors generated near the source due to a mismatch between the analytic source function

and the finite difference approximation. This mismatch is caused by truncation crors and

is accentuated by being in the near-field. Thus, the chosen difference scheme must handle

both analytical and numerical near-field source effects without generating spurious waves

that contaminate the solution. Hence the Kronecker delta test is an appropriate, albeit

severe, test for the usefulness of any given difference scheme.

Could added dissipation be used to filter out the high wavenumber dispersive tails in

Leap-frog? Unfortunately, the smallest bit of added dissipation causes Leap-frog to be

unconditionally unstable. Here is a 1-D demonstration using the model equation u,t = u,,.

The Leap-frog scheme with added dissipation is

t1+1 1 -"

U + [2k ° + ah 2 5.]u. (3.42)

Using the modal solution u= zfe - il =" einle-ilm the dispersion relations is

k

sin(a) - sin + 2ia sin2 (Z/2). (3.43)

The equation may be solved for frequency, a) = wk, which is complex if a > 0 and real

only if a = 0. Furthermore, there are two frequencies that satisfy the dispersion relation.

Designating the solutions 01 = DIk and D 2 = fl 2k, the properties of the sine function reveal

that f12 = X - tA1. Thus, if the frequency is complex, £!(fA1 ) = -a(f1 2) and one or the other

must be negative. Finally, from the definition of the modal solution, Izi -= e- a {w) - e-!(W)h.

Stability requires !(w) > 0, but there is always a solution that has a negative imaginary

part if a > 0; thus, the scheme must be unstable. The conclusion is that Leap-frog with

added dissipation is unconditionally unstable. Consequently, because of the reverse group
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velocity of the high wavenumbers and the lack of dissipation there is no hope of handling

discontinuous solutions with Leap-frog.

3.2.4 Discussion

A great deal has been learned from the dispersion and dissipation analysis of the three

proposed difference schemes. If only one difference scheme is to be used throughout the

computational domain then the appropriate choice of the three is Lax-Wencroff. This

scheme has the flexibility of being second order accurate in smooth regions of the solution

and being able to handle discontinuities with locally added dissipation. The time step limit

for amplitude and phase errors is large enough to insure that numerical dispersion and

dissipation will be negligible for the ice scattering experiments. The positive features of the

Lax-Wendroff scheme come at the cost of a factor of three in operation count compared

with either Lax-Friedrichs or Leap-frog. Despite the computational burden, Lax-Wendroff is

used for the scattering studies in this thesis. At the end of this chapter, numerical solutions

generated using Lax-Wendroff are compared with known results as a final certification of

the method before the scattering studies are begun.

3.3 Computational boundary

Because of limited computer resources the infinite domain of the physical scattering problem

must be reduced to finite size. The boundaries at the edge of the computational domain

must not cause reflections, which contaminate the interior solution. I use two methods

together to handle this problem. Neither is novel - they both come directly from the

literature 118,271.

The first method is based on characteristic variables of the hyperbolic system of equa-
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Figure 3.20: Characteristics of ,t = AV ,.. The characteristic variables wi follow the
characteristic paths shown, propagating the initial condition wi(O,z) from time t = 0 to
a later time t = T. Those variables corresponding to A. < 0 propagate to the right while
those corresponding to )j > 0 propagate to the left.

tions for a homogeneous I-D medium [18]. Starting with the hyperbolic system of equations

Y,t = Au, (3.44)

observe that the matrix A = TAT - 1 , where A = diag(Al, A2,---), can be diagonalized

since it has a complete set of eigenvectors [74, p. 116]. This suggests a change of variables

such that

w,t (3.45)

where w = T -lu are the characteristic variables. Each of the individual equations in (3.45)

describes 1-D wave propagation of the characteristic variable wi moving to the left if the

eigenvalue A > 0 and to the right if Ai < 0 as shown in Figure 3.20 [22). Consider the right

boundary. In the ideal case, those characteristic variables corresponding to eigenvalues

A, > 0 are set to zero. By so doing, waves are allowed to propagate to the right past

the right boundary, but nothing can propagate back in to the left. Following the work of

Gottlieb et al. 118] this is implemented as follows.
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Figure 3.21: Extrapolation of interior field variables to the computational boundary. A
second order Lagrange extrapolation scheme is used. The extrapolated values are combined
to form the characteristic variables, wi, which propagate as shown in Figure 3.20.

" Using a Lagrange polynomial scheme, compute extrapolations of the interior field vari-

ables at the boundary grid point, i.e., _i ='d (A'I4 UM1 uiw ')[

at the right boundary I use the second order extrapolation

, = - + (3.46)

which may be visualized as shown in Figure 3.21.

" Compute the extrapolated characteristic variables from iv' = T - 1 fi with zero com-

ponents corresponding to the variables propagating into the grid, left in this case,

which means those variables corresponding to Ai > 0. As an example suppose the
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eigenvalues are organized such that A1, A2 > 0, A3 - 0, and A3, A4 < 0, then

iv-

T -i_ (3.47)

and set

0

0

(3.48)

'rV4

* Compute the updated values of the true field variables at the grid boundary u M =

T iv.

This procedure determines field variables as the appropriate linear combinations of the

characteristic variables with no wave components propagating into the grid. By a suitable

coordinate rotation z -+ z', as shown in Figure 3.22, each of the four sides of the computa-

tional boundary is handled in a similar manner. In addition, the comers are handled by a

450 rotation.

While the concept of this operation is intuitively simple, the implementation is tedious

at best. All the matrix inversions and multiplications must be carried out symbolically and

the whole thing is rather messy. Since the details of this procedure are not enlightening

they are not given here.

These absorbing boundaries work well for normal incidence in homogeneous media. In

the ice scattering models there are many situations where homogeneous material does not
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Figure 3.22: Cordinate rotations to compute absorbing one-wa y boundaries. The charac-

teristic variables, wi, in the rotated coordinate system propagate to the left for A, > 0 or to

the right for Aj < 0. To implement the absorbing boundaries, the variables that propagate

to the left, toward the interior of the grid, are set to zero. Those that propagate to the

ight, out of the grid, are allowed to pass.
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Figure 3.23: 1-D example of sponge region absorbing boundaries. The full computational
domain is 0 < z < X. Only in the interior, where the attenuation factor, C, is zero, is the
computed solution valid. In the sponge region, where C $ 0, the solution is being attenuated
to limit spurious reflections from the grid boundary.

lie along the boundary and where oblique incidence occurs. Thus, the characteristic variable

absorbing boundary condit*,n is only a first line of defense. A sponge or attenuation region

is used around the entire grid to increase the effectiveness of the absorbing boundary. Kosloff

and Kosloff [27] suggest and analyze a scheme for directly attenuating the field using

_1+1 qIul

_suI+ 1 = (1-~)& t+1, (3.49)

where Q is the interior finite difference operator and C is a spatially varying factor that

goes from zero in the interior to a maximum value of , at the boundary as shown

schematically in Figure 3.23. They found that spurious reflections can be minimized from

the sponge layer if the slope of the attenuation factor, (1 - c), is minimized at the interior

and exterior boundary of the sponge layer. To achieve this they chose the function

m4z (3.50)
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where (o is the normalized range variable and increases toward the interior of the domain

from zero at the boundary.

The only open question left by Kosloff and Kosloff is how to scale the dimensional range

for a specific problem to the normalized range, (p, and how to pick the attenuation at the

boundary, (1 - ,z)- The matter of range scaling is addressed by looking at the attenuaticn

factor f and its slope, d - , specifically,

=, _ 2maz sn o(.1cosh% 22 ,p.z sinh ip

cosh 3 o (3p1

Figure 3.24 shows a plot of f and f' for normalized range values 0 < (o < 4. Clearly, most

of the effect of r occurs within this range. The slope is identically zero at So = 0 and

approaches zero again as o increases for (o >!- 0.6. At a value of (o = 9, f and ' are

0(10-7). I have picked this normalized range to be the limit of the sponge region. Using

this value, I calculate the attenuation factor

= c (3.52)
=cosh2(¥f),

where X is the width of the sponge region and z is the range from the edge of the grid,

both in convenient units, say grid points.

The sponge region, then, is defined by two parameters, the width of the region, X and

the gain at the boundary (1 - , Experience has shown that a value of X > A and

(1 - = - 0.9 produces adequate absorption of the waves incident at oblique angles

and of the diffractions and other contaminations due to heterogeneous properties at the

boundary.

Choosing the width of the sponge region is interesting because once chosen, it is fixed for

all wavenumbers that propagate in the grid. The propagation distance through the sponge

region, measured in wavelengths, is greater for high wavenumber modes. As a result, these
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Figure 3.24: Absorbing boundary attenuation factor, f, and its slope f'. The solid curve

shows the normalized attenuation as a function of range from the computational boundary.

The dashed line shows the slope of the attenuation factor. Experience has shown that

a zero slope for the attenuation factor at the edges of the absorbing region minimizes

spurious reflections from the edges [271. At a normalized range of fo = 9 (not shown) both

the attenuation and slope are down to O(10-7).
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Pressure @ 54 ms

Figure 3.25: Pressure snapshot with absorbing boundaries on all sides in a homogeneous
water model. The sponge region is 45 grid points wide, which corresponds to 15 mesh points
in this plot. Due to the smooth transition between the interior and the absorbing region,
there is no obvious reflection from the absorbing layer.

modes are attenuated more effectively than those of the low wavenumbers. Thus an increase

in the sponge layer thickness affects the low wavenumber modes most strongly. Finally, it

is not practical to try and attenuate the modes associated with very low wavenumbers. For

these modes, the sponge region must be so thick that it begins to dominate the computation

time of the entire problem. As a result, it is important to minimize the energy in these

modes by an appropriate choice of the source spectrum.

As a test of the effectiveness of the hybrid absorbing boundaries I ran an experiment

with homogeneous water using X = 0.75A at 50 Hz. Figure 3.25 shows one pressure field

measured during the experiment. There is no discontinuity apparent at the transition

between the interior domain and the sponge region. Figure 3.26(b) shows a set of estimated

source signatures computed from a time series recorded by a line of receivers 4.75 m above

the source. The signatures are time-shifted and amplitude-corrected to a referen&' diztance

of I m. The top signature is the analytic source signature and is the reference against which

the experimental signatures are compared. The slight phase shift between the analytic and

experimental signatures is due to the locally added dissipation near the source injection

point. For the grid size chosen, side reflections are expected at a time of about 70ns.
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Figure 3.26: (a) Geometry of absorbing boundary test in homogeneous water.
(b) Time-Shifted and amplitude-corrected signatures referenced to a distance of 1 mn from
the source. The top trace is the analytic source function. The rest of the signatures are
experimental measurements from a line of receivers 4.75 m above the source shown in (a).

The slight phase shift between the analytic signature and the experimental measurements
is due to the added dissipation in the vicinity of the source injection point. Reflections
from the side of the computational domain occur at a time of about 70 ma. The reflection

is small.
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Figure 3.27: Signature measurement error. The average error over the 3 dB power band-
width is about 0.2 dB, which is about a 2% error. The larger error at low frequency is
due to the thinness of the sponge region relative to the wavelength. At both low and high
frequency the error grows because of reduced signal strength. The downward trend from
50 - 100 Hz is due to the excess attenuation of the Lax-Wendroff scheme.

Perturbations in the traces at that time indicate small reflections. To gauge the size of the

reflections more precisely, consider Figure 3.27, which shows the difference in dB between the

analytic source spectrum and each of the experimental signature spectra. The 3 dB power

bandwidth for the source is nominally 30 - 90 Hz with a center frequency of about 55 Hz.

The error in this bandwidth averages about 0.1 - 0.2 dB, which is consistent with the small

perturbations seen in Figure 3.26.

The effect of fixed sponge thickness for all wavenumbers is seen in Figure 3.27. At low

frequency two effects cause larger errors. First, the wavenumber is small hence the relative
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thickness of the sponge region is small which leads to less absorption. The second effect is

that of low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). At both low and high frequencies errors increase

because the round-off errors of the finite difference scheme are random and reduce the SNR

relative to the analytic spectrum. The downward trend from 50 - 100 Hz is due to the

excess attenuation of the Lax-Wendroff scheme for the number of time step taken.

This experiment confirms that a sponge width of X > A effectively suppresses side reflec-

tions with the help of the one-way absorbing boundary conditions along the perimeter. A

schematic of the boundary treatment is shown in Figure 3.28. One advantage of the sponge

region is that absorption may be increased, if desired, by increasing the region width. As the

width increases, the lower frequencies are removed more effectively. Increasing absorption,

however, comes at the cost of increased computer time, which may be a significant factor.

3.4 Source injection

The source injection scheme is patterned after that of Kelly et al. [261 and Alterman and

Karal [31. They break the computational domain into two parts: a homogeneous fluid

source region, the interior domain, and a heterogeneous region, the exterior domain, that

may have mixed fluid and elastic materials. In the interior domain, finite differences are

used to compute the residual field, U R, the field due to all propagation phenomenon other

than the direct source field, U s. The source field is known analytically within the source

region and is computed using the technique discussed below. In the exterior domain, the

total field is the sum of the source and the residual field, LT = Is +LUR, and is computed

using finite differences. Figure 3.29 shows the source injection operation schematically. The

update procedure goes as follows.

* Suppose the total field in the exterior domain is known.
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Figure 3.28: Boundary treatment to minimize spurious reflections. Two methods are used:
one-way absorbing boundaries at the edge, which are, in effect, acoustic diodes, and a sponge
region, where the field is gradually dissipated. The darkness of the shading in the sponge
region indicates the degree of dissipation being applies, low at the interior boundary and
maximum at the exterior boundary. Only the interior solution is a valid approximation to
the governing partial differential equations. The solution in the sponge region should not
be used.
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Figure 3.29: Source injection scheme with two domains. Three acoustic fields are used:
the total acoustic field, R.T, the source field, ILs, and the residual field, UR = .UT - Rs.
At the inner and outer boundary the source field is known analytically since the injection
region is required to be in a homogeneous fluid. In the exterior domain UT is computed
with finite differences using boundary values U R + U S computed from the interior domain
and the source function. In the interior domain the residual field is computed with finite
differences using boundary values U T - Us computed from the exterior domain and the
source function.
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" At the perimeter of the interior domain, indicated by the symbol w, compute (;he

residual field by subtracting the analytic source function for the given range and time

from the total field, UR = LT - Us.

" Use the residual field on the boundary to update the residual field in the interior

domain using finite differences.

" Now turn the problem around. At the perimeter of the exterior domain, indicated by

the symbol o, compute the total field by adding the analytic source function for the

given range and time to the residual field, RUT = RUR+URS. Use the total field on the

boundary to update the total field in the exterior domain using finite differences.

" Now, with the total field known in the exterior domain, the process starts over.

In this way the solution ping-pongs back and forth, alternately computing the residual field

in the interior domain and the total field in the exterior domain.

This scheme was originally designed for the second order elastic wave equation and only

displacement is discussed in the cited references. The first order system I am solving needs

stress and velocity; the original development has thus been modified. Also, there was no

effort to calibrate the source level in the cited references which is done here.

In the interior domain, the inhomogeneous wave equation for a line source in 2-D geom-

etry is

V 2 0 d _-'-0d,tt = -416(r - r0 )s(t), (3.53)C 2

where C( is the compressional velocity of the medium, OPd is the displacement potential, and

s(t) is the time variation of the source at the point r = r,. The time variation is chosen to

be a scaled differentiated Gaussian pulse,

s(t) = -2AII(t- t,)e- ( )2 , (3.54)
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where the center frequency w. is related to the parameters

f= (,do)2

4 r
t= -. (3.55)

WO

The units of a(t) are L 2 and the amplitude A has units of L 2T. In a moment I discuss how

the value of A might be chosen for calibrated source levels, but first, let me proceed with

the development. From Morse and Feshbach [49, p. 891], the solution to the inhomogeneous

wave equation (3.53) is

, - f ,~rS(w)H~o)(~- Ir - rof)e" &W, (3.56)

where S(w) is the Fourier transform of s(t). Since the first order elastodynamic equations

are based on velocity and not displacement it is convenient to compute the velocity potential

from the displacement potential in Equation (3.56) as

= _12 L j rS(w)HO')(Z- Ir - rol)"'t dw (3.57)

Now the transform of the differentiated Gaussian time variation is simply iw times the

transform of the underlying Gaussian pulse, i.e.,

S(W) = AiW e -Ct. (3.58)

Using this in the velocity potential, Equation (3.57), yields the specialized result

i r 0- 0 (Vo 2 -" Y-2.H(2), ('',-
U=--Ai'rV f -Cwt 40 ( rj -rol)e'w('-")&A;. (3.59)

The remaining task is to compute the amplitude A. Different values of the center frequency

w. produce different peak excursions of the time variation. By looking for the extrema of
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A~w

e(t), which occur at t = -L(4s ± 2) with peak-to-peak excursion sp = - then the

calibrated source amplitude is

A = (3.60)

for a fixed app. Setting the value of A by this method allows direct control over the ampli-

tude of the source function which permits calibrated comparisons between experiments at

different frequencies.

The last step is to determine velocity and pressure from the velocity potential function,

Equation (3.59). Velocity is simple to compute using the definition of the velocity potential,

20 3e/-c (2),1  j - dw, (3.61)

where I have used the derivative of a Hankel function defined as

THd ' (a2 ) - -aH2)(ax). (3.62)

The source velocity as defined is actually a vector in the radial direction but since this

is understood I only write the magnitude of the vector and dispense with the unit radial

vector and other vector notation.

For the derivation of the source pressure, I go back to the conservation of momentum

Equation (2.7). A linearized statement written in terms of the velocity potential is

a
r (p,,, + P) = 0, (3.63)

where pressure is defined as P = -. aii. Integrate with respect to r and set the constant

of integration to zero, which sets the arbitrary datum for the velocity potential to zero.

Solving for source pressure yields

- --Xr -f e1H2 (2) Ir-roI)ei(i-)dw (3.64)
21r All 3-- 00 0
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Pulling this all together, the analytic source function is computed using the equations

4,r

te =
('Jo

V, .e2 8o - "

I rc 
n fO ,ip .e0 3f(-e - r (2)e 1W ,

=s Ai W Z O Ur - dw~e' (3.65)

with ap, I and w. and r chosen as source parameters.

When computing the source velocity and pressure I perform the inverse Fourier trans-

form in Equation (3.65) 4.6 numerically using the mixed radix FFT by Singleton [551. The

Hankel functions are evaluated by an algorithm based on the polynomial approximations

presented in Abramowitz and Stegun 11, p. 369. Figure 3.30 shows the pressure and radial

velocity for a source with frequency of 0.1 dimensionless Hz at unit range, which is \/10

units from the source point and is in the near-field. in this region the pressure and velocity

are not in phase as seen in the figure. These signatures are similar to those used to excite

the grid for the scattering experiments.

3.5 Certification of numerical design

In section 3.2.3 I discussed the Lax-Wendroff scheme and later determined that it is the

most suitable scheme of three considered for the ice scattering experiments. In this section

I compare the performance of Lax-Wendroff with the source and absorbing boundaries

discussed above against known solutions and confirm order of accuracy for a heterogeneous
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Figure 3.30: Source pressure and radial velocity (with offset = 0.5). These signatures are
generated for a source with dimensionless center frequency of 0.1 Hz in a material with
unit sound speed at unit range. This range corresponds to A/10 and is in the near-field,
where source injection takes place. These signatures show a phase shift of approximately
f/4 between pressure and velocity, which is consistent with a near-field measurement. The
peak-to-peak amplitude of the time variation of the source function, s in Equation (3.65) s

is set to unity.
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air-ice-water model. The known solutions considered, in order of increasing complexity, are

cylindrical spreading, reflection from a free surface, and reflection from an elastic half space.

3.5.1 Cylindrical spreading

The cylindrical spreading test has already been discussed in another context, that of the

added dissipation scheme. There, Figure 3.15 showed that the experimental estimate of the

Lax-Wendroff excess attenuation matched the analytical prediction. This result was gen-

erated from an experiment in homogeneous water, where a line of receivers 0.25 m below

the source captured the outgoing signature as a function of angle at variable range. Fig-

ure 3.31(a) shows the geometry of this experiment. Figure 3.31(b) shows three traces from

the time series recorded for this experiment before correction for cylindrical spreading and

Figure 3.31(c) shows the same traces after correction. Each of the three traces was Fourier

transformed and the spectral ratio between the first trace, which serves as a reference, and

each of the other two spectra was computed. The result expressed in dB/timestep is dis-

played in Figure 3.15. The number of time steps between the traces was computed as the

difference in range divided by the grid velocity A. Figure 3.15 shows that the cylindrical

spreading correction, VTR, accounts for everything except the excess attenuation of the dif-

ference scheme. It has already been shown that as long as the experiments are limited to

O(103) time steps the excess attenuation can be ignored.

3.5.2 Free surface interface

The next certification test is the computation of a reflection coefficient for an air-water

interface, virtually a free surface. Two models were needed for this test: a homogeneous

water model and a half-space of air overlaying a half-space of water. In the half-space

model, shown in Figure 3.32(a), a compressional line source was placed 10.5 m below the
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Figure 3.31: Amplitude correction for cylindrical spreading. Figure (a) shows the geometry
of the homogeneous water experiment. In (b) three raw pressure traces are shown from
the line of receivers 0.25 mn below the source. The slant ranges for the traces are: 21.25 m
(solid); 41.25 m (dashed); and 61.25 mn (dotted). Figure (c) shows the amplitude-corrected
pressures using v/rR as the cylindrical spreading correction.
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water surface and a line of receivers 0.75 m below the interface recorded the time series. For

the homogeneous experiment I replaced the air half-space with a half-space of water and

ran the test again. The time series from the homogeneous water experiment was subtracted

from that of the half-space experiment to produce a set of reflection only traces. An example

of this operation on one of the traces is shown in Figure 3.32(b). The reflection coefficient is

nearly -1 as expected. The set of reflection only traces shown in Figure 3.33 was time-shifted

and amplitude-corrected to a reference distance 1 m from the source. The top signature in

this set is the analytic source signature used to excite the grid. I have assumed the negative

polarity of the reflection is known and plotted all the signatures with positive polarity for

convenience. The free surface reflection coefficient versus angle and frequency is computed

as the ratio of the spectrum of each trace with the spectrum of the analytic source function.

Averaging with respect to frequency at each grazing angle yields the reflection coefficient

versus angle. This result is plotted in Figure 3.34. Over a broad range of grazing angles

the air-water interface is being properly modeled as a pressure release boundary. Finally,

an average over angle gives a free surface reflection coefficient of 1.01.

3.5.3 Fluid/solid interface

To estimate the plane wave reflection coefficient from an elastic half space another pair of

experiments were run. A 55 Hz center frequency line source was used for both experiments.

The first experiment is a two half-space problem, shown in Figure 3.35(a), with the source

placed 12.5 m below an ice half-space. A line of receivers 10.25 m below the ice and 2.25 m

above the source recorded the time series. Again, a homogeneous water experiment was run

to determine the source only field. The reflection only field was computed by subtracting

the latter time series from the former. The resulting reflections were time-shifted and

amplitude-corrected to a reference distance I m from the source with the results shown
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Figure 3.32: Computation of a reflection only trace. Figure (a) shows the geometry of the
half-space experiment with air above water. In (b) the top trace is a time series recorded
from the half-space model with air and water. (Note: the direct only trace is displaced by
-1 and the reflection only trace is displace by -2.) The middle trace is a time series recorded
from the homogeneous water experiment. The bottom trace is the difference of the first
two. Note the reflection has negative polarity with respect to the direct wavelet.
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Figure 3.33: Time-shifted and amplitude-corrected reflections versus grazing angle. Each
trace is corrected to a reference distance 1 m from the source and flipped in polarity to
facilitate comparison with the analytic signature, which is shown at the top. The grazing
angle for each reflection is shown at the right.
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Figure 3.34: Reflection coefficient vs. grazing angle. The plotted values are reflection

coefficients averaged over frequency. As indicated, the average over angle yields a value of

1.01 for the experimental estimate of the reflection coefficient from an air-water interface.
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in Figure 3.35(b). The elastic half-space has created several effects that were not seen in

the free surface experiment. There is a head wave arriving earlier than the water path

reflection and there is a Scholte wave [48, p. 169] that arrives later. In addition, the phase

and amplitude of the water path reflection change with angle.

My intent is to compare the reflection coefficients estimated from this experiment with

the plane wave reflection coefficients predicted by the Zoeppritz equation [5, p. 41]. Fig-

ure 3.36 shows the geometry of the plane wave reflection experiment. The plane wave

grazing angle is -y, which can be related to all the other angles in the problem. The reflec-

tion coefficient is compactly written

R(-) Z cos 2 20, + zt sin2 20, - z (3.66)

z1 cos 2 20, + zt sin 2 20, + z

Each of the terms may be written exclusively in terms of the grazing angle Y, as for example

the longitudinal wave impedance

pcp - pe Pccp 3.67)

Cos0 (1- 2) si20)-1 (1- ()c2 yS2

Similarly,

Pecs

PCzt=

Z sin '

cos 2 20, = (1-2 cos2)2,

C 5  2
sin2 20, = 4(-' cosY) 2 (1 - Cos 2-)2. (3.68)

The reflection coefficient is complex in general. For a given set of material properties and

angles, the magnitude, IRI, and phase, LR are computed. The reflection coefficient becomes

complex when -y < cos-(-S). This is the critical angle for the compressional head wave.

For -y > cos-%(-) the reflection coefficient is real.
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Figure 3.36: Geometry of plane wave interaction with a fluid/solid interface. The incident
plane wave impinges at a grazing angle, -y, and generates a compressional plane wave in
the solid propagating at Op with respect to the normal and a shear plane wave at 0.. The
reflected plane wave in the fluid has an amplitude and phase determined by Zoeppritz

equation (3.66). The fluid properties are density, p, and compressional velocity, c. The

elastic properties are density, p,, compressional velocity, Cp, and shear velocity, C.
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Figure 3.35(b) shows the reflection only time series from an impulsive line source with a

center frequency of 55 Hz. Using ray geometry, the range of grazing angles is 90 < -/<_ 880.

The head and Scholte wave mentioned above are due to the impulsive line source and are

not directly predicted by the Zoeppritz equation. These non-plane wave components are

partially eliminated from the analysis using a boxcar window with cosine tapers centered

at 40 me. The windowed reflections are Fourier transformed and divided (complex) by the

source spectrum to yield the complex reflection coefficient as a function of frequency and

angle. The final reflection coefficient estimate is computed as the average over frequency.

Specifically,
1 A I _(f,,) 

(3.69)

where

= numerical estimate of R(-y),

N = # frequency samples used in the average,

f, = i t h frequency,

It = grazing angle, (3.70)

(fi,' -Y) = f r(t, -Y)e 2' rfit dt, Fourier transform of reflection,

r(t, -y) = reflection time series at angle -y,

P(fi) = f p(t)e- i 2r'f t dt, source spectrum,

p(t) = analytic pressure signature.

A plot of the magnitude and phase of the reflection coefficient estimate is shown in

Figure 3.37. These are compared with the predictions of the Zoeppritz equation at the

same grazing angles. The agreement is qualitatively satisfying. The numerical estimate

tracks the analytic curves closely except at the following special angles.

* Compressional and shear wave critical angles: The numerical reflection magnitude

curve does not show these critical angle resonances at - 64' for the compressional
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Figure 3.37: Magnitude (a) and phase (b) of experimental versus analytic plane wave re-
flection coefficient for an ice-water interface. The stars are the experimental plane wave
reflection coefficient estimates. The dashed line is the analytic prediction using the Zoep-
pritz equation (3.66) evaluated at the same angles as the experimental estimate. The
agreement is qualitatively correct for both magnitude and phase. The resonance features
of the analytic equations, such as the phase matching of the compressional head wave, are
not seen in the estimates due to the transient nature of the source
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wave and 7 = 190 for the shear wave. The resonant phenomenon are not contained in

the reflection only wavelets used in this analysis. The head and Scholte waves contain

this information, but they have been removed.

9 Brewster angle: The phase of the numerical reflection estimate does not track the

analytic phase near the Brewster angle, where R -- 0. Once again, the Brewster

angle phenomenon is a resonance behavior, which is not modeled in the experiment

so agreement with the analytic prediction is not expected.

Except for the angles where resonance plays a part, the numerical reflection coefficient

estimate is approximately correct. Considering the difficulties of the estimation and the

relatively crude removal of the head and Scholte waves, the overall agreement is satisfying.

3.5.4 Order of accuracy

The truncation error of the Lax-Wendroff scheme is O(k 2, h2) for homogeneous material

properties, which is another way of saying the order of accuracy is 2 [57]. Ideally the Lax-

Wendroff scheme remains second order accurate, or nearly so, for a heterogeneous model.

As a proxy for the various ice scattering models to be run, I use the ice edge model shown

in Figure 3.38 to numerically evaluate order of accuracy for the Lax-Wendroff scheme.

My estimation of order of accuracy is based on the Taylor series expansion of the solution

at some fixed time Tf. Suppose, the time step is At = k then the fixed time Tf = t N = Nk.

If the Taylor expansion of the exact solution at time t,, = nk,

2!

is matched by the Taylor expansion of the difference solution, v(tft), up to but not including

the term containing k' then the scheme has truncation errors of k'. Define a new time

step, k = fik, such that the fixed time Tf = Nk = Nt = Nk. Then, for the same scheme
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Figure 3.38: Ice edge model. The location of the source and the receiver rows is shown.
The material properties are as follows: for air, C, = 340 rn/a and p = 1.2 Kg/rn3; for ice,
C, = 3500 rn/a, C. = 1600 m/a, and p = 910 Kg/rn3; and for water, C, = 1500 rn/a and
p = 1000 Kg/rn3 . The ice is nominally 3.5 m thick and the center frequency of the source
is 50 Hz. The model is run with three spatial increments: h = 0.25 m, 0.5 m, and 1.0 mn.

as before, the truncation error is 0(k') = 0((,Ok)m). One measure of the error of the

numerical solution due to a time step change from k to k = fik is defined as

Ep = [ (f IU(t,) - V(t,)I2 dtj) 1 (372
(f IU(t.) - V~t.)I2 dt.) 1(.2

For a particular difference scheme the truncation error is

atm

With this truncation error the scheme is said to be nith order accurate. Since u and v are

discrete time functions as written, i.e., u(tfi) = u(Aik)= u(ifk), etc., the integrals can be

written as summations and Equation (3.72) becomes

Ep n (E=irm~(~V Wit+1 (3.74)
,n= i [C-, matui On
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The truncation errors, Cm at--u(t.), are random. If they are assumed to be independent

identically distributed Gaussian random variables with zero mean and variance a2 then the

operand of each expectation in Equation (3.74) has a Chi-squared distribution with mean

&u2 for the numerator and NOl for the denominator [51, p. 187). Using this in the error

ratio leads to the simple conclusion that

Ep =om. (3.75)

Finally, the order of accuracy is computed as

0,= = ln EO = m ln# f = m. (3.76)

This is a lot of work to compute an order of accuracy, which is known ahead of time. The

procedure is instructive, however, as a paradigm for the estimate of order of accuracy from

experimental data. Suppose three xperiments are run with h = h, 2h, 4h and corresponding

time steps of k = k, 2k, 4k. Using the finest grid, i.e., h = h, as a reference, errors between

the reference and the other solutions can be computed. If u.(k, A) is the reference solution

then the error energy of the k = 2k experiment is computed as

u I,.(k, h) - u',.(2k,2h)12 . (2h)2 . 2k, (3.77)
m,n,1

where the indices m, n, and I must be aligned to the coarse grid by decimating the reference

solution in both space and time. A similar error energy estimate may be computed for the

4k experiment. Note, if the field um,, is a snapshot measured at some fixed time t = to for

all m and n, then the error energy sum is computed only over m and n. Similarly, for a time

series measured at a fixed depth y = yo, for all m and 1, then the energy sum is computed

only over m and 1.

In an analogy to the error ratio of Equation (3.74), I form the approximate error ratio

error energy for k vs1 4k experiment1
[ o e fk k experimentJ (3.78)

error energy for k vs. 2k
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This statement defines a time multiplication factor of fi = 2. Thus, once a numerical

estimate for E2 is computed, the order of accuracy is determined as 0.. = 1n2 A. Ideally,

the value of O*. for Lax-Wendroff is 2. This ideal is almost achieved except in regions near

the source and material boundaries, where O. = 1 as intended using added dissipation.

Now for a few of the details. Three scattering experiments are run for the ice edge

model. Only the space and time step varied, maintaining a constant ratio X. In all the

experiments, the wavelength in water, A, at the center frequency of 55 Hz is used as a

measure of the physical dimensions of the problem. The physical modeling domain is fixed

at = 2A x 2A, while the dimensions of the grid change depending on the spatial increment, h.

The reference model is run with h = 0.25 m = A/100 and then two test runs are conducted

with h = 0.5 m - A/50 and 1.0 m A/25. An error ratio and the corresponding order of

accuracy are computed for seven datasets: three time series - below, through, and above

the ice; and four pressure snapshots ranging from the beginning of the source pulse to late in

the record. To compute the error energy for the various paired experiments a proper space

and time alignment is determined. Small differences between the experimental geometries

produce some misalignments.

" The time alignment for the different time series datasets is exact. The misalignment

in time for the various snapshots is never greater than 0.6 ms, which at 50 Hz, cor-

responds to a phase error of L - 110. With a phase error tolerance of 7/4 this

misalignment is negligible.

" Spatial mis-Lignment is caused by the fact that the source is always located at a cell

center, which is never the same place if the spatial increment changes. It is possible,

however, to fix the range from the source to the lower left corner of the ice edge

for all the experiments. The spatial misalignment between the experiments is never

greater than 1.25 m, which at 50 Hz and C, = 1500 m/s, corresponds to a time error
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Figure 3.39: Typical pressure time series recorded below the ice for order of accuracy
experiments. In this case the receivers were 1.25 m below the ice and 3.75 m above the
source. The horizontal index is trace number at a spacing of 0.5 m per trace. The source
is located between trace 4 and 5. Snapshots are taken at the times indicated: 32.4ms,
54.1 ma, 75.7 ms, and 97.4 ms. The air-water interface is to the left and the ice sheet is to
the right. The edge of the ice is located between trace 14 and 15.

of 0.8333 ms or a phase error of = " = 150. Again, this misalignment is negligible.

* The ice thickness in the h = 0.25 m and h = 0.5 m experiments is 3.5 m while that in

the h = 1.0 m is only 3.0 m due to the coarseness of the grid. This is the largest geo-

metric difference between the three experiments but is representative of the problems

with increasing the spatial increment to reduce computer run time.

Figure 3.39 shows a typical pressure time series from the experiments. This one was

recorded 1.25 m below the ice with a spatial increment of 0.5 m. Figure 3.40 shows a typical

pressure snapshot; this one is also from the h = 0.5 m experiment. Results of the order of

accuracy estimates for the seven datasets are shown in Table 3.2. The range of order of
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Figure 3.40: Typical pressure snapshot for order of accuracy experiments. This snapshot
was taken at the time 54.1 ms. The air-water and air-ice interface can be seen by an abrupt
drop in pressure. Also, the ice plate is seen to the right, where it is undergoing compressional
and flexural deformation. The receiver rows are marked on the left.

Description Code Order of accuracy
Time Series below ice T- 1  1.47
Time Series through ice To 0.89
Time Series above ice T 1  0.61
Snapshot at 32.4 ms S3 2  0.07
Snapshot at 54.1 ms SS 4  1.81
Snapshot at 75.6 ms S 75  1.74
Snapshot at 97.4 ms S97 2.02

Table 3.2: Estimates of order of accuracy for three pressure time series and four pressure
snapshots. The snapshot S32 is considered irrelevant in estimating order of accuracy because
it is dominated by source errors. Time Series T, and T+i are low order accurate because
they are recorded near the air interface, where added dissipation is used. The remaining
estimates show that the order of accuracy is superlinear, i.e, o.o.a. > 1, and compare well
with the prediction for Lax-Wendroff of 2.0
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Figure 3.41: Error between pressure snapshots for the h - 0.25 n and 0.5 m experiment
at 32.4 ms. Almost all of the error energy is located in a small region around the source
injection point. A rapidly changing field in the proximity of the logarithmic singularity
and the coarse spatial sampling lead to large errors. Since the discrepancy is dominated by
sampling effects and not by the difference scheme, the estimate of order of accuracy from
this dataset is irrelevant.

accuracy estimates is large but consistent with the design of the finite difference scheme.

The very low estimate for the S32 dataset is dominated by source errors. Figure 3.41 shows

the error between the h = 0.25 m and the h = 0.5 rn experiment at the time 32.4 ms. The

error is dominated by effects near the source. Two things are going on here: 1) source

errors cause added dissipation to be used which makes the scheme first order accurate

at best and 2) since the injection takes place in the near-field of the source, near the

logarithmic singularity, large differences in the injected source function occur for different

h independent of the finite difference scheme used. Since the latter effect has nothing to do

with the difference scheme, the order of accuracy estimated from this snapshot is irrelevant.

The low order of accuracy estimate for To and T+I is consistent with the fact that
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added dissipation is used close to the time series receivers during the entire experiment.

This reduces the second order Lax-Wendroff scheme to first order. To a lesser extent, the

time series dataset below the ice, T- 1, has added dissipation during parts of the experiment,

hence the lower estimate of order of accuracy. The three remaining snapshot data sets, S54 ,

S7s, and S97, have high estimates for the order of accuracy. For these snapshots the source

is less active, as may be seen in Figure 3.40, and only small portions of the grid near the

material interfaces have the added dissipation active. These snapshots give the best picture

of the global order of accuracy for the Lax-Wendroff scheme in a heterogeneous medium.

If the three low order estimates for To, T+, and S3 2 are excluded, it is evident that the

order of accuracy for the global scheme is superlinear, i.e., o.o.a. > 1, and compares well

with the second order accuracy predicted for the Lax-Wendroff scheme. Considering the

complexity of the model, the limited computational domain, and the misalignment of the

time and space samples, this estimate is satisfying. The analysis of order of accuracy is con-

sistent with the design of the numerical scheme wi,.i low order accurate, but stable, schemes

operating in heterogeneous regions and high order accurate schemes operating in homoge-

neous regions. The heterogeneous and homogen, ous rerions are detected automatically and

the scheme is adjusted accordingly.

3.6 Summary

This has been a long chapter. To help the reader develop a succinct view of what has been

done I itemize the highlights here.

* The unique solution for discontinuous models is guaranteed by a monotone difference

formulation, which is at most first order accurate.
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" The first order accurate Lax-Friedrichs scheme, while stable and offering the unique

solution, is too dissipative for computing an accurate energy balance.

" Lax-Wendroff is second order accurate and hence is not monotone but can be made so

by explicitly adding dissipation. A modified scheme is described that adds dissipation

only near discontinuities and allows the overall formulation both to be second order

accurate and to provide stable unique discontinuous solutions. The numerical phase

and amplitude distortion of the Lax-Wendroff scheme is sufficiently mild to allow long

time experiments to be run without fear of introducing numerical artifacts.

" While the non-dissipative Leap-frog scheme appears to be desirable for computing

energy balances, it is not suitable for computing discontinuous solutions. The lack of

dissipation is a two-edged sword. It provides for accurate energy estimates of smooth

solutions, but it forces high wavenumber components of discontinuous solutions to

disperse in the wrong direction without attenuation. The latter undesirable trait

cannot be tamed with added dissipation as was done with Lax-Wendroff.

" Absorbing boundary conditions are designed by using a one-way wave equation on the

perimeter of the computationsl domain augmented by a sponge layer surrounding the

interior computational region. The one-way wave equation handles normal incidence

energy in homogeneous media. The sponge layer attenuates the more complicated

fields due to non-normal incidence and heterogeneous media.

* The source is injected using a modified version of a standard scheme to patch an

analytic source function into a discrete numerical grid solution.

" Lax-Wendroff is chosen as the difference scheme to use in the ice scattering experi-

ments. The overall design including the source and absorbing boundaries, is certified
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by comparing numerical and analytic solutions for several simple propagation experi-

ments. Furthermore, order of accuracy for the scheme is estimated from experimental

scatterjing data for a truncated ice plate model. The estimated order of accuracy is

superlinear and compares well with the predicted value of 2 for Lax-Wendroff in an

infinite homogeneous medium.
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Chapter 4

Data analysis methods

4.1 Overview

The numerical modeling algorithm developed in the last two chapters is used to simulate

scatter from elemental roughness features. The simulations are carried out in a fashion

similar to physical experiments. An acoustic source excites the propagation medium and

waves travel out and encounter the rough ice, which in turn, causes scatter. Receivers

capture various field quantities as a function of time and space. The data from these

receivers must be reduced to enable interpretation. The data reduction process is the

subject of this chapter.

To facilitate understanding of the algorithms, I first introduce an illustrative example,

which is carried through the chapter. The model used is a triangular keel under 3 m of ice

and is representative of the scattering experiments discussed in the next chapter.

During the course of the experiments various field quantities are computed using the

finite difference method. These are the quantities available for recording and storage during

the experiment and are introduced in the signals section, Section 4.3, as the recorded signals.

Post processing allows for the computation of a variety of derived signals, which are also
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discussed in Section 4.3. These derived signals include the scattered field and the flexural

and longitudinal field in the ice plate.

With the host of recorded and derived signals available, a corresponding host of quadratic

quantities, such as power and energy, may be computed. Section 4.4 presents definitions

and discusses the calculations needed to compute these quantities.

The angular dependence of the scattered field is an important characteristic that must

be computed from the data. I study the angular dependence by computing a plane wave

decomposition using an extension of Radon transforms. The development of the extension

and the analysis of its characteristics is done in Section 4.5.

4.2 Illustrative example

I present here a scattering model, which is used to transform the analysis methods developed

later in this chapter from the abstract to the concrete by way of example. The model is

shown in Figure 4.1. It comprises a relatively small keel, about A wide by deep, under an

otherwise uniform sheet of 3 m ice. A differentiated Gaussian pulse with a center frequency

of 55 Hz is used for the source indicated with a "*" in the figure. The range from the

source to the keel's center of mass, marked with a "", is about 3A, where A = 27m is the

wavelength in water at 55 Hz. The grazing angle, r, between the under surface of the ice

and a line from the source to the keel's center of mass is -7°, where the naming convention

used for angles is shown in Figure 4.2. The sponge region used for the illustrative example

is only 15 m thick, which corresponds to -f A/2 in water at the center frequency of the

source, 55 Hz. This relatively thin sponge region reduces the computation time for the

result but allows reflections from the computational boundary to contaminate the solution.

In the scattering experiments of Chapter 5 the sponge region is 60 m or - 2A, which reduces

contamination from spurious boundary reflections to an acceptable level.
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Figure 4.1: Scattering model from which data is used to illustrate the analysis procedures
developed in this chapter. The model is of a 9 m wide by 4.5 m deep triangular keel posi-
tioned under an otherwise uniform sheet of 3 m ice. The grazing angle between the source,
shown with a ""., and the keel's center of mass, shown with a "'.isr -7 '. The nomen-
clature for the angles is defined in Figure 4.2. A box receiver array is placed around the
keel as indicated by the "+" marks. The keel's center of mass is also the pivot point for
the array processing as described in Section 4.5.
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Figure 4.2: Nomenclature for grazing and incidence angles above and below the z-axis.

Two types of data sets are generated during the execution of the scattering experiment:

snapshots and time series. Snapshots of the field variables are recorded at a few fixed times

for the entire field inside the dashed box around the scatterer. Time series of the field

variables are recorded for all times at each receiver location marked by a "+" in the box

array around the keel. Five field variables - horizontal and vertical velocity, horizontal

and vertical normal stress, and shear stress - are recorded in both the snapshots and time

series. These data sets are used as examples to illustrate the characteristics of the analysis

methods developed in the sequel.

4.3 Signals

During an experiment, various physical field quantities are sampled and recorded as signals

in the form of snapshots and time series. The signals may be decomposed in several ways.

I decompose the total field into three parts: the source, the coherent component, and

the scattered component. This decomposition provides for detailed studies of the scattering
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phenomenon isolated from the sometimes overwhelming influence of the source and coherent

field. An example of this technique applied in physical experiments may be seen in Levin

and Robinson [36].

4.3.1 Recorded signals

Five field variables are available for recording as snapshots or time series. The recorded

signals are samples of the total full-wave field excited in the experiment and include all the

field components: source, reflections, scatter, plate waves, radiated head waves, evanescent

waves, etc. The recorded field variables are

V1 horizontal velocity

V2 vertical velocity

R-T O - horizontal normal stress (4.1)

0'22 vertical normal stress

012 shear stress

where the subscript T denotes the total field. In a fluid the horizontal and vertical normal

stress are equal and are simply denoted as the normal stress. Also, the shear stress is zero

in a fluid. Figure 4.4a shows the total normal stress recorded by the box array around the

keel in Figure 4.1.

4.3.2 Derived signals

Given the total field measurements discussed above, many field decompositions are possi-

ble. How the decomposition pioceeds depends on where the field measurements are made,

namely, in water, which only supports acoustic fields, or in ice, which supports elastic fields.

Data measurements in the water are decomposed into source and scattered components. For

data measurements in the ice, only the scattered elastic component is available, but it, in
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turn, may be decomposed into two plate modes: flexural and longitudinal. Decomposition

of the acoustic and elastic fields are now discussed in detail.

Acoustic fields

In the water below the ice it is possible to compute the source excitation field alone. This

is done by running a model with source and receiver geometry fixed as for the scattering

experiment but with homogeneous water for the model. The measured field is the direct

arrival from the source without contamination from reflections and scatter due to inhomo-

geneities. In the true scattering experiment the measured field includes this direct arrival

as part of the total field. I define the residual field, MUR, as the difference between the total

field, UT, and the source excitation, ME. Specifically,

MR - T - ME. (4.2)

The residual field data contains information about everything that is not homogeneous

water, in other words, only the inhomogeneities of the model. An example of the residual

field for flat ice is seen in Figure 4.3b.

The residual field is physically meaningful only in the water below the ice. In the ice

a residual field computed using Equation (4.2) cannot be interpreted physically since the

source field used in the calculation is measured in water and would be applied in a different

material. Because of the lack of physical interpretation I do not compute a residual field in

ice or air. In the water, however, the residual field is the reflected and scattered signal from

the interface-scatterer complex. While I do not use the residual field directly, it provides a

useful intermediate step for interpreting the acoustic field in terms of constituent parts.

A special residual field is that derived from an experiment with a flat interface, either ice

or free, and no scatterer. I define this field as being entirely coherent since it is essentially

a specular reflection of the incident field. It is designated _c. Note that all the scattering
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Figure 4.3: (a) Total and (b) residual field for 3 m flat ice. The geometry is exactly as in

Figure 4.1 except that there is no keel. In the total field (a), both the direct arrival from

the source and the reflected arrival from the ice are present though they overlap in time. In

the residual field (b), only the reflection from the ice is present. The direct arrival from the

source has been removed. Thus, only information about the inhomogeneities of the model

are present in the residual field.
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and fiat interface experiments in this thesis are really deterministic experiments, and the

concept of a statistically coherent signal is not meaningful for any single experimental result.

Instead, I am using the term coherent to suggest a flat interface reference against which the

scattered field due to a particular roughness elemnt can be compared.

Using the coherent field and the residual field for a scattering experiment the scattered

field is defined as

MS = MR - Mc- (4.3)

Note that the scattered field may also be derived directly from the raw total fields involved.

Specifically,

MS M MT I scatter - R-T I coherent,

- _ --MTc. (4.4)

The nomenclature F ,sted by Equation (4.4) is that a fiat interface experiment is a co-

erent experil-nt and an experiment with a roughness element is a scattering experiment.

Equation j4,4) is an easier way to compute the scattered field with no need for the inter-

mediate step of the residual and coherent field. Furthermore, this is the only physically

meaningful way to compute the scattered field in the ice plate.

In the water, the scattered field comprises only two velocity components and the normal

stress, or

_us= V2 V2 V (4.5)

0711 i s2 2 i so S

As an example, consider Figure 4.4, which shows the total field and the scattered field for

the illustrative example presented in Section 4.2. The coherent field used in this case is the

one shown in Figure 4.3(a), which corresponds to the reflected field from a fiat ice plate. In
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Figure 4.4: Total field (a) and the scattered field (b) from the single keel model shown in
Figure 4.1. The large signal seen in (a) is the combination of the direct arrival and the
reflected event from the flat ice on either side of the keel. The diffraction from the keel
is seen but its amplitude is much smaller than that of the earlier signal. The scattered
field seen in (b) is computed from the total field by subtracting the coherent field shown in
Figure 4.3a.
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Figure 4.4(b) all of the source and flat ice arrivals have been removed leaving the scattered

field in isolation. This process breaths vitality into the scattering element. The scatterer,

in effect, acts spontaneously, radiating energy from an enigmatic array of notional sourcest.

If some of the sources happen to be anti-sources, or sinks, they draw energy out of the

coherent field and deliver it elsewhere. By inference, the observed scattered field is the

radiated interference pattern of the notional source-sink assemblage. It is not the intent

of this study to discover the scattering source array details; rather, I estimate the farfield

energy flux radiation pattern and from that deduce a model of the energy paths which must

exist through the scatterer.

Elastic fields

In an elastic material, all five field quantities are non-zero in general. That is

MT =_ (vl, V2 , 0'11 , 0"22 , O12 )T. (4.6)

As mentioned above it is impossible to compute a physically meaningful residual field

in the ice. It is possible, however, to compute the scattered field. This is the field due

only to the scatterer in the absence of the source and the coherent component. Like the

residual field, this field cannot be measured directly. Nevertheless, it corresponds to the

field generated by the apparent spontaneous action of the scatterer, just as in the acoustic

case.

If an elemental scatterer has flat ice on either or both sides, as opposed to a free surface,

then the scattered wave in the ice may be further decomposed into longitudinal and flexural

components. Only these two modes are present in thin ice at low frequency. Specifically,

the Rayleigh-Lamb spectrum evaluated for 3 rn flat ice with free surfaces reveals that only

tThis concept is similar to that of exploding reflector models frequently used in exploration seismol-

ogy 1371.
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Figure 4.5: Ice plate and coordinate system used to derive expressions for the symmetric
and anti-symmetric Lamb modes.

the lowest order symmetric (longitudinal) and anti-symmetric Iflexural) modes are present

at 55 Hz [48, p. 202]. The next higher mode, which is anti-symmetric, is absent until a

frequency of = 270 Hz is reached. These results for unloaded ice are similar to the semi-

loaded case of an ice plate floating on water 1501.

An extension of work by Achenbach (2, p. 220ff.] leads to expressions for the mode

shapes of each of the five elastic field components for the flexural and longitudinal mode.

Consider an ice plate as shown in Figure 4.5. With the coordinate system as shown, an

elastic wave equation may be written in two unknowns: a scalar potential for compressional

waves, V, and a vector potential for shear waves, ik. The pair of equations is

1

1 (4.7)

where C is the compressional wave speed and C, is the shear wave speed. Displacement is

defined as

1= x+ V . (4.8)

The plane strain assumption used herein yields a non-zero result in the curl operation of

Equation (4.8) only for the X3 component of 0'. Thus, for convenience I define Vk -- 03 and
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Equation (4.7) reduces to two scalar equatioDs.

In a thin ice sheet the propagating modes of interest are standing waves in the X2

direction and propagate only in the xz direction. This leads to the the wave potential

ansatz

(x,,t) ~-(-)

IP(X,,t) ~ 1(X2)e-' , ) (4.9)

Substitution into the wave equation (4.7) yields the standing wave modes

4P(X 2 ) = A1 sin(px2) + A2 Cos(pX2)

*(X2) = B1 sin(qX2) + B2 cos(qx2), (4.10)

where p2 = (w 2 W2  _ w

whe,) and q2 =( _2). The scaling coefficients Aj and Bi are determined

by the boundary conditions on the surfaces of the plate. They have no influence, however,

on the symmetry of the standing waves and, as will be seen shortly, there is no need to

determine them explicitly.

Finally, substituting the modal solution, Equation (4.10) and Equation (4.9), into the

equation for particle displacement, Equation (4.8), leads to a separation of the wave motion

into symmetric and anti-symmetric components. Dropping the common propagating factor

e i(Czi-Wt), the displacements are written

v, = -iCA 2 cos(pX2 ) + qB cos(q2) - iCA1 sin(px2) - qB 2 sin(qX2 ),

mirror symmetric mirror anti-symmetric
(longitudinal) (flexural)

v2 = -pA 2 sin(px 2) + iEBi sin(qX2) - pA1 cos(pX2) + iCB 2 cos(qX2), (4.11)

mirror symmetric mirror anti-symmetric
(longitudinal) (flexural)
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where the axis of symmetry is the midline of the plate at z 2 = 0. From this analysis, it is

evident that the horizontal and vertical displacements in a thin plate may be decomposed

into two additive components: a symmetric component, called the longitudinal mode, and

an anti-symmetric component, called the flexural mode.

The constitutive equations relating stress to displacement are

ai3 = AVk,k6ij + ,(Vi, + VjA- (4.12)

Since the constitutive equations are linear it follows that the stress may also be decomposed

into symmetric and anti-symmetric modes. Substitution of the longitudinal displacement

mode into the constitutive equation yields

011 - -(AP 2 + (A + 2A)C 2 )A 2 cos(PX2) - i2pjqBj cos(qz 2),

022 = -(AC 2 + (A + 2p)p 2)A 2 cos(pz 2 ) - i2puqB1 cos(qz2 ),

012 = A[2i~pA 2 sin(pX2) + (C2 - q2)B sin(qz2)]. (4.13)

Similarly, the flexural modes are found to be

0ll = -(Ap 2 + (A + 2u)C2 )A, sin(pz 2 ) + i2lisqB2 sin(qz2),

0'22 = -(A 2 + (A + 2p)p2)A, sin(pz) - i2pAqB2 sin(qX2 ),

012 = 1 [-2i~pAicos(pX2) + (C2 - q2)B 2 cos(qz 2)]. (4.14)

Diagrams of the mode shapes are shown in Figure 4.6. For the longitudinal mode, all
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Figure 4.6: Mode shapes of the five elastic components for the two plate modes: longitudinal
and flexural. The longitudinal mode is mirror symmetric for all the elastic components and
the flexural mode is mirror anti-symmetric.
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Comp. Long. Flex.
V1 ST

V2 S- S
+

611 S +  S-

0'22 S +  S-

a12 S- I +

Table 4.1: Symmetry of the longitudinal and flexural wave components in a plate. vi and V2

are the particle displacements in the horizontal and vertical direction. oi1 and a22 are the
horizontal and vertical normal stress while a,1 is the shear stress. The symbol S + indicates
an even function of x2 and S- indicates an odd function. The evenness or oddness is not
to be confused with the mirror symmetry of the two modes. The longitudinal mode is
mirror symmetric for all components and the fiexural mode is mirror anti-symmetric for all
components.

the field variables are mirror symmetric about the midline of the plate. Conversely, for the

flexural modes, all the field variables are mirror anti-symmetric. Given the scattered field

in the ice, I exploit this symmetry property to compute the two components of the plate

waves. An examination of the diagrams and the modal equations leads to the results shown

in Table 4.1, which identifies those components that are even functions of X2, S + , and those

that are odd, S-.

The decomposition algorithm is simple. Any scattered field component, say vj, may be

decomposed into its even and odd part such that

V1(Z2) =VI(X2) + VI(X2) (4.15)

where the even and odd part are determined by

ti(X2). = Vi(X2) + Vi(-z2)1/2,

VI(z2)o = [VI(z 2 ) - vl(-X2)]/2. (4.16)

The scattered field in the ice may thus be decomposed into flexural and longitudinal com-

ponents such that

uiS = UP + uL. (4.17)
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4.4 Power and energy

Having decomposed the raw measurements of a scattering experiments into constituent

parts, it is of interest to determine quantitatively the partitioning of energy into each

part. In contrast to the linear quantities discussed in the last section, velocity and stress,

quadratic quantities are discussed here. These quantities open the way to understanding

the transduction mechanism between acoustic energy in the water and elastic energy in the

ice. In this section I define several quadratic quantities of interest and present examples

using data from the test model discussed in Section 4.2.

4.4.1 Preliminaries

I start with the conservation of mechanical energy and use the consequences to develop

definitions for power flux and energy flux.

For an adiabatic process, conservation of energy is concerned only with the mechanical

state of a deformed body. In particular, a body can only change the total energy content

of its interior through the action of applied tractions on its surface. Specifically, for a body

as shown in Figure 2.1, conservation of energy may be written

dE f Tvi dS, (4.18)

where E is the total energy inflow into the body, T is the applied traction to the surface

of the body, and v, is the particle velocity at the surface. The quantity Tvi is the rate of

work per unit surface area. Using the traction stress relation, T = oini, on the right side

of Equation (4.18) leads to

LDTiV, dS =L uvjn3 dS - - D ini dS, (4.19)

where ni is the outward normal on the surface. The power flux,
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O, = aiv (4.20)

is computed from the five elastic field variables that are measured during the execution of

a scattering experiment. The direction of the power flux vector points in the direction of

power flow. Using Equations (4.18), (4.19) and (4.20) together leads to

dE= f On, dS. (4.21)
dt 'D

which says the rate at which a body gains energy, on the left, is the negative of the power

flux through the surface of the body, on the right. If the power flux is out of the body, then

the rate of energy gain is negative. The integral of Equation (4.21) over time yields the net

energy inflow

E= -f in dS dt f -mni dS, (4.22)

where the energy flux, C, is defined as

4 O j4i dt. (4.23)

Figure 4.7(a) shows the power flux for the field around the keel in the illustrative example

at a time of 105.8 ms. The arrows point in the direction of power flow. This snapshot of the

power flux around the keel shows in what direction power is flowing; whence it is coming

and where it is going. By looking at these paths, the transduction mechanism of acoustic

energy to elastic energy in the ice may be characterized.

4.4.2 Extensions

Source energy

Consider the simplest of experiments, that of an isotropic source in a homogeneous fluid. If

the source is inside a closed box of receivers, the total energy inflow, ET, computed using
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Equation (4.22) with the time series recorded around the box is negative and is an estimate

of the source energy, i.e., EE = -ET, where the subscript E denotes the excitation function.

The source energy contained in the arc angle subtended by the scatterer is derived by

first writing the total energy delivered by an isotropic line source to the farfield as

EE = f E- r dO eEJ dO = 2 x t E, (4.24)r

where t£(0) is the radial energy flux measured at unit distance from the source and is

constant with respect to 0, since the source is isotropic.

From an experiment with a box array around a source, aii and vi are measured along

the perimeter of the box and are used to compute oi = -,iivi and

EE = -ET f f D n, dS dt. (4.25)

Now, from Equation (4.24) the isotropic radial energy flux of the source is

C EE (4.26)
27r

Using this and the experimental geometry in Figure 4.8, the energy delivered by an isotropic

source to a scatterer subtending an arc of Os is simply

OsEE (.7

E(Os) = OsEz = I (4.27)27r

Scattered power flux

It might appear that the scattered power flux, 0s, is computed as

(0,)s = -@,i)s(v,)s (4.28)

using the scattered field, Equation (4.3) or (4.4), and the definition of power flux, Equa-

tion (4.20). However, this is only part of the scattered power flux.
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scatterer

Ice>

source

Figure 4.8: Plane wave approximation using an isotropic line source. With the scatterer
in the farfield of the source, the phase and amplitude variations across the small arc angle
subtended by the scatterer are negligible. The grazing angle is defined as y = a1 + Gs/ 2,
where Os is the arc angle subtended by the scatterer. Energy also travels out at other angles
around the source, but it intersects flat ice or a flat free surface and is reflected rather than
scattered back into the water. The reflected field is subtracted for analysis of the scattered
field.
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Starting with the definition of the scattered field in Equation (4.4), the total field from

the scattering experiment is written

_ATs " RS + U Tc. (4.29)

The power flux for the total field is then

4OT. -!Tks
T =-9:ST,~SVTl

E- SS + T S +PSVTc] -TciTc,

-S+-Tc. (4.30)

Alternatively, the scattered power flux may be computed as

OS -- OT. - OT,. (4.31)

An example of the scattered power flux is shown in Figure 4.7(c). The cross terms in the

scattered power flux are non-zero only in portions of the domain where the scattered field

overlaps in space and time with the coherent field. These terms are needed for an exact

energy balance such that

ET = Es + Era. (4.32)

Similarly, the power flux of the two plate waves in the ice contains cross terms be-

tween the flexural and longitudinal components. Using the plate wave decomposition of

Equation (4.17) in the scattered power flux definition in Equation (4.30) s leads to

-OS I~F +PL1IEF +iLI -Tc[!F +E~LI - [EF +2iLITc,
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- L- IFRF +ETcRF +91FRTcj

- _LEL + OTc VL +Z 9LETel

-LF -- FL. (4.33)

The last two cross terms in this equation integrate to zero for contours that cut the ice

vertically. Two factors lead to this conclusion: 1) for vertical contours, only the horizontal

power flux contributes to the net energy inflow and 2) from Table 4.1 the horizontal power

flux in the cross terms is an odd function of z2 and thus integrates to zerot. Because of this

and the fact that vertical arrays through the ice are used for all scattering experiments, the

last two cross terms in Equation (4.33) are henceforth ignored in energy calculations.

To summarize, the important power and energy flux quantities are computed as follows.

For both the acoustic and elastic fields, the scattered power flux is

O'S = -LSS Eck+ S~j

= OT.-Tc- (4.34)

Scattered power flux may be computed using either snapshot or time series data.

For the plate waves in the ice, the flexural and longitudinal power flux are

tTake the first cross term for example and refer to Figure 4.6:

_EL2, = (0,,1)L(V)P + (,12)L(V2), . S+s
- 

+ S-S
+ 

- S-.

By similar reasoning, the second cross term is also S-.
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OFP = LOFMF+TcLF+!FELTcI,

OL = -LO'L+9:TdL+9L.TcI. (4.35)

In principle, both snapshots and time series may be used to compute the plate wave power

flux, but I only compute this quantity for the time series data.

The energy flux corresponding to each powcr flux variable is

Ls= tOsdt, Li=j Opdt, L.L= fLdt. (4.36)

Since energy flux requires a time integral, this quantity is only computed using time series

data.

Energy inflow for each of these modes is defined as

ES- - sD$.dS, Ep =-f LD F.idS, EL=-fDL.AdS, (4.37)

where h is the outward pointing normal of the enclosing receiver array.

For the total field of the coherent experiment

LTC= JT._Cdt, ET,=-/ Lrc'AdS. (4.38)
14D
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Similarly, for the scattering experiment the total field energy flux and inflow is

LT. =ST.dt, Er faLDIT..fiidS. (4.39)

Global energy balance

A global energy balance is achieved if

ET. = F r, + Es,

= ET,+Esj..,.r+Es ic.,

ET° = ETc

total field total field
scattered energy coherent energy

E-0

+ ES I water + EF + EL (4.40)

scattered fiexural longitudinal
in water plate wave plate wave

In the physical world the global energy balance in Equation (4.40) is exact. The numerical

modeling method used to generate the scattered data, however, is not exact. I discussed in

Chapter 3 the excess attenuation of the Lax-Wendroff scheme in a homogeneous medium

and concluded that the loss is negligible for the contemplated experiments. When ice and air

are added to the model, however, added dissipation at the interface between materials comes

into play. The dissipation stabilizes the scheme at the expense of some energy loss. The

loss is roughly 10% of the total energy entering the volume, and for a global energy balance,

it must be included. The situation is shown schematically in Figure 4.9. For convenience,

loss due to the added dissipation is lumped into a single notional sink indicated by the
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Figure 4.9: Schematic of global energy balance. Energy flows into and out of the control
volume, being forced by an interior source. In the absence of attenuation the net energy
captured in the control volume is zero. However, added dissipation used to stabilize the

modeling scheme acts as an energy sink and the net energy gain of the control volume is
positive. The distributed loss due to added dissipation is lumped into a single notional sink.

symbol 0. A plot of the actual energy density lost to added dissipation for a semi-circular

keel is shown in Figure 4.10. The energy is only attenuated at the edges of the ice and

no extra loss is introduced in the field propagating in the water away from the ice. Thus,

to be precise about the global energy balance, an extra term for the energy lost to added

dissipation must be added to Equation (4.40) which becomes

ET = ETc + ES Iwte, + EF + EL + EA

total total scattered flexural longitudinal added
field field in water plate wave plate wave dissipation

scattered coherent
energy energy

(4.41)

Consider the two geometrically identical experiments pictured in Figure 4.11. In the

first experiment, a flat ice layer is modeled, and in the second, a scatterer is introduced. For

th, moment ignore the notional sink associated with the added dissipation. Conservation
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Figure 4.10: Energy density lost to added dissipation in Experiment 38 dir-,ussed in Chap-
ter 5. Energy is only dissipated at the edges of the ice. Propagation in the water away from
the ice is not affected. (This figure is the same as Figure 5.30.)
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Figure 4.11: Energy balance in experiment with air interface. (a) Experiment with air above

flat ice layer. Energy radiation to the air is nearly zero. This is the coherent experiment
and is the baseline against which a rough surface experiment is compared. (b) Experiment
with air above rough ice. Energy radiation to the air is again essentially zero. The energy
available for scatter must be drawn out of the coherent field with a consequent energy deficit
therein. In general, the scatterer transfers energy from the coherent field to the environment

- both to the water and to the ice plate.

of energy dictates that the energy inflow into the control volume is the same in both cases

since no sources or sinks have been added. The four sides of the control volume are denoted

as north, east, south and west in an obvious manner. The energy inflow of the total

field through each side is indicated, as for example ET(w), which is the coherent energy

inflow through the west side. Experiments show that energy inflow through the north

side is typically three orders of magnitude smaller than that of the other three sides. For

convenience then, I assume there is no energy inflow through the north side. Since the total

energy inflow is identical for the two experiments, the energy balance must be

ET,(W) + ETz(S) + ET,(E) = ETa(W) + ET.(S) + FTa(E)

ET,(SH)-ET,(SH)+ ET,(SJ)-ET(S) = 0

ES(SH) + Es(SI) = 0, (4.42)

scattered energy scattered energy
inflow in water inflow in ice
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where the second step is possible by redefining the enclosing contour from the north, east,

south, and west sides to a water contour, SH2 o - SH, and an ice contour, Se -= Sr. As

shown in Figure 4.11 the water contour, SH, includes the south side and the lower portion

of the east and west side. The ice contour, Sr, includes the north side, through which there

is no energy inflow, and the upper portion of the east and west side. Thus, Equation (4.42)

shows that the scattered energy inflow in the water is exactly balanced by the inflow in

the ice. One is positive and the other is negative. The scatterer, then, acts like a balanced

differential source-sink pair. The scatterer is, in effect, a transducer, providing a window for

energy flow from the domain of locally and momentarily high energy density to the domain

of lower energy density. In the absence of the scatterer there is little energy transfer between

the water and the icet. Experiments with many scatterers show that during the course of

an experiment, energy flows both ways: from the ice into the water and vice versa. The

scatterer tends to be a net sink on the water side with positive inflow and a net source on

the ice side with negative inflow. Absolute quantification of this tendency cannot be made

because of the added dissipation, which is discussed below. The scatterer scavenges energy

from the forward propagating coherent field and injects this energy as plate waves into the

ice. Figure 4.7(c) is a snapshot showing the scattered power flux paths from the coherent

field in the water to the ice plate through a keel. The time integral of this action results in

a net energy transfer from the coherent forward propagating field into plate waves in the

ice.

Now suppose the effects of the added dissipation are included. The energy balance of

Equation (4.42) is disturbed, and the new balance is

Es(SH) + Es(SI) = EA, (4.43)

tA smail head wave component is injected into the ice at short range. The head wave energy radiates
back into the water as it propagates down range.
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where the energy inflow of the added dissipation is positive. Energy is trapped in the

ice by the added dissipation as shown in Figure 4.10. This is an artifact of the finite

difference stabilization procedure, which for the moment, must be dealt with to facilitate

interpretation of the scattering experiments. The added dissipation makes it impossible to

measure directly the energy inflow in the ice. The energy inflow in the water, however, is

not affected by the added dissipation, and because of the energy balance in Equation (4.43),

any energy deficit measured in the water must be balanced by an energy surplus in the ice.

4.5 Serpentine array processing

The array processing tool I use to compute specular energy loss is the Radon transform

or slant stack. It has the advantage of being a linear transformation, and hence, the

angular distribution of energy flux can be calibrated, in principle. In practice, however,

the Radon transform has the disadvantage of relatively low angular resolution for a given

array aperture, which leads to a bias in the energy flux estimate. The next several sections

introduce the conventional Radon transform for linear arrays, extend the technique to non-

linear line arrays, or serpentine arrays, discuss array calibration, and discuss bias issues.

4.5.1 Definitions

The Radon transform for a linear array of receivers is defined by Chapman [81 as

(p )= x +px )dx (4.44)

and transforms a space-time process, m (X, t), into a slowness-intercept time process, ii (p, r).

For 2-D plane geometry, the result of the transformation, i (p, r), is exactly the plane wave
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decomposition of the data, u (z, t), where p is the horizontal slowness of the plane wave and

T is the independent time variable. This is a perfect match to the 2-D modeling algorithm

developed in Chapter 2 and 3. I use the Radon transform to quantify the scattered energy

flux in the specular direction.

The Radon transform is equivalent to steering or phasing a linear array about a desig-

nated pivot point and integrating along the length of the steered array. The result is an

estimate of the plane wave component propagating in the steered direction. A linear array

of given length, L, steered away from broadside has an effective length, L', which decreases

as the angle away from broadside increases [56, p. 11-111. The effective length is equal

to the projection of the linear array onto a line perpendicular to the steered direction. In

what follows, I refer to these foreshortened arrays as either projected arrays, in a geometric

context, or virtual arrays, in a more general context. Analysis of the projected array length

and the projected element distribution is deferred to the next section.

Figure 4.12 shows how the phase shift is computed for a linear array assuming it lies

along the z-axis of the coordinate system. Specifically, signals recorded on the linear array

are advanced by the amount z i pz, where p is the horizontal slowness. The result of

the phase shifting is to bring into phase alignment any plane wave component of the wave

field that is propagating at the angle 0. Integration along the projected array provides an

estimate of the plane wave component. There is, however, hemispheric ambiguity due to

the projection of a 2-D wave field onto a linear array. This is caused by a lack of phase

detection in the direction perpendicular to the linear array and gives rise to hemispheric

ambiguity in the up-down direction. In contrast, phase detection along the length of a

linear array is quite good, depending on the length of the array, and left-right ambiguity is

less of a problem.

If the field variables have been recorded on a serpentine array, that is any line array
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Figure 4.12: Beamforming interpretation of the Radon transform for linear arrays. For
each value of slowness, p(-) the signals recorded on the linear array are advanced
by the amount g n pz. This procedure brings plane wave components of the wave
field propagating at the angle 0 into phase alignment. Integrating along the length of the
projected array yields an estimate of the plane wave component propagating at the angle
0. There is a hemispheric ambiguity due to the projection of a 2-D wave field onto a linear
array.
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Figure 4.13: Geometry to compute phase delays for serpentine arrays. For a serpentine
army, signals recorded along the z-axis are advanced by the amount Em = pz and thoseC

recorded along the y-ais are advanced by the amount XE - ( - )121 y. Integrating
along the length of the projected array yields an estimate for the plane wave component of
the wave field propagating at the angle 0. The hemispheric ambiguity problem is abated
by the use of serpentine arrays.

which is not linear, then phase shifts in both the z and y directions are neededt. Figure 4.13

shows the geometry needed to compute the appropriate time delays. In this case, assuming

only propagating modes, signals recorded along the x-axis are advanced by the amount

pz and those recorded along the y-axis are advanced by the amount LCO5 * = (1 -pe) I.

Again, this is equivalent to projecting the serpentine array elements onto a virtual linear

array for the estimation of a plane wave component propagating in the direction 0. The

major advantage of serpentine arrays is their ability to abate the up-down hemispheric

ambiguity problem by enabling phase discrimination of waves propagating in any direction.

tAny planar array of receiving elements, whether regularly or randomly place, is also a serpentine array
since It is possible to connect the elements of a planar array with one continuous line segment. Hence, all
the subsequent work for serpentine arrays also applies to planar arrays.
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The slowness vector is defined for propagating modes as

p sin 9
P (4.45)(3-( plCos 0

where c is the sound speed and p 1 =.1. Note, the wave vector, = wp. Using the slowness

vector defined in Equation (4.45) to beamform data recorded on a serpentine array, the

Radon transform of Equation (4.44) becomes

_(p,r) = A(_,p)(_,r +p .E)dS, (4.46)

where z, is the position along the serpentine line S. A(! , p) compensates for the projection

gain of the transformation, which is discussed later in Section 4.5.3. For the moment,

consider A(z ,p) to be an equalization factor. The slowness argument on the left is a scalar

since the vector slowness, p, is known from Equation (4.45).

Both the linear Radon transform of Equation (4.44) and the serpentine Radon transform

of Equation (4.46) are unnormalized. That is, the array gain in the steered direction is a

function of the array size. This can be corrected by normalizing the output of the transforms

(beamformers) by the virtual array length as a function of slowness, L'(p), or steering angle,

L'(0). This normalization is equivalent to requiring unity gain for the beamformer in the

steered direction. The normalization is explicitly invoked later when computing the plane

wave energy flux in Equation (4.69).

4.5.2 Projected arrays

As discussed above, the serpentine Radon transform of Equation (4.46) is effectively a plane

wave beamformer and decomposes a given field into its plane wave components. Data from

the spatially distributed receiving elements of a serpentine array are projected onto a virtual
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array with a conveniently located pivot point such as the center of mass of the scatterer

under investigation. It is instructive to look at the element distribution along the projected

arrays. In practice, a uniform distribution of projected array elements is preferred; such

a distribution provides a better estimation of the plane wave than does a highly skewed

distribution.

For instructional purposes, consider the geometry of a simple "L" shaped array as shown

in Figure 4.13. I use the coordinate rotation relations

IX = zcos #-ysin , z = xcos#+ y/sin (and (.7

V = zsin0+ycosO, y = -x'sinO+ycosO.

The projected array lies along the line defined by the coordinates (XI,0). Using Equa-

tions (4.47), any point on the projected array, (z',0), is defined in unprimed coordinates

as

xP = X'cos0, (4.48)

!/v -- -x'sin9,

where the subscript p stands for the projected array point. Thus, for a receiver located at

the point (z, y), the projected receiver point on a virtual array steered to 0 in unprimed

coordinates is (XP X Cos2 e - ycos 0sinG (49

yp -xcos 0 sin0 + ysin2 0)

Range from the pivot point along the projected array is given by

X' = xcos0 - ysinO. (4.50)

Figure 4.14 shows the result of projecting the elements of a box array onto a set of virtual

linear arrays steered over the range 00 < 0 < 90'. Each dot on a projected array is one

element from the box array. The density of dots indicates the distribution of elements along

the length of each projected array. If the projected elements happen to overlap exactly then
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Projected steering array with dth = 4.5 deg.
10 1
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Figure 4.14: Projected arrays at equal increments of 4.5* for 15x20 m box of receivers. The
horizontal projected array has a direction cosine of (0, 1). The range of steering angles is
0 0 < <90. Each dot on a projected array corresponds to a receiving element around the
perimeter of the box. The distribution of dots indicates *' e density of receiving elements
on a projected array. Each steering angle has a different distribution.
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Histogram of receiver locations on projected arrays
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Figure 4.15: Histogram of receiver locations on the projected arrays. The bin size is 0.5 m,
which is also the element spacing around the perimeter of the box array in Figure 4.14.
Only at the steering angles of 0 = 0*, 90 ° is there a grossly skewed element distribution.

the apparent distribution is less dense than the actual distribution. A more direct measure

of the element distribution is shown in the histogram of Figure 4.15. In this example

the histogram bins are 0.5 m wide, which is also the receiver element spacing around the

perimeter of the box array. Small bins give a detailed view of the element distribution

and show, in this case, that only at the steering angles of 0 = 00, 900 is there an obviously

skewed distribution. Elsewhere, the distribution is relatively uniform.

For infinite arrays the distribution of elements is immaterial to the accuracy of the

plane wave decomposition. In practice, however, since the aperture is small, a highly

skewed distribution further distorts the plane wave estimate by a systematic but unknown
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amount. The box array I use only has this problem in a narrow range of angles around

e = 0°,±W90°,±180° , and the resulting distortions are accepted as part of the estimation

error in the plane wave decomposition.

4.5.3 Characteristics

The character of the Radon transform for linear arrays in Equation (4.44) has been changed

in going to the serpentine array and the transform in Equation (4.46). I distinguish these

two as a line versus a serpentine Radon transform. In the line Radon transform the array

is linear and assumed to be infinite in extent. A finite array is handled by setting the

field u (x, t) = 0 for z outside the array aperture. The serpentine Radon transform of

Equation (4.46) has two complicating features: 1) the serpentine array may have different

spatial extents for different angles of propagation and 2) there is the possibility that several

portions of the serpentine array are projected onto a single region of the virtual linear array.

These complications are now considered individually.

Figure 4.16 shows the effect of different spatial extents at different angles of propagation

using a circular and an elliptical array of elements as examples. For a plane wave propa-

gating at e - 90° both arrays have the same spatial extent in the y direction and hence

have the same angular resolution. By contrast, at e = 00 the circular array has a smaller

spatial extent than the elliptical array and hence has a lower intrinsic angular resolution in

that direction. Thus, the ability to discriminate simultaneously propagating plane waves

with serpentine arrays depends on the angle of propagation and the spatial extent of the

serpentine array in those directions. Obviously, a circular array has equal angular resolu-

tion in all directions and is the preferred array geometry. In some cases a circular array

of sufficient size is impractical and a compromise must be made. The extent to which the

array deviates from circularity determines the extent of up-down and left-right ambiguity
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Figure 4.16: Examples of two serpentine arrays and the effect of spatial extent on angular
resolution. The circular array (a) has equal angular resolution at all angles of plane wave
detection. The elliptical array (b) has higher angular resolution for plane wave propagating
in the vertical direction than for those propagating in the horizontal direction.

in the estimation process.

For the ice scattering experiments I have chosen the box array shown in Figure 4.1.

This array is about 4A wide and !A deep, where A is the wavelength in water at 55 Hz.

Using the 3 dB beamwidth equation for linear arrays, OBw = =, the box array has an

angular resolution of about 120 in the direction 0) = 0 and a resolution of about 670 in the

direction 8 = ±90° [58, p. 411.

The second complication with serpentine arrays is that several portions of the array

may be projected onto a single region of the virtual array. Refer to Figure 4.16. For all

steering angles the two sides of either closed array of receivers, the circle or the ellipse,

are projected onto the virtual linear array and contribute to what I call projection gain.

Similarly, the L-shaped array shown in Figure 4.13 has a different projection gain for the

angle 9 = -450 than for 0 = +45*. Furthermore, the projection gain correction must be

applied element-wise for there may be some portions of the virtual array which have only

one part of the physical array projecting on it and others with several parts. Figure 4.17
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Figure 4.17: Serpentine array showing regions of different projection gain. For the steered
angle shown, the projection gain at the ends of the virtual array is 2 while the projection

gain in the middle of the virtual array is 1. The projection gain is a function of steering
angle and array element position.

shows an example of this effect. Since the serpentine Radon transform I implement only

applies to discrete arrays, I have developed a discrete method to correct for the projection

gaint. The discrete problem is handled by

1. computing the projected location of each serpentine array element onto the virtual

array,

2. sorting the projected array elements in monotonically increasing order based on the

range variable x'(8),

3. computing the inter-element spacing of the sorted array, and

4. using the inter-element spacing in a trapezoidal integration scheme to estimate the

plane wave component at the selected propagation angle.

tContinuous apertures can be handled in a slightly different way based on the density of sensing elements
on the projected array.
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Transform Correspondence
Fourier - temporal u(x,t) i i(x,w)

Fourier - spatial u(x,t) 6 (k,t)
Radon t(zt) iiPr)

Table 4.2: Table of notation for Fourier and Radon transforms

This procedure corrects for the projection gain Onat occurs if each element in the sum-

mation is given an equal weight of dS. Thus, the projction gain correction A(.Z,p) in

Equation (4.46) adjusts the length of dS for each element of the discrete array. Further,

A(_,p) does not, in general, have a closed form and the implementation of the serpentine

Radon transform in Equation (4.46) must be stated algorithmicly as above.

Regardless of the receiving array geometry, linear or serpentine, the Radon transform

may be thought of as a plane wave beamformer. The data from the receiving elements are

projected by phase shifting onto a virtual linear array steered in the direction 9 = sin - 1 pC.

The phase shifted data are then integrated along the projected array to yield an estimate

of the plane wave component in the steered direction. The pivot point about which the

projected arrays are rotated determine the reference point at which the estimated plane

waves are measured. For the analysis of the scattered field, the pivot point is typically the

scatterer's center of mass. This choice facilitates the interpretation of the scatterer as a

plane wave source launching angle dependent energy into the water.

The next several pages make use of Fourier transforms, both temporal aLd spatial,

and the Radon transform. To facilitate writing the equations I make use of the transform

notation shc vn in Table 4.2.

It is convenient to compute the plane wave decomposition of Equation (4.46) in the

frequency domain. Specifically, using the Fourier transform pair

(Xt + to) F '. (XW) C ,(4.51)
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Equation (4.46) is written

FFT phase shift

1( ~ jA(.zp) 7(d,w) e"£ "-  d d, (4.52)

trapezoidal-quadrature

FFT

where the over and under braces indicate how the transform is actually computed.

In anticipation of discussing energy integrals in the next section, I present several useful

relations based on the Radon transform definitions and the temporal and spatial Fourier

transform. The serpentine Radon transform, Equation (4.46), for an infinite continuous

planar array may be written

6 LY (1,r +p .;) dCk. (4.53)

The projection gain correction, A(_ ,p), is dropped since it is a constant scale factor for all

p and x due to the infinite continuous nature of the aperture and the implied normalization

of the transform. The temporal Fourier transform of Equation (4.53) is

(p, W) = L x, ,cs,)e'w-P d_, (4.54)

where the arguments of f depend on how the transformed space is viewed. For a 1-D

process Figure 4.18 shows the relationship between w, C, and p diagrammatically. A similar

picture applies for 2-D processes but is much harder to draw and visualize. Because of the

relationship between w, , and p, Equation (4.54) leads to the following equivalence

_(p,) U, w) __,)e ' E- - dx
= _(,W) !CP-) - dx

= ,((p),w), (4.55)
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constant
constant

Figure 4.18: Relationship between w, , and p. This is the dual to (X-t) space and may

be thought of as the wavenumber-frequency space, (C-w), or the slowness-frequency space,

(p-w). Lines of constant w, C and p are shown. Given any two of the variables, the third is

known since = wp.

where I have used the spatial Fourier transform definition

(C, t) - f/ u (z, t)e'f- - dx (4.56)

and the relation between wavenumber and slowness C = wp. For propagating modes,

the scalar arguments p and C in Equation (4.55)3 are the horizontal component of the

corresponding real vector quantity computed using Equation (4.45) for slowness and a

similar expression for wavenumber.

4.5.4 Energy theorems

In this section I present two energy theorems. The first 1, a corollary to Parseval's theorem

for Radon transformed variables, and the second has to do with plane wave energy flux.

These theorems are needed to calibrate estimates of the z.ngular energy flux distribution of

the scattered field.
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Corollary to Parseval's theorem

I start with Parseval's theorem for a propagating scalar space-time signal in two dimensions

and its double Fourier transform,

LL u(x,t)I'ddt- C w)1 12 dCdw.

The integral over f on the right is correct, strictly speaking, but since wave propagation
is governed by a finite propagation speed, the integrandI is non-zero only for the

vector values of

C 2] . (4.58)
±[Qj2 _ ,21-o

Thus, the integrand may be written

I I,,W,)-12 = 2xli(), )lJb(v? - q.), (4.59)

where the horizontal wavenumber, , ranges over ±(E) for propagating modes and the

vertical wavenumber i1Lo E ±[(E)2 - 2]i. The factor of 21r on the right is to convert the

inverse length units of the delta function to radial measure. Using Equation (4.59) in

Equation (4.57) leads to the modified form

ff-Iu dx,t)2 ddt= I I ,(,w) 2ddw. (4.60)
_(2r)2

For real w, the change of variables C = wp leads to

I_(L )1 dx_ dt f f WIUPW1dpdW, (4.61)

wher- Equation (4.55)3 has been used on the right. The absolute value of w is required

so that the limits of integration for p are always ±oo, as opposed to :Fo, regardless of the

sign of w. Equation (4.61) is the desired corollary to Parseval's theorem.
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Plane wave energy flux

Parseval's theorem is commonly used to show that so-called energy in x-t space is equivalent

to energy in 4-w space. The units of Equation (4.61), however, are not energy. I am

concerned with a true energy equivalence between x-t space and p-w space. To develop the

equivalence I start with the simple case of a linear array. The total energy inflow across a

linear array is given by

E = jdotjvidzdt = nij aividxdt, (4.62)

where the direction cosine, ni, is moved outside the integral since it is constant along the

entire array. Now, I represent the stress and velocity terms using their double Fourier

transforms, as for the stress,

0"('t f2r)f4 Oii (CeW)e i C &,dw. (4.63)

Using this equation and the comparable one for vdocity in Equation (4.62) gives

E - ,i(',o)) -( ,w') w e'w+'')tdt e-(f+f)zdxd dw'd ,dw,

2W(w+w+')

() Im ( dd, (4.64)

where (.)' is the complex comjugate of (.). The equivalence Jj(- ,-w,) = Y"( ,w) is due

to the fact that vi(z,t) is real. Using the substitution C = wp and Equation (4.55)3 leads

to the true energy inflow theorem for 1-D arrays

E= aj avin()dx dt = [' w 1oij(p,w)t5 (p, w) ddw. (4.65)
7(2)2
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The sign of the energy inflow for a linear array is determined by which side of the array

the outward pointing normal is chosen. When the direction of propagation and the chosen

normal are in the same direction, the energy inflow is negative, a net energy outflow, for

waves with group velocity and phase velocity of the same sign. Note the similarity of

the true energy inflow theorem, Equation (4.65), to the corollary to Parseval's theorem,

Equation (4.61).

The left most integral in Equation (4.65) is insensitive to energy propagation direction.

The integral over slowness on the right, however, implicitly carries this information in the

relationship between p and 0, namely p(0) - s . The slowness-frequency functions uI,

and i -are commonly computed from measurements taken along the linear array under

consideration. This, however, is not a requirement. The functions exist independently

of any measurement array. Suppose for the moment the slowness-frequency functions for

stress and velocity are known a priori. The direction cosine, n,, on the right, then, specifies

the angle of repose of the physicai array used to compute the energy inflow on the left.

Moreover, since dj and i3i are assumed to be known, a change of ni to n on the right gives

the energy inflow across a different, though not necessarily physical, linear array, this one

steered in the direction n. Thus, a knowledge of the slowness-frequency functions oi, and

tj is all that is required to determine the energy inflow across any physical or virtual linear

array with a specified pivot point.

Finally, if only the energy propagating in the n direction is of interest, that is energy

flowing normal to the chosen physical or virtual array, then only the slowness corresponding

to or p = -in, need be considered. Energy flowing at normal incidence to the array

steered to n is then
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ni

2, wId1 (n',w) I(nlw) dw. (4.66)

This is an estimate of the energy inflow in the direction n. Since I am not integrat-

ing over n, information contained in Equation (4.65) has been thrown away in going to

Equation (4.66), which is simply a tabulation of the energy inflow estimates for a given

direction ..

In practice, I compute the values of p(O) at equal increments of 0. Using

dp I broadsde = d() sin broadside .os0 dO) I bodsid. A= - (4.67)

C C C

the semi-discrete equivalent to Equation (4.66) becomes

E(W) C( 2 )2 It I i(n', w) d (4.68)

Recall, Equation (4.66) was developed assuming a priori knowledge of the slowness-

frequency spectra o ,(p,w) and t(p,w). These spectra are, of course, not known and

nust be estimated from the measured data. Using data collected with the box array

sh-wn in Figure 4.1 the required slowness-frequency spectra are computed using Equa-

ti .ns (4.52) and (4.54), which is equivalent to not taking the inverse Fourier transform in

F juation (4.52). The errors associated with estimating the slowness-frequency spectra in

t is way are considered in the next section.

The last step in estimating the average energy flux, I (n), around the scatterer is to

driide the energy inflow in 3-ach direction by the projected array length in that direction.

Here I am explicitly invoking the beamformer normalization factor that was discussed ear-

lier. Specifically,
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- E(n) (4.69)
f d''

where the numerator is simply the projected array length. The quantity I (n ) is an estimate

of the plane wave energy flux of the scattered field in the direction ni..

A negative energy flux in the direction n' indicates that the scatterer is injecting scat-

tered incoherent energy in that direction. A positive energy flux in the direction n indicates

that the scatterer is drawing energy out of the coherent field in that direction. Note that

positive energy flux implies negative group velocity. In other words, the wave propagates in

the direction n' but delivers energy in the direction -n,. The appearance of negative group

velocity is due to the cross terms between the scattered field and the coherent field. Energy

extracted from the forward propagating coherent field travels backward to the scatterer

even while the scattered pressure field is traveling forward.

Fields with negative group velocity cannot be measured in a physical experiment, but

rather, are derived fields. They describe the effect of the scatterer on the coherent, forward

propagating field. In the physical experiments the total fields always have positive group

velocity. An example of this effect is shown in Figure 4.19.

4.5.5 Array calibration

The receiver array shown in Figure 4.1 is the standard array I use in all the scattering

experiments in the next chapter. The array is about 4A wide and !A deep, where A is the

water wavelength at 55 Hz. It should be clear that resolution will be better near 8 = 0'

than near 8 = ±90° . Figure 4.20 shows the projected array length for all projection

angles 8 E 1±1801. The maximum array length and hence maximum resolution occurs at

8 ±90. To estimate the resolution performance of this array I present two calibration
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Energy flux balance for keel model
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Figure 4.19: Energy flux estimate versus propagation angle. The dashed curve is the energy

flux of the total field from the coherent experiment. The solid curve is from the scatter

experiment. Both always have negative energy flux, except near the side lobe at 8 = -900,

and hence have forward group velocity. The dotted curve, however, is the energy flux of

the scattered field and is positive for some angles. In these directions energy is extracted

from the coherent field to supply the scattered field. (Note that the dotted curve has been
multiplied by ten for display purposes.)
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Projected array length for dth = 5.625
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Figure 4.20: Length of projected array vs. steering angles based on the box array geometry
used in the scattering experiments. The array has maximum length, and hence, maximum
resolution for the vertical propagating waves. Resolution in the horizontal direction is about

that in the vertical direction.
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experiments. Both involve plane waves propagating across the array, which is assumed to

be in homogeneous water. A differentiated Gaussian pulse shape with a center frequency of

55 Hz is used for the plane wave time series. The two cases are for plane waves propagating

at 1) the intermediate angle of E = 540 and 2) the near grazing angle of e = 830. The

projected array length at these angles is 85 m and 34 m, respectively. Figure 4.21 shows

the normal stress time series measured at a decimated set of receiver locations around the

box array. The slowness-frequency spectra of the stress and velocity are computed using

Equation (4.52) without the inverse Fourier transform, then the average energy flux is

computed using Equations (4.68) and (4.69). The results are shown in Figure 4.22. The

variable angular resolution of the array is clear. To quantify the width of the main lobe

for each angle of propagation, I use the projected array length L' in the 3 dB beamwidth

equation for linear arrays, eBw = 0.88A/L, with A = 27 m corresponding to 55 Hz 158,

p. 411. Specifically, for the plane wave at 540, the projected array length is 85 m and the

beamwidth is estimated to be OBW = 16'. Similarly, for the plane wave at 83', the projected

array length is only 34 m and the beamwidth should be eBW = 400. Measurements from

the computed array responses in Figure 4.22 give bearnwidths of 200 and 420, close to the

predicted values. The best angular resolution is predicted to occur at ( t ±90 with a

projected array length of about 120 m and a predicted beamwidth of 11' at 55 Hz. Thus,

the box array has an angular resolution that varies from about 110 near vertical propagation

to more than 400 near grazing.

The estimate of average energy flux also varies over the range of angles. The true energy

flux of the plane wave is -13.12 x 10- 5 J/m 2 . At a propagation angle of 540 the average

energy flux is estimated to be -7.0 x 10- 5, a loss of 2.7dB. Due to the relatively small

depth extent of the array, there is moderate up-down ambiguity indicated by the peak at

about 120'. This spurious peak draws energy out of the true peak at 540 which accounts
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Synthetic arry stress data
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Figure 4.21: Plane wave time series measured by box array at (a) E = 540 and (b) 8 830.

A differentiated Gaussian pulse shape is used with a center frequency of 55 Hz.
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Figure 4.22: The array response of the box array to a plane wave propagating at (a) O = 54'
and (b) O = 83* . The variable angular resolution of the array is clearly evident. The 54*
wave is detected with a resolution of about 20' while the nearly grazing wave at 83' is
detected with a resolution of about 42* . The up-down ambiguity of the box array is seen in
(a), where a spurious detection peak occurs at about 120' . This peak removes energy from
the true peak at 54' and causes a bias in the energy estimate.
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Prop. Angle, E 0 540 830

Resolution, OBW 11 1160 1400
Energy flux error (dB) - -3 -2.7 -1.2

Table 4.3: Summary of the 4Ax box array characteristics derived from the two calibration
experiments. This information is used to make quasi-quantitative calibration corrections to
the angular energy flux estimates of the scattered field. More rigorous corrections would
require deconvolving the energy estimates to remove the effects of the array response.

for some of the reduction in amplitude. There is only slight left-right ambiguity as evidence

by the small peak near -80*. The 4A width of the array is sufficiently long to effectively

suppress this ambiguity.

For the 830 case, the average energy flux estimate is -9.9 x 10- 5 or a loss of about

1.2 dB. There is less apparent up-down ambiguity due to the near grazing propagation

angle and the loss in amplitude is due primarily to the loss of angular resolution. Again,

the small left-right ambiguity near 9 = -80' is present.

It is evident that the array response may introduce errors of up to 3 dB in the estimate

of the average energy flux for plane waves propagating at vertical angles. Calibrated an-

gular estimates of energy flux would require deconvolving the raw estimates with the array

response for all angles of propagation. This is a : on-trivial undertaking and I am leaving

this for future research, being content here with the raw estimate. However, the two cali-

bration experiments presented in this section provide guideines on how to interpret the raw

estimates and improve the results in a quasi-quantitative way. Table 4.3 summarizes the

essential characteristics of the 4X x A box array. As an example on how the information

in Table 4.3 might be used, consider the scattered energy flux response for the illustrative

example shown in Figure 4.23. There are two features worthy of analysis; the large negative

peak near 500, denoted Peak 1, and the large positive peak near 80' , deroted Peak 2. In

terms of their resolution, these features are similar to the peaks in the calibration experi-
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Scattered energy flux for keel model
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Figure 4.23: Scattered energy flux vs. angle for the keel model shown in Figure 4.1. Two
prominent events are present: the negative peak near 50', denoted Peak 1, and the positive
peak near 800, denoted Peak 2. Using the calibration information in Table 4.3 the amplitude
of the two peaks is corrected to yield the result that Peak 1 and 2 have approximately the
same absolute amplitude, about 120-125 J/m 2 . Also, the angular resolution of the two peaks
indicates that the scattered response is dc ainated by two nearly plane wave compinents,
Peak 1 is a scattered incoherent field injected into the propagating field and Peak 2 is an
energy deficit in the coherent field. Peak I leads to a increase in background noise and Peak
2 attenuates the coherent forward propagating signal.
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ments The keel is apparently generating a scattered plane wave near 50' and a plane wave

deficit in the coherent field near 800. Adjusting the amplitudes of these two peaks using the

informktion in Table 4.3 indicates that both peaks have an absolute average energy flux of

about 120-125 J/m 2 .

4.6 Summary

The following points summarize the important developments of this chapter.

" The recorded signals are horizontal and vertical velocity, v, and v2, and the three stress

components, horizontal and vertical normal stress, oll and 022, and shear stress, 012.

The signals are measurements of the total field excited by the source and contain the

direct, reflected, and scatteed components. The signals may be recorded as time

series or snapshots dependLig on the need.

" Derived signals are computed from the recorded signals. The derived signals include

the scattered fields, both velocity and stress, and the plate wave components, flexural

and longitudinal, excited in the ice sheet.

a Power flux, 40i, for total field quantities is computed as

O'i = -ij vi (4.70)

and energy flux is computed as

. 4'-dt. (4.71)

e P.--wer and energy flux for the scattered field involve cross term., They are, however,

conveniently computed as

S' s T = -kTc, (4.72)
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where 40s is the scattered power flux, OT, is the total power flux for the scatter

experiment, and O' T, is the total power flux for the coherent experiment. A similar

expression applies for energy flux.

e The power and energy flux for the flexural anI longitudinal plate waves cannot be com-

puted so conveniently; the cross terms must be explicitly included. Equation (4.35)

gives the exact expression.

o A global energy balance is stated in Equation (4.40). It is shown that in the absence

of added dissipation, the scattered energy inflow in the water is exactly balanced by

the scattered energy inflow in the ice; one is positive, the other is negative, and the

two sum to zero. Added dissipation complicates this interpretation by introducing a

distributed energy sink at the ice-water and ice-air interfaces.

o The angular dependence of the acattered field is computed using an extension to the

Radon transform applicable to serpentine arrays. This transform computes the plane

wave decomposition of a field measured on serpentine arrays and is equivalent to a

linear beamformer.
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Chapter 5

Scattering experiments

5.1 Overview

This chapter marks the beginning of the rough ice scattering study. The ultimate goal in

doing scattering experiments is to gain insight into the physical mechanism of the scattering

process. This goal is achieved by recording velocity and stress components of the acoustic

and elastic fields during the numerical experiment, then manipulating and transforming

them into forms which are more easily interpreted. It is important to design the models

and experiments carefully. If well designed, the experimental data can be used to increase

our understanding of the scattering process. Furthermore, the selecte-l models must reflect

the diversity of roughness features actually found in the Arctic.

In Section 5.2, a discussion of the types of roughness features and corresponding idealized

models is given. Once the model is defined, the primary objective of the experimental

design is to ensure that the scatterer is excited by a plane wave and to create a dataset

that only requires farfield processing. The experimental design philosophy is discussed

in Section 5.3. Once the experiment is designed and executed, the results are used to

identify the scattering mechanism and characterize the specular scattering loss in terms
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of magnitude and frequency dependence. Section 5.5 discusses the scattering mechanisms

associated with each of the idealized models developed in Section 5.2. We will see that the

specular energy loss, L,, is dependent on frequency with the relationship L, cc f'. The

exponent a is determined by the type of scattering object. Both the exponent a and the

magnitude of the loss are discussed in Section 5.5 for a variety of scattering objects. As

reviewed in Chapter 1 the observed value of a in field data is about 3 while the computed

value of a using the method of snall perturbations is about 3. One result of this chapter is

to suggest a scattering mechanism which agrees with the field data, i.e., a = A

5.2 Arctic ice formations

Since any given ray in a long-range propagation path encounters the rough ice surface

many times, a fundamental understanding of the scattering process must begin with an

adequate description of the roughLess elements themselves. Kovacs and Mellor [28] provide

a revealing description, with photographs, of typical ice formations in three Arctic zones:

the shore fast ice zone, the seasonal transition zone, and the central polar pack ice zone.

In long-range propagation the acoustic paths are concentrated in the central polar pack

ice zone, where two broad classes of formations play a role in acoustic scattering: pressure

ridges and leads. These formations are reviewed here and representative idealized models

are introduced for use in the numerical scattering experiments discussed in Section 5.4.

5.2.1 Pressure ridges

When differential compressive forces arise from wind and ocean currents, masses of pack

ice are forced together. The motion is approximately normal to the line of contact for
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Figure 5.1: Rafted and ridged ice formation. (a) Rafted ice formations occur when two
ice sheets of different thickness are forced together. There is little subsurface expression
and only modest surface expression. Acoustic scatter from such a formation is dominated
by the impedance contrast due to the truncation of the thicker ice sheet and the added
mass of the rafted section. (This figure is similar to Figure 22 in Kovacs and Mellor 1281.)
(b) Pressure ridges occur when two ice sheets of comparable thickness are forced together.
There is significant surface and subsurface expression to such formations with the ratio of
keel to sail height being around 1:5 172]. As is shown later, pressure ridges are the dominant
scattering object in the Arctic.

compressional ridgest. In this situation one of two ice formations may develop: rafted ice

and pressure ridges. Figure 5.1 shows the development of these formations schematically.

Rafting occurs if thin ice is forced against thick ice. The thin ice fails in flexure and the

edge is subsequently thrust up onto the thicker ice. This formation has small surface relief

and almost no underwater relief. Acoustic scattering from such a formation is dominated

by the effects of the thick, truncated ice sheet and hence is similar to the ice edge model

discussed below. The added mass of the rafted section also results in scatter, but because

of the relative thinness of the rafted plate, this is probably a small effect.

tShear ridges are formed with motion that it approximately tangential to the line of contact. The ridges
can be quite large and have lower porosity than compressional ridges 1281.
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Pressure ridges occur when two ice sheets of comparable thickness are forced together.

In this case the leading edge of both sheets fail and a mass of broken, disoriented ice blocks

aggregate along the line of failure. The blocks on the top surface of the pressure ridge, the

#42d, are held in place by gravitational forces, while the blocks on the bottom surface of the

ridge, the keel, are held in place by buoyancy forces.

When newly formed, pressure ridges have porosity ranging from 10-40% due to their

disoriented block structure. The blocks are in contact only at corners and at points along

rough edges and are poorly frozen together [73]. Voids between the blocks are free flooding

with water below sea level and with air and eventually snow above sea level [72]. This

unconsolidated aggregation of ice blocks cannot be strained significantly in shear and hence

must have an acoustic response like that of a fluid or a very "soft" solidt.

During its first year a pressure ridge undergoes a number of changes. Erosional processes

above and below the ice approximately halve the height and draft [53]. Furthermore, the

interstitial space between the blocks freezes solid below sea level and fills with frozen melt-

water above sea level. As a result of these changes, a multi-year pressure ridge has a

high shear modulus and behaves acoustically like a solid, reasonably homogeneous, elastic

material.

The idealized model for a pressure ridge, then, should consider the effects of age and,

by implication, the effects of the internal composition of the pressure ridge as well as

its geometry. Figure 5.2 shows two typical pressure ridge models used in the numerical

scattering experiments: one for a young or fluid ridge and one for an old or elastic ridge. The

material properties of the young or fluid ridge are taken to be Cp = 3500 m/s, C, = 0 m/s,

and p = 910 Kg/rn5 , while those of elastic ice are the same but with the shear speed set to

tThe notion that composite material properties of ice-water aggregations affect acoustic properties
has b.en demonstrated experimentally by Jezek et al for high frequency (120, 188KHz) reflection coeffi-
cients 1251.
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Figure 5.2: Typical pressure ridge models. (a) Young or fluid ridge connected to solid elastic
ice sheets. (b) Old or elastic ridge. The ridge sizes are arbitrary as are their shapes, both
of which are varied in the numerical experiments discussed in Section 5.4.
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Figure 5.3: Ice edge model. With a free surface to the left and an ice sheet to the right this
is the simplest scattering objet I consider.

C. = 1600 m/s.

5.2.2 Leads and polynyas

In contrast to the differential compressive forces which produce pressure ridges, differential

tensile forces produce leads and polynyas. These open water formations cover 1-5% of

the Arctic Ocean in the winter with coverage as high as 15% in the summer [721. Open

water gaps range in size from virtually zero to tens of kilometers [28]. The fundamental

component of a lead or polynya is an ice edge or a truncated ice plate. Figure 5.3 shows

the idealized model I use in the numerical scattering experiments. With a semi-infinite free

surface adjoining a semi-infinite ice sheet, this is the simplest scattering object I consider.

5.3 Experimental design

As discussed in the previous chapter, 2-D geometry is used in this study. A iine source

at a depth of 15 m below the air-ice or air-water interface is used to excite an isotropic

acoustic field in the water approximately 85 m from the scatterer. Sound generated by the

source propagates through the medium and interacts with the surface and the scatterer.

The location of the source determines, in part, the complexity of the scattered wave field.

For long-range propagation experiments most of the acoustic interactions with the ice are
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approximately plane wave interactions. This section discusses how the omni-directional line

source I use may be located to approximate a plane wave source.

5.3.1 Farfield approximation

For the moment, consider a spatially compact scatterer in an otherwise homogeneous

medium. The effects of a surrounding horizontal interface are considered in the next section.

As a source moves away from the compact scatterer, the insonifying field becomes more and

more like a plane wave. At some point the difference between a true plane wave and the

slightly curved wave front of an isotropic source may be ignored. To quantify the range at

which this transition takes place requires a statement of permissible error tolerances both

in amplitude and phase. A true plane wave has no amplitude or phase variations along a

line perpendicular to the direction of propagation. For an isotropic source, the phase and

amplitude variations along a line tangent to the wavefront are the quantities of concern.

As these variations diminish, the wave front approximates a plane more and more closely.

For the scattering experiments, the source is to be placed such that the wave front is ap-

proximately planar at the point of interaction with the scatterer. Consider the geometry in

Figure 5.4. The length of the scatterer is D = 2Z and the source is placed at a range R.

The slant range to the edge of the scatterer is £. In the farfield the pressure, a, from a line

source is of the form
C Iki3 ~1" -e -' I- ,e/ 5.1)

V TIE;

where c is the speed of propagation [15, p. 591. The farfield, as defined by R > R/ L -, is

that zone in which the cylindrically spreading wave behaves like a progressive wave packet

without undergoing dispersive effects. Whether or not the field can be considered planar in

this zone depends on the length tangent to the wave front over which the field is sampled.

The scatterer is, in effect, sampling the curved field. The question is how far from the
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Figure 5.4: Source scatter geometry showing the difference in path length between the

closest and farthest point on the scatterer. As the source is moved away from the scatterer

the difference in path length becomes negligibly small. At this point the pressure field

insonifying the scatterer may be considered planar.
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source must the scatterer be to consider the field planar. Quantitative phase and amplitude

differences between the shortest path and the longest path from the source to the scatterer

are derived using Equation (5.1). The phase difference is

6qS - mx wmz CO (5.2)

where w..i is the maximum frequency of the source pulse. The normalized amplitude error

is

6a / < C. (5.3)

When the phase and amplitude errors are small, then the wave front is approximately planar

at the scatterer.

Using t = vRr + Z2 in Equation (5.2) and (5.3) and solving for R leads to the range

limit criterion of

R_ > z- ( =. 2 R2 (5.4)[Z \w,., 2cco

for phaset and to

R > Z R (5.5)
- 1(1+ C.)4 - R

for amplitude. The minimum range allowed for a given scatterer size is determined from

Rmi. _ max (RO, R. 1, R), (5.6)

where R! is the minimum range to the farfield of the line source at the lowest frequency of

interest. Table 5.1 makes this concrete using a phase tolerance of co = 7/4, an amplitude

tolerance of ca = 0.1, a maximum frequency of = 27 -90 rad/8, a minimum frequency

of wo,, = 2 30 rad/s, a sound speed of c = 1500 m/s, and Rf = 1oC

tEquation (5.4) is essentially the Fresnel criterion of R > D 2 /A for the farfield found by setting c#

r/4 158, p. 126].
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jD JZ Rf,"; Ra,,, ]R m
2 1.0 -0.8 1.5 79.5 79.5
5 2.5 0.5 3.7 79.5 79.5

10 5.0 5.0 7.3 79.5 79.5
15 7.5 12.5 11.0 79.5 79.5
20 10.0 23.0 14.7 79.5 79.5
30 15.0 53.0 22.0 79.5 79.5

40 20.0 95.0 29.4 79.5 95.0
50 25.0 149.0 36.7 79.5 149.0

Table 5.1: Minimum separation in meters between source and scatterer for plane wave

approximation. This data was generated using c4 = 7/4, c. = 0.1, w,,= = 27 • 90tad/s,

wi. = 2jr .30 ad/s, and c = 1500 r/as. The total length of the scatterer is D meters with a

half length of Z meters. R# is the minimum range to satisfy the phase error criterion, R. is

the minimum range to satisfy the amplitude error criterion, and Rf is the minimum range

to the farfield of the line source at the lowest frequency of interest. R,,.j.. is the largest of

the three values and is the ,inimum range that satisfies all the criteria for a give scatterer

size.

5.3.2 Plane wave excitation

In the last section I showed under what conditions the isotropic line source can be considered

to insonify a given scatterer with a plane wave. I use this condition to design experiments

such that the scattered response is approximately that from an incident plane wave at a

prescribed grazing angle. Figure 5.5 shows the geometry to be used in the experiments. The

insonifying arc angle is 0, = 02 - 01 with a grazing angle of -y = el + 0./2. Energy directed

away from the source in angles outside of 9, intersects the flat ice or free surface and is

reflected rather than scattered back into the water. This part of the field is the same as the

reference field and is subtracted from the total field to isolate the effects of the scatterer.

As a result of the subtraction operation, the energy traveling outside of the arc angle 0,

is removed from the scattering analysis except for the plate wave energy generated in flat

ice by the isotropic source and subsequently scattered by the roughness element. Tne plate

wave is a compressional head wave excited at the Mach angle at which the trace speed of
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Figure 5.5: Geometry for plane wave approximations at the scatterer. As the aource is drawn

away from the scatterer, the direct insonifying field at the scatterer becomes progressively
more like a plane wave. I define the grazing angle for this geometry as - = 01 + 0./2, where
9. is the arc angle subtended by the scatterer.
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the compressional wave matches the speed of sound in the water (34]. For identification in

later sections, I designate this as the source head wave. Although the amount of energy in

this head wave is small, there is enough to interact with a scattering element and scatter

energy into the water. The head wave scatter occurs prior to the direct water wave, or

acoustic, scatter and the two events are somewhat separable in time.

For scattering studies near the source this head wave is an expected phenomenon and

is part of the true physical field. It is modeled accurately by experiments conducted with

the geometry shown in Figure 5.5. For studies in which long-range propagation paths

play a part, however, the source head wave should not be present. This complicates the

interpretation of the experimental data, as will be seen in subsequent sections. Future

versions of the modeling algorithm should be designed to inject either an omni-directional

or a narrow beam source excitation depending on the application.

5.4 Experiments

Single or elemental scatterers are the foundation upon which a hierarchy of scattering

processes are built. I define an elemental scatterer to be one which has a single scattering

feature surrounded by an absolutely flat interface, either a flat free surface or flat ice. The

idealized models introduced in Section 5.2 are examples of elemental scatters. I use the term

inclusion to describe any kind of roughness element except an ice edge, which is in a class

by itself. Thus, floes and ridges are inclusions. Due to the difference in material properties

of young versus old ridges, I consider fluid and elastic inclusions as separate types of models

even if the geometric shape of the object is the same.

Floes are of interest because they are the simplest scattering objects that resemble

ridge keels, albeit with the surrounding ice sheet removed. Furthermore, there are analytic

solutions for scattpr from circular cylinders that provide insight into acoustic scattering from
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Scatterer f 3 m Ice (optional)... ..... .... ........... .. . ....

West HEast 25 m

Source

V V V V V - Receiver
South

i-"120m '

Figure 5.6: An elemental scatterer is surrounded by either a fiat free surface or fiat ice. The
source is located according to the recommendations of Section 5.3 such that the incident
field at the scatterer is nearly planar. Receivers are distributed in a box around the scatterer
to capture the scattered field at all departure angles. Plate wave excitations are measured
in the cases when an ice sheet is present. The reference origin for the scatterer is indicated
with a "'

floes with semi-circular cross sections. When a floe, whether fluid or elastic, is connected

to a surrounding ice sheet it models a ridge keel.

This section documents eight scattering experiments. The results of the experiments

are discussed in Section 5.5. Each experiment was executed in the same way. Figure 5.6

shows the geometry common to all. The scatterer is located in the midst of a flat interface

between water and air. The interface may be either a flat free surface or a flat ice sheet.

Roughly speaking, the response of a completely flat interface in either case is to reflect the

incident field specularly. In the case of a flat ice sheet the omni-directional source excites

the symmetric Lamb mode which in turn radiates a small head wave into the water. The

response of the flat interface is denoted the coherent response against which the response

of the scatterer is compared.

The scattered field is emitted in a wide range of angles and dictates that a box of
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receivers be placed around the scatterer to provide adequate measurement of the field. In

this way, low angle scatter is measured without the need for extraordinarily long linear

arrays. The array processing for a box of receivers is a bit more complicated than that of

a linear array. But a dividend is received in the form of a compact experimental geometry,

which in turn, reduces the modeling computation time. As irdicated in Figure 5.6, the

receiver box comprises three linear arrays designated west, south, and east as shown. The

reference origin for the scatterer is located in line with the top of the flat interface. It is

also used as the pivot point for the plane wave decomposition. The grazing angle is the

angle between the horizontal and a line drawn through the source and the pivot point. All

experiments discussed in this thesis have a grazing angle of 100. The receiver box is as

shown, 120 m long by 25 m high, which corresponds to about 4A x !A, where A is the water

wavelength at 55 Hz.

Results from the eight exper" ents, shown schematically in Figure 5.7, are analyzed in

the next section. Beside each schematic drawing in the figure is an experiment number,

which is used as an identification symbol on plots in the next section. Figure 5.7 serves as

a ready reference to help the reader in identifying the models being compared.

5.4.1 Fluid inclusions

A fluid inclusion, whether a floe or a keel, has zero shear modulus and approximates the

condition of highly fractured, disoriented ice blocks found in newly formed pressure ridges.

Two of the eight experiments shown in Figure 5.7 fall into this category.

Floes

The fluid floe model for Experiment 37 has a semi-circular cross section with a radius of

6 n. Figure 5.8 shows the scattered pressure field around the floe. This field is the difference
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Fluid inclusions Elastic inclusions Ice edge

=:'"'ii:i=ii 3 "ii~:i:~i! 7 W33 6X7~ 36

42

Figure 5.7: Eight scattering models. Each model has an experiment number written next to
it. This number is used as an identification symbol on plots in Section 5.5. Use this figure
for a ready reference to identify the models being compared. For all models the material
property of ice is Cp = 3500m/s, C, = 1600m/s, and p = 910Kg/m 3 . For "fluid" ice
the shear speed is set to zero. The material properties for water and air are respectively
C., = 1500 m/e, p,, = 1000 Kg/rn3, C. = 340 m/s, and p. = 1.2 Kg/rn. In all cases if an
ice sheet is present, it is 3 m thick.
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the forward scattered direction. The term phase discontinuity indicates that a trough in the back scattered

direction corresponds to a crest in the forward scattered direction.
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Keels

Adding a 3 m ice sheet on top of the fluid floe turns it into a fluid keel. A diagram of the

exact keel geometry used in Experiment 40 is shown in Figure 5.9(a). Figure 5.9(b) shows

the Scattered pressure field generated by the fluid keel. The field is slightly more complicated

than that of the fluid floe. As discussed in Section 5.3.2, a head wave component is injected

into the ice by the isotropic line source. The head wave travels down the plate and scatters

at the keel causing the early arrivals beginning at about 85 ms in the middle of the South

array. There are actually two discontinuities from which the head wave scatters in this

model. The first is the elastic-fluid boundary encountered in the plate where the elastic

ice sheet comes in contact with the wings of the fluid ice keel. At this point there is a

discontinuity of shear speed, and thus p; both go to zero in the fluid. The discontinuity

causes the shear modes to either reflect back down the elastic sheet or to be converted and

scattered into compressional waves. The other discontinuity is the increase in mass and

change of geometry associated with the keel itself. These changes permit the head wave

energy to be scattered into the water around the keel.

Subsequent to the head wave scatter, the direct acoustic scatter of the fluid keel is seen

at a time of about 110 ms. The form of this part of the field is very similar to that of

the fluid floe; there is phase continuity across the mid-line of the keel with larger scattered

amplitude in the forward direction. The absolute amplitude of the scattered field for the

fluid keel is about 2.5 times larger than that of the fluid floe. The extra scattering amplitude

is due primarily to the larger mass of the keel relative to that of the floe.

5.4.2 Elastic inclusions

Elastic inclusions are representative of structures composed of solid ice with a high shear

modulus. As discussed in Section 5.2, pressure ridges that have survived a year or more,
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Scattered normal stress around low shear keel; Exp. 1240
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Figure 5.9: A fluid keel, Experiment 40. (a) The keel itself has a semi-circular cross section
with a radius of 6 m. The ice sheet above and for 3 m on either side of the keel is modeled

as fluid ice with C, = Orn/s. The ice sheet is 3m thick, and away from the keel, it has
a shear speed of C, = 1600 m/s. (b) The scattered response of the fluid keel is similar to
that of the fluid floe at times later than about 1Orms. This is the acoustic field directly
scattered from the keel. At earlier times, the source head wave in the ice is converted to
acoustic waves and scattered by the keel. Also, the amplitude of the scattered response of
the keel is about 2.5 times that of the floe. The extra scattering amplitude is due primarily
to the extra mass of the ice above the keel.
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the multi-year ridges, are likely to be frozen solid with little or no interstitial water and

hence are best modeled using an elastic inclusion. Five of the eight experimental models

shown in Figure 5.7 fall into this category. One is an elastic floe and the rest are elastic

pressure ridges of various shapes and sizes.

Floes

The elastic floe model for Experiment 35 is identical to that of the fluid floe in Experiment 37

except the shear speed is C. = 1600 m/s. The floe has a semi-circular cross section with a

radius of 6 m. The scattered pressure field due to the elastic floe is shown in Figure 5.10.

There is a striking difference in this scattered field compared to that of the fluid floe shown

in Figure 5.8. In contrast to the phase continuity seen in the fluid case, the elastic floe

produces a scattered field that has a phase discontinuity near the mid-line of the floe.

Similar to the fluid floe, however, the scattered pressure amplitude is higher in the forward

direction. These points are analyzed in detail in Section 5.5.1, where the numerical results

are compared with the analytic solution for acoustic scattering from elastic cylinders.

Keels

Four of the elastic inclusion experiments use keel models. Figure 5.11 shows the exact

geometry of each of the models. There is little qualitative difference in the scattered field

of these models. The dominant quantitative effect is that of mass; larger mass produces

larger scattered pressures. Just as the dual to the fluid floe in Experiment 35 is the elastic

floe in Experiment 37, the dual to the fluid keel in Experiment 40 is the elastic keel in

Experiment 38. The model is that of a 6 m radius semi-circular elastic floe beneath a 3 m

ice sheet. The scattered response produced by this model is shown in Figure 5.12. Here

again, the source head wave from the isotropic line source scatters at an early time, around
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Figure 5.10: An elastic floe, Experiment 35. The geometry of the scatterer is identical to

that of the fluid floe, which produced the scattered field shown in Figure 5.8. In particular,

the floe has a semi-circular cross section with a radius of 6 m. The only difference is that

the shear speed has been changed from C. = 0 m/s, in the fluid case, to C. = 1600 m/a,
in the elastic case. This change in shear speed and, hence shear modulus, has changed

the character of the scattered field significantly. The most obvious change is the phase

discontinuity near the mid-line of the floe compared to the phase continuity in the field

produced by the fluid floe.
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Figure 5.11: Geometry for the four elastic keel models. (a) Experiment 38, a semi-circular
keel with radius of 6 m below a 3 n ice sheet. (b) Experiment 42, a semi-circular keel with
radius of 6 m connected on each side to a 3 m ice sheet. (c) Experiment 43, an 18x4.5 m
triangular keel below a 3 m ice sheet. (d) Experiment 44, a 20x7 m triangular keel below
3 m ice with an 8.6x2 m triangular sail above. This pressure ridge is based on a description
given by Weeks [72] with a sail angle of 250 and a keel angle of 35".
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85 ms in the middle of the south array, followed by the direct acoustic scatter from the

elastic keel. The latter portion of the scattered field here, in Experiment 38, is very similar

to the field seen in Figure 5.10 for the elastic floe. In both cases there is a phase discontinuity

near the mid-line of the keel with larger scattering amplitude in the forward direction.

The scattered field produced by the elastic inclusions in Experiments 42-44 are similar

to that of Experiment 38. Because of this, I do not show the scattered field for these

experiments here but use the results from these experiments in Section 5.5.

5.4.3 Ice edge

An ice edge or truncated ice plate is the fundamental building block needed to understand

scatter from leads, polynyas, drifting ice, and the broken ice fields in the marginal ice zone.

Hence, the last model I develop is that of the ice edge used in Experiment 36. This model

is composed of a semi-infinite free surface adjoining a semi-infinite 3 m elastic ice plate as

shown schematically in Figure 5.7. This, probably, is also a good model for a thick ice

plate adjoining a freshly frozen lead, where the ice thickness is small, say a few tens of

centimeters. In this case, the difference between a free surface and the thin ice is negligible

at low frequency.

The scattered pressure field due to the ice edge is shown in Figure 5.13, where the

coherent field is taken to be the response of a fiat free surface.t Again, as for the fluid

and elastic inclusions, the forward scattered pressure is larger than that in the backward

direction. Also, there is a phase discontinuity in the field near the free-surface-to-ice-sheet

transition.

tThe choice for the coherent field could just as well have been flat ice. Any interpretation must im-

plicitly acknowledge the chosen coherent model. Physically, the free surface choice might correspond to an
experiment conducted with sourcc and receiver fixed in open water then, after an ice sheet moves in for
some reason, the experiment is repeated. The difference in these two experiments will yield the scattered
field shown in Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.12: Scattered pressure from an elastic keel, Experiment 38. The early arrival

spanning approximately 85 me to 110ma at the middle of the south array is due to the

scattered field from the source head wave in the ice discussed in Section 5.3.2. The later

arrival is the direct scattered field from the keel. There is a phase discontinuity near the

mid-line of the keel with larger scattered amplitude in the forward direction. The scattered

amplitude is about 2.3 times that of the elastic floe, which is similar to the situation for the

fluid floe and keel.
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Scatterd normnal stress around ice edge; Exp. 1236
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Figure 5.13: Scattered field from an ice edge, Experiment 36. This field is computed as the

difference between the total response with the ice edge present and the total response for a

flat free surface. The forward scattered amplitude is large and there is a phase discontinuity

near the transition from the free surface to the ice sheet.
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Figure 5.14: Interactions between acoustic and elastic waves. Direct wave scattering mecha-
nisins are shown in (a) and (b). Plate wave scattering mechanisms are shown in (c) and (d).
(a) Wide angle acoustic scattering from a roughness element. (b) Excitation of plate waves
by an incident acoustic wave. (c) Scatter of plate waves into plate waves. (d) Scatter of
plate waves into acoustic waves.

5.5 Interaction mechanisms

Interactions between a propagating wave, either in the water or in the ice plate, and a

roughness element may be broadly grouped into four categories as shown schematically in

Figure 5.14. The interactions involving an incident acoustic wave, shown in Figure 5.14(a)

and (b), are called direct wave scatter and are discussed in the next section. The interactions

involving an incident plate wave, shown in Figure 5.14(c) and (d), are called plate wave

scatter and are discussed in Section 5.5.2.

For long-range propagation the principle quantity of interest is the frequency dependent
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specular energy loss of the coherent field for each encounter with the ice: in other words,

the specular loss per bounce. Two fields are needed for this calculation: the total field for

the coherent experiment, i.e., the flat ice or flat free surface experiment, and the total field

for the experiment with the roughness element. The plane wave decomposition of each is

computed using the serpentine Radon transform discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.5. The

estimated normal stress and radial velocity plane waves in the specular direction are Fourier

transformed to yield OTe(-y',w) and ,(y.,w) for the coherent experiment and OTa(1aW)

and (yw) for the scattering experiment, where () is the Radon transform of (-), (.)

is the temporal Fourier transform of (-), and -y, is the specular grazing angle. Using the

transformed stresses and velocities, the specular energy flux spectra for the coherent and

scattering experiment are computed as

)= (5.7)

and

tTa(W) -- OTa(",W)VT°("ys,W). (5.8)

For Experiment 38, the results of this operation are shown in Figure 5.15(a) plotted with

cyclic frequency, f, rather than radial frequency, w, as the independent variable. Energy flux

is a vector quantity, and in the case of the plane wave decomposition, the vector is radial.

A negative energy flux in this figure indicates energy flowing away from the scatterer.

The energy reflection coefficient, Re, is computed as the ratio

R.(w)- £T(W) (5.9)

The specular energy loss, Le, is computed as

Le(w) = - 10 log10 Re(w) (5.10)

with the result, again for Experiment 38, shown in Figure 5.15(b). The modulation of

the loss curve, especially noticeable at low frequency, is an artifact of imperfect absorbing
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boundary conditions. I smooth these curves by hand to develop monotonic functions of loss

versus frequency.

5.5.1 Direct wave scatter

In this section I discuss the direct wave scattering mechanisms associated with the acoustic

water wave insonifying a roughness element. A discussion of the plate wave scattering

mechanisms associated with the source head wave is deferred to the next section.

When an acoustic wave, whether planar or not, interacts with a roughness element,

sound is scattered over a wide range of angles, and if an ice plate is present, sound is

directed into plate waves, too. These are the direct wave scattering mechanisms pictured in

Figure 5.14(a) and (b). In effect, the coherent specular field, that is the field reflected from

the flat ice, supplies energy to both direct wave scattering mechanisms. In the absence of

a scatterer, the coherent field, by definition, suffers no energy loss. In particular, radiation

from the source head wave is considered to be part of the coherent field in this study.

When a scatterer is present, however, there is a loss in the coherent field due to the direct

wave scatter. This loss is the coherent field energy deficit which arises from rough surface

scattering. The deficit, measured in decibels per bounce, is the principle quantity of interest

in long-range propagation. Energy lost to scatter is purely a redirection of mechanical energy

in the field. Globally, mechanical energy is conserved; the propagation media are assumed

to be lossless.

This section describes three loss mechanisms: loss due to mass loading, loss due to wide

angle scatter, and loss due to the excitation of plate waves.
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Figure 5.15: Computation of specular loss per bounce. (a) Energy flux spectrum for the
coherent experiment, CT,(f), plotted with (...) and the scatter experiment, CT,(f), plotted
with (-). Energy flux is a radial vector quantity with negative values indicating energy flow
away from the scatterer. Recall the source spectrum is Gaussian with a center frequency
near 55 Hz. (b) Specular loss in decibels per bounce versus frequency. The modulation
of the curve, noticeable at low frequency, is an artifact of imperfect absorbing boundary
conditions. These modulations are smoothed by hand to develop a monotonic function of
loss versus frequency.
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Mass loading

In this section I show that loss is proportional to cross sectional area of the scattering object,

which for fixed density, implies that loss is proportional to mass per unit length. Hence the

term mass loading is used.

For small ka, where k is the water wavenumber, k = 2xw/cl 2 o = 2 /AH/o, and a is a

characteristic dimension of the scattering object, specular energy loss measured in decibels

is proportional to the cross sectional area of the objectt. First, I show an analytic result for

semi-circular fluid floes assuming ka small. Next, for elastic keels and ka not necessarily

small, I show that the relation still holds.

Consider Figure 5.16, which shows the equivalence of two experiments: scatter from

a semi-circular fluid floe and scatter from a circular fluid cylinder with a source and its

negative image. For this method to be exact the internal field must be a symmetric function

of the cylindrical coordinate jo. Stanton 161] shows that the pressure field inside the fluid

cylinder is dependent on cos(npo); hence, the method of images produces an exact solution

to scatter from a semi-circular fluid floe against a free surface.

Using the assumption of a plane wave harmonic source, the incident field is P, =

Poeikime, which propagates in the direction ;,,. Trigonometric and algebraic manipulations

lead to an expression for the incident and image field in terms of cylindrical coordinates, r

and so,
p po = -poJ(.:

j ~~~cs~i jcc=~oikrcs(iP+,Y), (5.11)

where y is the grazing angle. Stanton also gives the scattered pressure for small ka and

large kr of a fluid circular cylinder excited by a plane wave [61]. The sum of the scattered

tIn this chapter I use k to be the wavenumber, k = w/c = 21r/A. There is no confusion here with the

temporal increment, k = At, as was the case in earlier chapters.
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free surface
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(positive source) P = incident
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P = reflected
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P = coherent

Pimag Pcat = scattered
(negative source) Pmag- image

x
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(positive source) (b) Pcoh + Pscat

Figure 5.16: Geometry for scatter from a fluid floe. (a) This is the physical picture of a

plane wave incident on a semi-circular fluid floe. The incident field arrives at a grazing angle

of -y and the scattered field is measured from the positive z-axis with angle ,P. (b) This

is the equivalent problem but using a circular fluid cylinder and a negative image source.

(Note: This geometry is also used with an elastic cylinder in the development of the elastic

pseudo-floe problem.)
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field due to the incident field and the scattered field due to the image field yields

ka 1,
kr. -ixP.(ka) 2  --_ ei(kr- /4) (1 - g) i (5.n2)sin. -- i n -y ( 5 .1 2 )

-o j -re l+ g)

where the density ratio is g = " and the radius of the cylinder is a. Using the reflected
PH20

pressure from the scattering experiment, P,,f, and that from the coherent (no scatterer)

experiment, P..h, the specular energy reflection coefficient, R, may be written
IP~,t2 

- IPcoh + PCIe ,Pcohl2 + 21(P.hP,.J + IP..I 2

= h - IP oh=2  IPt1 (5.13)

where R(-) means the real part and (.)" means the complex conjugate. The specular energy

loss is defined as

L.4 = - 10 log10 Re. (5.14)

To leading order, the specular energy loss may be found as follows. For fixed k the quadratic

pressure terms are

i = = p,, Ip.atI.2 - O([kal4) (5.15)

and

1(PohP,Lt) 0 (P2(ka)V;71)

~o([ka12). (5.16)

Using these relations in Equation (5.13) and dropping the negligible quadratic P,,at term

(recalling ka < 1) leads to an energy reflection coefficient of

1 + O([kal2 ). (5.17)

The series approximation log1o(1 + a) a a for small a leads to the specular energy loss,

measured in decibels,

L, - -10 loglo R, - o(kal2 ). (5.18)
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The quantity a' is proportional to cross sectional area and thus, for fixed density, to mass

per unit length. Hence, the specular energy loss, L,, is proportional to cross sectional area

of the fluid floe for fixed k or, equivalently, fixed frequency, f;

L, cc a2  (5.19)

Now, I show experimentally that the proportionality between loss and area applies to

elastic keels as well. There are four elastic keels, corresponding to Experiment 38 and 42-44,

shown in Figure 5.7. Specular loss versus frequency was computed using Equations (5.9)

and (5.10) for each of these models. The cross sectional area of each keel is shown in

Figure 5.11. Figure 5.17 shows the logarithm of loss, at 50 Hz, plotted against the logarithm

of area for each of the keel experiments. A linear regression fit through the points has a

slope of 1.15, which closely matches the analytic slope of unity computed for the fluid floe.

This is true despite the fact that the largest keel has an area of A = 139 n 2 , which leads to

ka - 2.5 using a = k/A. Thus, even for ka not small, the loss versus area relation is a good

working rule for ice scatter. Over the band of insonified frequencies, the slopes range from

about 0.9 at 30 Hz to 1.4 at 80 Hz.

Using a combination of analytic and numerical methods, I have shown in this section

an empirical correspondence between cross sectional area and specular energy loss for ka =

0(1). This correspondence is used later to justify the scaling of my experimental results to

keels of various cross sectional area.

Wide angle scatter

When underwater sound interacts with a roughness element, it is scattered over a wide

range of angles in a characteristic pattern. The synonymous terms propagation angle and

scattering angle are defined as the angle measured from the negative y-axis. Angles with

positive sign are measured counter-clockwise and those with negative sign are measured
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Loss vs. mass at 50 Hz, Slope = 1.15, Interept = -2.95
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Figure 5.17: Specular energy loss versus mass for elastic keels at 50 Hz. The slope relating
iog(Le) to log(A) is estimated as 1.15, which compares favorably with the slope of unity
computed analytically for fluid floes.
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clockwise. With the source to the left of the scatterer, positive angles indicate forward

scatter and negative angles indicate backward scatter. The propagation or scattering angle

is designated E = o+;r/2, where jo and e are shown in Figure 5.16. The scattered pressure

fields shown for the fluid and elastic inclusions in Figures 5.8, 5.9(b), 5.10, and 5.12 indicate

that the scattered field for an elastic inclusion is very different from that of a fluid inclusion.

Scattered intensity as a function of frequency is computed from scattered pressure as follows.

" The amplitude of the pressure measurement, Pi(t), at the sth receiver in the box array

around the scatterer is corrected to pressure referenced to unit distance from the

scatterer, pi(t);

pi(t) = Pi(t)V'i. (5.20)

Di is the distance of the ith receiver from the scatterer origin, which is at the left-right

midpoint of the scatterer at a height corresponding to the surrounding air interface

as shown in Figure 5.6.

" The Fourier transform of each pressure measurement is computed as

A M =f p,(t)ew dt. (5.21)

" Using the farfield relation between radial velocity and pressure, i(w) = j,(W)/pc,

and the intensity of the source excitation spectrum (subscript E) referenced to unit

distance from the scatterer, -'IE(W), the normalized scattered intensity, 4, (w), is com-

puted. Specifically,

= t, ( = /pc (5.22)
t E (W)

* Finally, the scattered intensity is represented as a two argument function 4,(w, s,),

where E1 is the propagation angle from the scatterer origin to the i" receiver.
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The scattered intensity provides quantitative insight into the wide angle scattering charac-

teristics of the various roughness elements shown in Figure 5.7.

Fluid Inclusions. The scattered intensity for the fluid floe of Experiment 37 is shown

in Figure 5.18 with the analytic solution shown for comparison. The analytic solution is

derived using the fluid cylinder and method of images, as was done for Equation (5.12),

but more terms are retained in the series 161]. The solution uses the density inside and

outside the cylinder, p* and p, the velocity inside and outside the cylinder, c" and c, and

the acoustic wavenumber inside and outside the cylinder, k" = w/c" and k = w/c. The

densities and velocities are combined into the ratios g =- p/p and h - c*/c. Using these

quantities, the solution is written

Puat 2Po ; e -  (-i)"Bm .msin(mp) sin(m-y), (5.23)
ik=1

where

Em = -2i-/(1 I C.),
'N( _ gh(pl

J.(k aJ'(ka (5.24)Cm J1(k'a)J,(ka --k~ ), k gh

J,. is an mta order Bessel function of the first kind, N, is an meh order Bessel function of

the second kind, the primed functions are derivatives with respect to their arguments, and

a is the radius of the cylinder. In computing the analytic solution I only used the first four

terms of the series, mn= 1,2,3,4.

The agreement between the numerical estimate and the analytic solution shown in Fig-

ure 5.18 is quite good. Now we can make a quantitative evaluation of the observation, made

earlier, that the forward scattered field is larger. In particular, the peak at a scattering an-

gle of 60' is about 15 dB higher than at the reciprocal angle of -60. The intensity pattern

is seen to be that of a deformed dipole.
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Scattering intensity vs. analytic solution
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Figure 5.18: Scattered intensity for the fluid floe, Experiment 37. The solid curves ae the
intensity computed from the scattered pressure shown in Figure 5.8. The dotted curves
are the analytic solution computed using Equation (5.23). The propagation angle is 0 as
defined in Figure 5.16. Positive angles correspond to forward scatter and negative angles
correspond to back scatter. The intensity is computed using Equation (5.20) thru (5.22).
Agreement between the analytical and numerical solutions is quite good. The scattered
intensity is a slightly deformed dipole with higher intensity in the forward direction.
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Scattering intensity
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Figure 5.19: Scattered intensity for fluid keel, Experiment 40. The intensity is computed
from the scattered presure field shown in Figure 5.9. The complicated behavior at the
angles near grazing is due to scatter from the source head wave. At the middle angles, near
8 = 0, there is less influence from the head wave and the field appears to be a deformed
dipole.

The scattered intensity of the fluid keel in Experiment 40, shown in Figure 5.19, is

much more complicated than that of the fluid floe shown in Figure 5.18. At the mid-range

of propagation angle, near 8 = 0, the intensity pattern is essentially dipolar. At the higher

scattering angles, near grazing, the influence of the scattered plate waves causes severe

distortions to the dipolar pattern. The plate wave scatter is caused by the source head

wave discussed earlier in Section 5.3.2.
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Elastic inclusions. The scattered intensity for the elastic floe of Experiment 35 is

shown in Figure 5.20. Here we see a dramatic difference between the scattered intensity of

the fluid floe and that of the elastic floe. The former is essentially a dipole while the latter

is a quadrupole. Evidently there is a shear mode which interacts with the compressional

mode to produce a null in the scattered intensity pattern. As we saw in the scattered

pressure field in Figure 5.10, there is a 1800 phase shift in the signal that occurs at the null;

positive pressure in the forward direction corresponds to negative pressure in the backward

direction and vice versa.

There is not an exact analytic solution to the elastic floe problem with which to compare

the numerical result. There is, however, an exact solution to the 'near by" problem of

scatter from an elastic cylinder insonified by a primary source and a negative image source.

For convenience, I call this the pseudo-floe problem. The geometry of this problem is shown

in Figure 5.16. The problem is not identical to the elastic floe because the shear stress

in the elastic cylinder is anti-symmetric with respect to the cylindrical coordinate o [16].

Because of this anti-symmetry, the shear stress along the x-axis does not sum to zero and

does not match the free surface boundary condition required for the elastic floe problem.

As we will see, however, the analytic solution to the pseudo-floe problem provides insight

into the effects of high shear modulus in the ice. Using the analytic solution for scatter from

elastic cylinders [16,62], the scattered pressure for the pseudo-floe problem may be written

P ._ l-t4,o _ -  / e sin(q,)e - " sin(r)sin(m/), (5.25)

where the scattering phase angle t is a complicated function of Bessel functions, com-

pressional and shear wavenumbers, and density. The interested reader may find the exact

expression for im in Stanton [621.

Evaluating the sum in Equation (5.25) for rn = 1,2,3,4, the frequency range 20 <

f !5 100, a cylinder radius of a = 6m, and using elastic ice material properties produces
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Figure 5.20: Scattered intensity for the elastic floe, Experiment 35. The intensity is com-
puted from the scattered pressure field shown in Figure 5.10. There is not an exact analytic
solution with which to compare the numerical estimate but the analytic solution to a "near
by" problem, called the pseudo-floe problem, is shown in Figure 5.21. The notable feature
in both figures is the presence of the deep null at the angles near normal incidence. The
elastic floe scatters in a quadrupole pattern in contrast to the dipole pattern seen for the
fluid floe.
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Analytic elastic scattering intensity
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Figure 5.21: Analytic solution to the pseudo-floe problem. This solution is exact for an
elastic cylinder insonified by a primary and a negative image source as shown in Figure 5.16
with -y = 100. The problem is not identical to the elastic floe problem because the shear
stress along the z-axis in not zero and does not match the free surface boundary condition

required by the elastic floe. Nevertheless, the scattered field is qualitatively similar to that
of the elastic floe showing a deep null at angles near E = 0.
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Figure 5.22: Scattered intensity for the pseudo-floe analytic problem computed using only
the m = 1,2 terms of the series in Equation (5.25). The deep null is clearly caused by the
interaction of the dipole term, m = 1, and the quadrupole term, n = 2. Even for ka = 0.5
the strength of the quadrupole term is sufficient to cause the null.

the scattered intensity shown in Figure 5.21. The character of the scattered field for the

pseudo-floe problem is similar to that of the elastic floe. Specifically, at low frequency there

is a deep null in the intensity near the zero propagation angle. The low frequency null is

caused by the interaction of the dipole and the quadrupole term as may be seen by the

computation of the scattered intensity using only n 1, 2 in Equation (5.25). This result

is shown in Figure 5.22. Without going into the algebraic details, let me state that the
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scattered intensity, 4'., may be written for small ka as

2

. [ tan(p + -yin(a q'2 . I +sin [(tanp) itan(y]n n I 12 an rl) 2 1i tan tT 2 1 +t tan q 2]

dipole quadrupole
(5.26)

where tan th - O([ka]2) and tan th O([ka]4). Only the leading order terms of the Bessel

functions were kept in deriving this expression. In 0, the pure quadratic dipole term is

O(Ikal4), the cross term between the dipole and the quadrupole is O(tkaI6 ), and the pure

quadratic quadrupole term is O([ka]s). Clearly, for small ka the scattered intensity must be

a dipole pattern. This is seen in Figure 5.23, where the values of ka span 0.03 < ka < 0.53.

For ka less than about 0.3 the field is dipolar, while for larger values the field is quadrupolar.

The interaction of the dipole and the quadrupole to produce the null must involve higher

order terms in the Bessel function series expansion. An analysis including these terms would

be extremely tedious and I have not carried it out.

Another bit of analytical insight may be gained from the pseudo-floe problem. Specifi-

cally, what is the nature of the dipole to quadrupole transition with regard to shear modulus.

From analytic analysis of the fluid floe, we know that for zero shear modulus the field is a

dipole. When the shear modulus is high, as for the ice case, the field is a quadrupole. By

varying the shear speed from C. = 0 m/s up to C. = 1600 m/s, one finds that the scattered

intensity abruptly changes character from dipolar to quadrupolar. The transition range

for shear speed is 200 < C, < 400 m/s, as shown in Figure 5.24. Thus, the character of

the field is insensitive to the value of shear speed, except in the narrow transition region.

This reinforces my decision to model only two types of ice: fluid ice, with C, = 0 m/s, and

elastic ice, with C, = 1600 m/s. With this approach I capture the dominant character of

the scattered field using only gross estimates of the shear speed for the two cases.
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Figure 5.23: Scattered intensity of pseudo-floe problem for very low ka. Below ka -- 0.3

the field is dipolar as predicted by the leading order analysis of Equation (5.26). For higher

values of ka the quadrupole term in the series begins to have influence. This transition is

not predicted by the leading order analysis.
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Figure 5.24: Scattered intensity for the pseudo-floe problem with ka = 0.5 for various
shear speeds. Shear speed values less than C. = 200 m/s produce a dipolar field, while
values greater than C, = 400 m/s produce a quadrupolar field. The transition takes place
abruptly, with the character of the field on either side of the transition largely immune to
variations of shear speed.
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At this point I have described the quadrupolar field produced by an elastic floe phe-

nomenologically and mathematically. What about the physical mechanism? For ease of

illustration, this discussion is restricted to scatter from elastic cylinders. Though I didn't

explain at the time, the dipole term in Equation (5.26) contains no shear effects in i7. The

shear terms are only present in the quadrupole term involving 12. This leads to the conjec-

ture for the physical mechanism shown in Figure 5.25. I suggest that the total field is the

sum of a compressional mode, the dipole term, and a shear mode, the quadrupole term. The

compressional mode corresponds to the cylinder oscillating back and forth, being forced by

the incident plane wave. Shear modes in an elastic cylinder must be anti-symmetric with

respect to the angular variable, o. In particular, Faran shows the shear stress to be of the

form sin(mp) [16]. The quadrupole term corresponds to m = 2 and to the quadrilateral

symmetry shown in Figure 5.25. In this mode there is zero shear stress along the diameters

in line and perpendicular to the direction of the incident plane wave. The nulls in the

scattered field are caused by an interaction of the normal particle velocities and stresses of

the compressional and shear mode on the surface of the cylinder. Evidently, for large shear

modulus, the strength of the shear mode is sufficient to create a quadrupolar scattered field.

At low shear modulus the shear mode is too weak to have any effect. The question of why

the scattered field changes so rapidly from dipolar to quadrupolar with respect to shear

velocity remains unanswered.

Now, I return to the numerical experiments. The scattered intensity of the elastic keel,

Experiment 38, is shown in Figure 5.26. Here again, as with the elastic floe, we see the

fundamental quadrupolar nature of the field. Although the field is more complicated than

that of the floe, the deep nulls near the zero propagation angle are clearly evident. The extra

complexity is due to scattering of the source head wave as discussed earlier in Section 5.3.2.
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(Compressional mode) (Shear mode)

Figure 5.25: Physical mechanism conjecture explaining quadrupole scattered field for elastic
cylinder. The total field scattered from an elastic cylinder excited by a plane wave propa-
gating along the z-axis is the sum of two modes of oscilation. The first is a compressional
mode and corresponds to the cylinder oscilating back and forth; it produces a dipolar field.
The second is a shear mode and corresponds to balanced torsional oscillations; it produces
a quadrupolar field.

Ice edge. The scattered intensity for the ice edge model in Experiment 36 is shown

in Figure 5.27. Recall that the scattered field for the ice edge was computed using the

response from a free surface as the coherent field. Again, we see higher amplitude in the

forward direction with a null at low propagation angles, high grazing angles, indicating a

quadrupolar field.

An approximate analytic solution for scatter from an ice edge is given by Dahl [111 but

I have not compared his result with mine. I do, however, use his result to compare with my

estimate of specular energy loss discussed later in Section 5.5.3.

Excitation of plate waves

Any roughness element acts as a transducer for the conversion of acoustic energy in the water

into elastic plate wave energy. One can think of the roughness element as a window through

which energy passes between the two media. For incidence angles away from the Mach angle
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Figure 5.26: Scattered intensity for elastic keel, Experiment 38. The intensity is computed
from the scattered pressure measurements shown in Figure 5.12. The field is quadrupolar
with deep nulls near the zero propagation angle. The extra complexity of this field compared
to that of the elastic floe is due to the scatter of the source head wave, which is generated
by the isotropic line source.
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Figure 5.27. Scattered intensity for ice edge relative to a free surface, Experiment 36. The
intensity is computed from the scattered pressure measurements shown in Figure 5.13. The
field is quadrupolar with about 20 dB higher strength in the forward direction.
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Exp. 1238; Total power flux for high shear keel model at t = 105.8 ms
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Figure 5.28: Excitation of plate waves at 106 ma for the elastic keel, Experiment 38. Tihe
arrows point in the direction of total power flux. Their length is a measure of the power flux
magnitude. The dotted contours are normal stress in the water and horizontal normal stress
in the ice. Labels indicate the passing source pulse, the torquing of the keel, and the presence
of plate waves in the ice. Both compressional (symmetric) and flexural (anti-symmetric)
components may be seen in the plate waves.

there is no energy conversion in the absence of the window. Ridges and the ice edge both

transfer energy into the adjoining ice sheets. The best way to visualize this is with power

flux snapshots taken during the passage of a sound pulse. Figure 5.28 shows the excitation

of plate waves for the elastic keel model of Experiment 38. The power flux computations

for this figure are based on Equation (4.30)1 in Chapter 4, where 0 Ta = -! T T

Excitation of the plate wave is also seen in the scattered power flux time series computed

from receivers in the ice and shown in Figure 5.29. The plate wave power flux is computed

as described in Chapter 4, Equation (4.35). A negative value of power flux means that
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Scattered plate mode power flux for high shear keel; Exp. 1238
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Figure 5.29: Plate wave scattered power flux for the elastic keel, Experiment 38. "Flex"
means the flexural plate wave power flux, "Long" means the longitudinal plate wave power
flux, and 'east" and *wet" designate the leg of the measurement array from which the
power flux is computed. Except for the artifact of the source head wave (labeled), the

longitudinal component appears to have slightly higher scatter in the forward direction and
the flexural component has considerably more scatter in the forward direction.
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power is leaving the control volume defined by the box array, while a positive value means

power is entering the volume. If not for the source head wave, the scattered plate wave

power flux would always be negative, that is power would always be moving away from the

scatterer. With this interpretation in mind, consider the longitudinal mode on the east leg

of the array. Here we see the scatterer creating a deficit in the source head wave that exists

in the absence of the scatterer. A positive power flux means that the source head wave in

the coherent model, flat ice, is supplying power to produce some of the scattered field in

the scatter model.

The fraction of the total scattered energy captured in the ice plate is small: order 10%

of the total energy that hits the ridge. The added dissipation used to stabilize the finite

difference scheme, however, attenuates a large fraction of the plate wave energy injected

into the ice and makes quantification of the plate wave energy impossible. Figure 5.30

shows a map of where the added dissipation has removed energy from the computational

domain for the elastic keel in Experiment 38. No energy is dissipated in the water away

from the ice. The plate waves and scattered elastic modes in the keel are the only waves

affected by the added dissipation. As has been shown through comparisons w'th analytic

solutions, the scattered field in the water is not greatly affected by the added dissipation.

Despite this assertion, the added dissipation causes nagging problems, which have not yet

been adequately addressed.

5.5.2 Plate wave scatter

For sound propagating in an ice plate there are two scattering mechanisms that occur when

a roughness element is encountered. In the idealized scenario of an acoustic plane wave

insonifying an elemental scatterer, these mechanisms do not occur since 1) no plate waves

exist before the scatterer is insonified and 2) the plate waves generated at the scatterer
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Figure 5.30: Map of energy density lost to added dissipation for the elastic keel, Experi-
ment 38. The energy is lost primarily from plate waves, making a quantitative interpretation
of the plate wave energy impossible.
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never encounter another roughness element.

The experiments described in this chapter attempt to emulate the idealized scenario

but fall short. Specifically, the isotropic line source injects energy into the ice plate in the

form of the source head wave as described in Section 5.3.2. Because of this, the elemental

scatterer is insonified first, by the head wave in the ice, and then, by the pseudo plane wave

in the water. Thus, despite the troublesome presence of the source head wave, it is useful

for showing scattering mechanisms that occur when a plate wave encounters a roughness

element.

When sound traveling in a plate encounters a scattering element there is a change in

impedance and scatter occurs. The scatter can be classified into one of two categories as

shown in Figure 5.14(c) and (d): scatter of plate waves into plate waves and scatter of plate

waves into acoustic waves.

I first demonstrate the scatter of plate waves into plate waves. Figure 5.31(a) shows a

snapshot of the power flux of the compressional source head wave excited by the isotropic

line source in flat ice. Note, especially, the strong compressional packet located at a range

of 100 m. The source head wave has a velocity roughly twice that of the water wave and,

hence, arrives at any given point along the ice sheet before the water wave. Figure 5.31(b)

shows a snapshot at the sari e time as Figure 5.31(a) but for the case when the semi-circular

keel of Experiment 38 is present. The water wave has not yet reached the keel, but the

source head wave has already scattered from the impedance mismatch in the ice caused by

the keel. In both the up and down range directions the plate wave now contains flexural, or

anti-symmetric components, that are due to the scattered head wave. Again, note the wave

packet at a range of 100 m. What was a compressional wave packet has been converted to

a predominantly flexural wave packet through the influence of the scatterer.

Evidence for the second scattering mechanism, plate waves to acoustic waves, has already
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been shown in Figure 5.10 and 5.12. The former shows the scattered field for the elastic floe

in Experiment 35, where no source head wave exists. The first arrival in the scattered time

series is due to the direct acoustic scatter from the floe. By contrast, the scattered field in

Figure 5.12 is from the elastic keel in Experiment 38 and the first arrival in the time series

corresponds to the acoustic scatter of the source head wave.

In principle, neither the scatter of plate waves into plate waves nor the scatter of plate

waves into acoustic waves occur for true plane wave excitation of an elemental scatterer.

In reality, however, elemental scatterers never exist in nature, and plate wave scatter must

occur often. In particular, the scatter induced injection of plate wave energy and the

subsequent reconversion to acoustic energy by neighboring scatterers must play a part in

increasing back ground noise. These are multiple scattering mechanisms, which are not

studied in this thesis. The framework for such a study, however, is in place and future

efforts will be made in this direction.

5.5.3 Specular energy loss

For plane waves incident on a scattering element there is a direct loss from the coherent field

due to wide angle scatter and to the excitation of plate waves as discussed in Section 5.5.1.

The loss from the coherent field and its dependence on frequency is the principle quantity

of interest in understanding rough surface scatter in long-range propagation in the Arctic.

It is assumed that there is a power law relationship between specular energy loss, Le,

and frequency; the loss is of the form L, o f . On a log-log plot of loss versus frequency the

power law becomes a straight line with a slope of a. This is how the specular loss curves are

presented. Thus, a is both an exponent and a slope. The terms are used interchangeably.

As we will see, the value of ot depends on the scatterer type. For the elastic scatterer

t- 4.5, for the ice edge a - 2, and for the fluid scatterer ct -
2
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The other characteristic of the loss curve is its magnitude. As shown in Section 5.5.1,

the specular loss is proportional to scatterer mass. In this section I show that the excitation

of plate waves by elastic keels roughly doubles the loss relative to that of a floe with an

identical shape. A fluid keel has roughly the same loss as that of a floe with an identical

shape because of the poor coupling to the surrounding ice sheet.

Fluid inclusions

Using an analysis similar to that for the mass loading effect, the specular energy loss as a

function of frequency can be shown to have a slope of f2 for small ka. Refer back to Equa-

tions (5.12)-(5.16). Recall, particularly, the cross term R(PChP.0,t) , O(P-2(ka)2V ),

which for fixed k reduced to O([ka] 2). For fixed scatter size, a, however, the cross term is,

from Equation (5.16)1,

(PeohP;cat) -. O([ka] ). (5.27)

Using this in Equation (5.13) yields the energy reflection coefficient

Re ~ 1 + O(kaI) (5.28)

for fixed a. Finally, this leads to a specular energy loss

L,. -l10logl 0 Re O([ka]2). (5.29)

Thus, for fluid floe, we expect the specular loss to go as f2 . This power law, you may recall,

is nearly the same as that estimated from the observed long-range propagation data in the

Arctic, discussed in Chapter 1.

The numerical estimate of specular loss computed for the fluid floe in Experiment 37,

using Equations (5.9) and (5.10), is shown in Figure 5.32. The fluid floe power law estimate

from numerical data is f14, which compares favorably with the analytic power law for small

ka of f.
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Figure 5.32: Specular energy loss for fluid (37) and elastic (35) floe. The slope of the energy
loss for the fluid floe is 1.4, which compares to a slope of 1.5 computed for small ka using
the analytic solution. The slope for the elastic floe is 4.4, three times greater than that of
the fluid floe.
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Figure 5.33: Specular energy loss for fluid (40) and elastic (38) keel. The slopes, as noted
in the figure, are larger than those of the corresponding floe experiment. This is due to the
scatter from the source head wave.

The specular energy loss for the fluid keel is shown in Figure 5.33 and has a power law

of f 2-0 , which is comparable to but larger than that of the fluid floe. The larger slope is

evidently due to the effects of the source head wave scatter.

Plate waves are not strongly excited by a fluid keel due to the poor shear coupling

between keel and the elastic ice plate. The specular loss comparison between the fluid floe

of Experiment 37 and the fluid keel of Experiment 40 is shown in Figure 5.34. The mass

of the fluid floe is 57m2 , while that of the fluid keel is 93 m 2 ; the increase in loss would be

about 1.7 for the keel relative to the floe, if loss were exactly proportional to mass. The

data shows an increase of about 2.3 at 50Hz suggesting that mass loading is the dominant
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Figure 5.34: Specular loss of fluid floe (37) versus fluid keel (40). The increase in loss

may be assigned almost entirely to the increase in mass for the keel relative to the floe.

Excitation of plate waves by the fluid keel is not an important mechanism.

effect.

As described in Section 5.5.1, an absolute quantitative evaluation of plate wave energy

cannot be made. Nevertheless, a relative comparison may be made for the plate wave exci-

tation produced by the fluid keel in Experiment 40 versus the elastic keel in Experiment 38.

Figure 5.35 shows the scattered plate wave power flux for the two experiments. The plot

in (a) is for the fluid keel and shows essentially no excitation of plate waves. The two big

events are due to the nearly total reflection of the source head wave when it encounters the

transition point between the elastic ice sheet and the fluid keel. The longitudinal mode on

the west leg shows negative power flux indicating that the reflected head wave is traveling
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away from the scatterer, back toward the source. The positive longitudinal power flux on

the east leg is the deficit of the compressional wave that was present in the flat ice but has

been reflected by the presence of the fluid keel. A very small amount of flexural power flux

is seen in the east leg. A fluid keel is not an efficient transducer of acoustic to plate wave

energy.

Elastic inclusions

A leading order analysis of the specular energy loss slope for an elastic floe and for small

ka produces a value of k = I because there is no shear influence in the lowest order terms.

Hence, an analytic estimate of the frequency dependence for ka -- 0(1) would require

retaining higher order terms in the asymptotic series of the Bessel functions. This analysis

has not been carried out. Instead, I present the numerical results alone.

The specular loss for the elastic floe of Experiment 35 is shown in Figure 5.32 along

with the loss for the fluid floe of Experiment 37. Figure 5.33 shows a similar comparison

for the elastic keel versus the fluid keel. In both cases, the elastic inclusion has a slope two

to three times larger than the corresponding fluid inclusion.

The magnitude of the specular loss for an elastic keel is dependent on two mechanisms:

mass loading, similar to the effect seen for fluid keels, and the excitation of plate waves,

shown in Figure 5.35(b), an effect not seen in fluid keels. To get a feel for the effect of plate

wave excitation on specular loss, consider three elastic inclusion experiments: the elastic

floe in Experiment 35 and the two elastic keels in Experiments 38 and 42. The elastic keel

in Experiment 42 is formed by connecting a 3 m ice sheet onto either side of the elastic

floe. The keel has the same mass as the floe; any additional specular loss must be ascribed

entirely to plate wave excitation. The keel in Experiment 38 is formed by placing the floe

beneath a 3 m sheet of ice, increasing the mass, and hence, increasing the loss through both
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Figure 5.35: Comparison of plate wave excitation for fluid keel (a) versus elastic keel (b).
These are plots of scattered plate wave power flux based on Equation (4.35). (a) Essentially
no plate waves are excited by the fluid keel. The only events seen are the reflection of the
source head wave on the west leg and the deficit of same in the east leg. (b) This is a
repeat of Figure 5.29 showing the excitation of both types of plate waves in both directions
due to an elastic keel. Clearly the elastic keel, in contrast to the fluid keel, is an efficient
transducer of acoustic energy into plate wave energy.
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mass loading and the excitation of plate waves.

The specular loss for the three cases is shown in Figure 5.36. The increase in loss between

Experiment 35 and 42 is almost exactly a factor of 2. The increase is due entirely to the

excitation of plate waves since the mass of the keel and that of the floe are virtually identical.

In going from Experiment 42 to 38, there is an increase in loss of about 2.3. The extra loss

is almost entirely due to an increase in mass. The excitation of plate waves roughly doubles

specular energy loss for an ice plate thickness of 3 m. Other plate thicknesses have not been

tested.

Ice edge

The specular loss due to an ice edge has an analytic power law with a = 2 using the

approximate analytic solution for scatter developed by Dahl [11]. In Figure 5.37 I show the

numerical estimate for the specular energy loss due to an ice edge. The slope is a = 2.3,

which is in reasonable agreement with the analytic predictions. Presumably the magnitude

of the loss is a function of the ice thickness, which for this study is fixed at 3 m, but I have

not investigated this effect.

5.6 Summary

Analysis of the experimental results for a variety of elemental scatterers has produced a

number of useful conclusions. I summarize these conclusions here for convenient reference.

e Specular energy loss is proportional to cross sectional area of the scattering object for

floes and keels. Specifically,

Le oc A, (5.30)
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Figure 5.36: Specular energy loss for elastic inclusions. The specular loss for the elastic
floe (35) is the least of the three. When the floe is converted to a keel (42) by bringing in a
3 m ice sheet on either side, the loss roughly doubles due to the excitation of plate waves. If
the floe is converted to a keel (38) by placing it beneath a 3 m ice sheet, the loss increases
by a factor of 4.6 or so: a factor of 2 for excitation of plate waves and another factor of
about 2.3 for the increase in mass.
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Figure 5.37: Specular energy loss of ice edge, Experiment 36. The slope of the loss is 2.3.
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where A is the cross sectional area of the scatterer, which for fixed ice density, is

proportional to mass per unit length.

" Fluid inclusions, that is floes and keels, have a wide angle scattering pattein, which

is dipolar. The slope of the specular energy loss versus frequency is about a - A2"

" The scattering characteristics of elastic inclusions are different for different ranges of

frequency.

- When the value of ka is very small, say less than 0.1 or so, the scattered field is

dipolar, as it is for the fluid case. In this low frequency range, shear effects are

negligible and the specular energy loss versus frequency has a slope of a = 1.

As an example, if we set a to be the average keel depth in the central Arctic,

9.6 m [21], this low frequency limit applies to f < 2.5 Hz for ka < 0.1.

- When the value of ka is modest, say 0.5 < ka < 2.5 the scattered field is

quadrupolar and the specular energy loss versus frequency has a slope of a - 22"

This is the range of ka which is most important for long-range propagation

experiments, corresponding to a frequency range of 10 < f <z 100 Hz.

" For an ice edge the specular energy loss versus frequency has a slope of a = 2.

" The excitation of plate waves roughly doubles the specular energy loss of an elastic

keel relative to an elastic floe of the same size. Plate waves are not excited very

efficiently by fluid keels; there is no additional specular loss for fluid keels relative to

fluid floes of the same size.

These observations point to one overall conclusion that has not been adequately ad-

dressed in the literature. In terms of understanding and predicting scattering loss, the

internal structure of a pressure ridge is just as important as the topographic roughness.
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The former determines the slopes of the loss and the latter determines the amplitude. His-

torically, a great deal of attention has been paid to the topographic roughness of the under

and upper surface of the ice. This, clearly, is part of the needed information, but the inter-

nal structure, at least in a bulk property sense, is needed as well if adequate loss predictions

are to be made for long-range propagation. In Chapter 7 I outline the information needed

in terms of conditional probabilities. This information must come from a census of ice

characteristics in the Arctic.
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Chapter 6

Scattering loss hypothesis

6.1 Overview

In the previous chapter I introduced the numerical scattering results for elemental ice fea-

tures and compared the results with analytic solutions, where possible. In this chapter I

compare the numerical results with the field data first introduced in Chapter 1. Specifically,

I focus on the slope and magnitude of the specular loss to show that fluid ridges are the

most likely candidates for explaining the observed excess loss in the field data.

6.2 Data comparison

In the last chapter I discussed the results of the numerical experiments with few references

to field observations. This section brings the two data sets together for comparison: the

objective being improved predictions of excess specular energy loss.
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6.2.1 Field data

As shown in Chapter 1, Figure 1.2, the frequency dependence of the data is ff. In fact,

a good fit to the data is given by Le = 3.0f5 with f in kilohertz [46]. In this chapter, the

phrase observed loss is reserved for the specular energy loss estimated from the field data.

The observed loss is "true" in the sense that it is derived from field experiments [6] and

provides a basis for comparison with the numerical results.

Analytic predictions of excess loss based on the method of small perturbations fall

short by a large margin. The most accurate model, based on the impedance method, gives

worse predictions than the less accurate free surface model in terms of both the slope and

magnitude predictions [46]. The slope prediction using the impedance method is a , 3

compared to a - j for the data. The magnitude of the loss is also too low, but this is less

serious, for the moment, than the slope problem.

An analytic solution based on a rough free surface assumption is the best fit to the data

and has a power law of a = f. The good fit, however, makes no physical sense; the ice-water

intzfIace is not a free surface.

6.2.2 Numerical data

The numerical estim ates of excess specular energy loss, computed in the last chapter, are

expressed in terms of dB/bounce, while the field observations are expressed in terms of

dB/Km. In converting the numerical results to dB/Km I make the assumption that

the upward refracting sound channel is range independent with a constant skip distance,

D,. Using the sound speed at the surface, C., the grazing angle, -y, and the sound speed

gradient, g, the skip distance is computed as D, = 2C. tan -y/g [46]. All the experiments

in the last chapter were conducted with -y = 100. A typical Arctic surface sound speed

is C. = 1440m/s, and a typical surface sound speed gradient is g = 0.06s - 1. These
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values yield a skip distance of D, = 8.5 Km. In the conversion of the numerical data from

dB/bounce to dB/Km, I also assume that every time a ray hits the ice it is hitting exactly

the same kind of scatterer over and over again. With these two assumptions, I only have

to divide the specular loss estimates from the last chapter by the skip distance of 8.5 Km

to be able to compare with the field observations in dB/Km.

6.2.3 Specular energy loss

Slope

The wide range of power law exponents described in Section 5.5.3 suggests that matching

the exponent estimated from field observations with that of a single scatter will indicate

the dominant elemental scatterer influencing long-range propagation. Recognizing that the

field observations have a slope of 1.2, as shown in Figure 1.2, points to the fluid inclusion

as being the most likely candidate for the dominant scattering object. Estimated slopes for

fluid inclusions range from 1.4 < a < 2.0. Scatter from ice edges is a second possibility, but

the match is not as good as that for fluid inclusions. Scatter from elastic inclusions with

a 4.5 is the worst match to the field observations.

Historically, attention has been focused on scatter from elastic inclusions as the most

obvious mechanism to explain the observed specular energy loss. But given the results of

the previous chapter, it is the least likely candidate. Results for the three types of scatterers

are shown in Figure 6.1, where I have plotted the specular energy loss for the observed field

data along with the loss computed from the numerical experiments.

Magnitude

In order to match the field data with the numerical results, it must be possible to adjust the

magnitude of the specular loss shown in Figure 6.1 using physically reasonable arguments.
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Figure 6.1: Specular energy loss versus frequency for field data and three different types of
elemental scatterers. The '+' signs are data points derived from field observations [45,68],
and the solid line is the linear regression through the data with an estimated slope of 1.2.
The other three curves are numerical results for specular loss from the ice edge, Experi-
ment 36, with a slope of 2.3, the fluid keel, Experiment 40, with a slope of 2.0, and the
elastic keel, Experiment 38, with a slope of 4.7. The best match to the field data with
respect to the frequency dependence is the fluid keel.
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I focus on the ice edge and fluid inclusion models since they produce loss slopes that are

close to that of the field data.

The magnitude of the specular loss due to ice edge scatter cannot be scaled since, for

fixed ice thickness, ice edges are binary objects. They have no intrinsic length scale. Either

an edge is present or it is not. The observed specular loss at 50 Hz is about five times more

than the estimated loss due to scatter from a truncated 3 m ice sheet, the only thickness

modeled. It is doubtful that any reasonable ice thickness would produce a loss five times

greater than that of 3 m ice. Because of this, it is unlikely that ice edges play a dominant

role in long-range propagation loss in the central Arctic. In the marginal ice zone, however,

where pressure ridges are uncommon, scatter from ice edges probably dominates.

In the last chapter we saw that specular energy loss due to a keel is proportional to the

cross sectional area of the keel. The area of the keel in Experiment 40 is 93 in2 , based on a

semi-circular floe with a radius of 6 m beneath a 3 m ice sheet. At 50 Hz the estimated loss

from this keel is about 2.2 times less than the loss observed in the field data. This difference

can easily be accommodated by looking at estimates of average keel size in the Arctic.

Hibler et al. [21] report the average keel depth (of keels deeper than 6.1 m) in the central

Arctic is 9.6 m below the sea level datum. The average keel spacing is about 230 m. Their

data is based on sonar measurements of the undersurface of the ice, covering a distance of

about 1400 Km and measuring a total of 5702 keels.

Suppose the average ridge, with a keel depth of 9.6 m, is shaped like the idealized model

proposed by Diachok and shown in Figure 6.2 1121. Further, suppose the average ridge is

newly formed and, hence, is a fluid ridge. The ridge, then, has a cross sectional area of

about 268 m2 , which is 2.7 times that of the keel in Experiment 40. Thus, the specular

energy loss predicted for the average ridge is about 2.7 times larger than that of the keel

in Experiment 40, which, in turn, is 2.2 times less than the observed loss from field data.
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Figure 6.2: Idealized model of a pressure ridge taken from Diachok [12]. The keel depth is
related to keel width and sail height by the ratios d/h = 4.0 and wo/d = 1.6. Due to the
random orientation of ridges, the effective ridge width, w, is assumed to be w = N/f2ow. The
keel is the shape of a semi-ellipse with area rwd/2 and the sail is the shape of a Gaussian
distribution with area f'rhw/3. Using the given ratios the cross sectional area of the whole
keel may be expressed as A = 4.1d 2 + 4.5ad.

This illustration shows that the specular loss due to the average keel, if it is newly formed,

has about the same slope and magnitude as the observed loss.

I am not arguing, by this illustration, that the observed scattering loss is completely

explained by scatter from fluid ridges. Rather, I am arguing that this mechanism is a

plausible explanation for the observed loss. The slope of the specular loss produced by

elastic ridges is too high, and the magnitude of the specular loss produced by ice edges

is too low. For fluid ridges, however, both the slope and the magnitude fall into a range

comparable to that of the observed loss derived from field data.

6.3 Example from the literature

As another illustration of the assertion that scatter from fluid keels is the dominant loss

mechanism, I now develop an example based on a keel measured by Rigby and Hanson [53].

The pressure ridge shown in Figure 6.3 was monitored for several months during the
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Figure 6.3: Profile of pressure ridge measured by Rigby and Hanson [53] on August 23,
1975. They estimated the pressure ridge to be about eight months old at the time of the
measurement. The keel depth was about 4.4 m below the surrounding 2 m ice sheet, and
the sail height was about 2 m above the ice surface. The dot-dash curves are the lines I
use to estimate the cross sectional area of the pressure ridge with a semi-elliptical shape for
the keel and a Gaussian distribution shape for the sail. My estimated half-width to depth
ratio for the keel, when measured, is 3.3 (about twice the Diachok ratio [12]). I preserve
this ratio for the newly formed and the year old ridge.

summer of 1975. The depth of the keel when measured on August 23, 1975 was about 4.4 m

below the surrounding 2 m ice. The sail height was about 2 m above the ice surface. Rigby

and Hanson estimate the keel was formed in mid-December of 1974, making it about eight

months old at the time of the measurement.

Observed ablation rates for keels and sails indicate that pressure ridges loose about

half their draft and height during their first year [53]. Based on these ablation rates, and

assuming that depth and height loss is a linear function of time for the first year, I estimate

the keel to have had a depth of 6.1 m below the surrounding ice and a sail height of 2.9 m

when it was newly formed. At one year of age these values are halved to 3 m and 1.5 m,

respectively. The keel area is estimated using a semi-ellipse, as indicated in Figure 6.3, and

the sail area using a Gaussian distribution. A half-width-to-keel-depth ratio is maintained

at 3.3 for both the newly formed pressure ridge and the year old ridge. The area for each

part of the pressure ridge is computed as follows, using the notation of Figure 6.2. For the
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keel

Ak = -2d 1.71d. (6.1)2

For the sail

As 3 2.8dh. (6.2)3

Finally, for the ice plate

A, = 2aw 6.6ad. (6.3)

Using these formulas I estimate the newly formed ridge to have had an area of about 325 m2 ,

while the year old ridge had an area of about 100 m2 . Both the fluid keel in Experiment 40

and the elastic keel in Experiment 38 have an area of 93 m2 . Thus, multiplying the specular

loss of the fluid keel in Experiment 40 by 325/93 = 3.5 estimates the specular loss due to

the newly formed Rigby and Hanson pressure ridge. Similarly, multiplying the specular loss

of the elastic keel in Experiment 38 by 100/9.3 = 1.1 estimates the specular loss due to the

Rigby and Hanson ridge at an age of one year.

The results are plotted in Figure 6.4. These results reconfirm the plausibility of scatter

from fluid keels as being the dominant scattering mechanism in long-range acoustic propa.

gation. The slope is clearly better matched by the fluid keel and the magnitude is roughly

correct. Still, there is a problem. The magnitude of the old, or elastic keel, is too large at

high frequency, even though the old keel has been reduced in size. I submit, however, that

the magnitude scaling is not a major issue for the following reason.

I have shown that the slope of the scattering loss is essentially binary, either a - _2

for fluid ridges or a - 1 for elastic ridges. The magnitude of the scattering loss, on the

other hand, is a continuous function of the ridge cross sectional area. Thus, the first order

of business is to match the slope of the observed loss using physically reasonable models,

which I have done. The next order of business is to match the magnitude. Prediction

of scattering loss magnitude requires a knowledge of the distribution of old versus new
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pressures ridges and the distribution of their sizes and bulk material properties. Estimates of

these distributions are not available, so quantitative predictions of scattering loss magnitude

cannot be made. Nevertheless, using the measured ridge of Rigby and Hanson, I have

demonstrated that the magnitude of scattering loss from fluid ridges can be adjusted using

reasonable physical arguments to match the observed loss from field data.

6.4 Summary

This chapter compares the numerical scattering loss for a young and an old keel with the

observed scattering loss from field data. A plausible explanation for the observed loss is

suggested; specifically, based on comparisons of slope and magnitude, the loss is due to

large, young pressure ridge formations. The older, smaller ridges have the wrong frequency

dependence and evidently do not affect long-range acoustic loss significantly.

The slope of the specular loss for fluid ridges is a - j, which is similar to that observed

in field data. The magnitude may be adjusted by increasing the size of the ridge to match

the numerical loss and the observed loss. An example of a measured ridge is used to confirm

that scatter from a fluid ridge can be scaled within reasonable limits to match the observed

loss from field data.
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Figure 6.4: Specular scattering loss for young and old Rigby and Hanson [53] pressure ridge
compared to measured data. As before, in Figure 6.1, the '+' are measured data with a
linear regression marked by the solid line. The young ridge has a cross section of about
325 m 2 and is assumed to have the bulk properties of a fluid, hence, a low scattering loss
slope. The old ridge has a cross section of 100 m 2 and is assumed to have the bulk properties
of an elastic solid, hence, a large scattering loss slope. The young, fluid ridge matches the
field data much better than the old, elastic ridge.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

7.1 Contributions

This thesis makes contributions to two rather disparate disciplines: numerical modeling

and acoustic scattering in the Arctic. In so doing, the structure of the thesis has two parts.

Chapters 2 and 3 provide the analytical and numerical development needed to model elastic

wave propagation in a heterogeneous continuum with discrete internal boundaries. Chap-

ter 4 covers the array processing needed to analyze the results from numerical scattering

experiments; it acts am a transition chapter between the numerical modeling part of the

thesis and the acoustic scattering part. Chapters 5 and 6 describe the numerical scattering

experiments, which are conducted in an effort to explain the observed propagation loss over

long ranges in the Arctic.

7.1.1 Numerical modeling

Chapters 2 and 3 provide iie analytical and numerical development needed to model elas-

tic wave propagation in a heterogeneous continuum with discrete internal boundaries. The

boundaries may be fluid-fluid, fluid-solid, or solid-solid. Fluids are specified with two ma-
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terial properties: density, p, and compressional sound speed, Cp. Solids are specified with

three material properties: density, p, compressional sound speed, Cp, and shear sound speed,

C,. The material property transition across any boundary may be as large as desired, within

the constraint that the medium continues to be adequately modeled by a continuum 1101.

The elastodynamic equations developed in Chapter 2 cannot be solved analytically for arbi-

trary material geometry; hence, I proceed in Chapter 3 to investigate a numerical solution

based on finite differences. The numerical solution must retain accuracy in the presence of

the extreme contrasts in material properties that are allowed by the analytic system. This

is a challenging problem, which is handled by drawing on the numerical methods used to

solve nonlinear hydrodynamic equations wherein shocks may develop and propagate.

Extended PDE

The analytic system of equations developed in Chapter 2 is quasi-linear and may be written

Pt = -i,i,

ai,t= A _(+A) (7.1)

where p is density, vi = pvi is linear momentum, oij is the symmetric stress tensor, and

A and )A are Lam6 parameters, which may be spatially varying. The Lamd parameters are

related to density and sound speed by the relations

C= P , c = (7.2)

These equations are analyzed dimensionally, and I show that the conservation of mass

equation and the quasi-linear term in the momentum equation are unnecessary if RAM <

R, where RA is the change in density across a boundary, M is the Mach number, and
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R is the local density. In smooth materials, RA, is always small, and hence, the linear

elastodynamic equations may be used. If, however, a boundary exists between a gas and

a solid, say ice and air, the density change is many orders of magnitude and the product

RAM may no longer be small on the gas side of the boundary. Thus, for generality I retain

the mass equation and the quasi-linear term of the momentum equation.

Stable FD scheme

The quasi-linear elastodynamic equations cannot be solved for arbitrary arrangements of

material properties. My interest, in particular, is the interaction of acoustic energy in the

water with an arbitrarily rough elastic ice sheet. In Chapter 3 I analyze a technique based

on the Lax-Wendroff finite difference scheme. For the model equation in conservation law

form, uj - f,t, the numerical solution may be found using the update equation

UI+i I= I I2
S1+1 1 1+k +  _I I+.

r++ 1 -- + h 2(1-k__ 2 4- -- 1),2 (7.3)

where k = At is the time step, h = Ax is the space step, and a is a dissipation constant.

The third equation is only applied when the curvature of the field becomes large, which

happens when high wavenumber components begin to grow. If the solution remains smooth

then the diffusion equation (7.3)3 is not used. The scheme is second order accurate except

when the diffusion equation is invoked, in which case the accuracy is first order. When

this scheme converges, the solution is guaranteed to be consistent with the quasi-linear

elastodynamic equations it approximates.
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7.1.2 Arctic scattering

The numerical modeling algorithm is used to conduct a variety of scattering experiments

which simulate acoustic scattering from individual roughness features in an ice sheet. The

purpose of these experiments is to determine the character of the scattering loss as a function

of the scatterer size, shape, and composition. Several loss mechanisms are identified. Using

field observations of long-range specular energy loss as a guide, scatter from fluid pressure

ridges is determined to be the most likely dominant loss mechanism in the Arctic. Newly

formed pressure ridges have low shear modulus since they are simply piles of loose ice blocks

and it is conjectured that they behave acoustically like fluids. Also, newly formed ridges

are large and diminish in size for the remainder of their existence. Ice edges produce a

specular energy loss that is similar to that of fluid ridges, but the magnitude of the loss is

much lower and cannot account for the observed loss.

Three mechanisms are observed and contribute to total specular energy loss: mass

loading, plate wave excitation, and a frequency dependence dictated by material properties.

Mass loading

At low frequency the cross sectional area of a scattering element is linearly proportional to

specular reflection loss. For a fixed ice density, cross sectional area is proportional to mass

per unit length, hence the term mass loading. This phenomenon is shown analytically for

the case of a fluid floe and is shown experimentally for elastic ridges using numerical data.

Excitation of plate waves

An elastic ridge may be formed from an elastic floe by bringing an ice sheet into welded

contact on either side of the floe. The specular energy loss of the elastic ridge in decibels is

twice the l.,s of the corresponding floe. Thus, coupling an ice sheet to an elastic floe has
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the same effect on the specular energy loss as doubling the area of the floe. A fluid ridge

does not behave this way. The surrounding ice sheet cannot be in welded contact because

of the fluid-solid boundary and the specular loss from a fluid ridge is roughly the same as

that from a fluid floe.

Frequency dependence

The specular energy loss, L,, is a power law function of frequency, L, = f'. When loss

in decibels is plotted against frequency using a log-log scale, the power law exponent, a,

becomes the slope of the loss curve. This slope varies, depending on the type of scattering

object and its material properties. Three categories of scattering objects are identified: fluid

inclusions, elastic inclusions, and ice edges. The term inclusion is used to group both floes

and pressure ridges into a single category.

Fluid inclusions produce a specular loss slope of a - 1. I show analytically that for

fluid floes with ka << 1, the slope is exactly A. For ka in the range 0.5 < ka < 2.5, 1 show

numerically that for fluid ridges, that is fluid floes connected to elastic ice sheets, the slope

increases to a - 2. Parenthetically, the specular loss observed for long-range propagation

experiments has a slope a - 1. This suggests that fluid roughness elements are responsible

for the observed scattering loss in the Arctic.

Results from numerical experiments show that elastic inclusions have a specular loss

slope of a - 4.5, which is much larger than that observed in long-range propagation exper-

iments. Old pressure ridges are frozen solid and so may be modeled as elastic inclusions.

In addition, old pressure ridges have lost a great deal of their original draft and height and

so tend to be smaller than newly formed ridges. Because loss is proportional to cross sec-

tional area, the magnitude of the specular loss for an old ridge should be less than that of a

young ridge. This, again, suggests that scatter from young pressure ridges is the dominant
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scattering mechanism in the Arctic.

Analytical work by Dahl [11] shows that the specular loss due to an ice edge has a slope

of o: = 2 for small kH, where H is the thickness of the ice. My numerical experiments yield a

slope of a - 2.3 for a truncated 3 m ice sheet. This slope, either the analytical or numerical

value, is not too far from the observed slope in long-range propagation experiments. The

magnitude of the predicted loss, however, is about five times less than the observed loss.

Thus, it seems unlikely that scatter from ice edges plays a dominant role in the observed

scattering loss for long-range propagation in the central Arctic.

7.2 Future work

As always, there are things left undone, improvements to be made, and extensions and

implications for future work. The following summarizes my thoughts with regard to future

work in numerical modeling, laboratory experiments, and field experiments. The numerical

modeling algorithms will undergo evolutionary change to improve performance and add

new capabilities. Laboratory experiments should be conducted to verify the findings of the

numerical experiments. If the laboratory findings corroborate the numerical findings then

a field effort is indicated to provide final confirmation.

7.2.1 Numerical modeling

While the numerical modeling algorithm as presented is adequate for the task of generating

synthetic data, it is deficient in several ways. I had trouble with the added dissipation

scheme, the absorbing boundary conditions, and the creation of a plane wave source. These

three areas are candidates for improvement. Also, extensions to the algorithm are motivated

by a desire to model three dimensional scatter.
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Improvements

Added dissipation scheme. The Lax-Wendroff scheme, as implemented, is not unduly

dissipative except in the regions where added dissipation is used to stabilize the solution.

A better added dissipation algorithm or a better stabilization method should be developed.

Work by Chang and Randall [7] indicates that a staggered grid, similar to that used by

Virieux [69], with material averaging produces accurate results for cases of boundaries

with large material contrasts. Another approach by McDonald [39] uses a flux-corrected

monotone scheme in the vicinity of the boundary discontinuity, in contrast to my diffusive

monotone scheme. These two new schemes should be investigated for improved performance.

Absorbing boundaries. Even with a sponge region width of two wavelengths in water,

2A, and the one-way boundaries at the edges, my solutions are contaminated by spurious

reflections. A better approach should be found, though this is a very difficult problem and

there may be no completely satisfactory solution, especially at low frequency.

Pseudo plane wave source. The isotropic line source I used excites compressional

plate waves in the ice. These plate waves complicate the interpretation of the scattered data.

Of the three improvements suggested here, this is the easiest to deal with. A directional,

pseudo plane wave source can easily be implemented by using an array of line sources. The

beam pattern of the array of sources limits the energy injected into the head wave in the

ice. Array weighting could also be used; this would further reduce the sidelobes. With

such a source, the scattered field from an elemental roughness element would only have

contributions from the direct acoustic scatter without the scatter from the source head

wave seen in Chapter 5.
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Extensions

The desire to accurately model scatter in three dimensions is one motivation for extending

the the numerical algorithm. In particular, the question of scatter due to non-normal

azimuthal incidence on a ridge or ice edge and the coupling to horizontal shear motion is

not addressed by this thesis. Nor is the horizontal shear coupling due to scatter from two

dimensionally rough surfaces. A full three dimensional formulation is required to investigate

these problems

To achieve this goal, the 3-D development cannot be done with brute force. To as

great an extent possible, the extensions must be done with efficiency in mind. One of

the approaches that might be taken is to implement adaptive gridding techniques. The

numerical development of Chapter 3 is based on a fixed, equally spaced grid throughout the

computational domain. The ice sheet needs a small spatial sampling interval, but the water

beneath, for example, does not. A variable gridding approach would improve the efficiency

of the algorithm.

Another extension to the numerical algorithm deals with the material properties of the

ice. The ice model assumed in this thesis is that of a simple material described by three

material parameters, A, p, and p. A more complete description of the true composite nature

of the ice should be considered. Specifically, the ice is porous, it is anisotropic, and there is

a thin visco-elastic layer at the bottom interface. These characteristics may be important

in the scattering process and, if so, should be included in the ice model.

7.2.2 Laboratory modeling

In Chapter 1, I stated that laboratory experiments did not make sense for the scattering

study if many models are to be investigated. The numerical experiments of Chapter 5

have reduced the number of models to be investigated, and laboratory experiments should
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be conducted to verify the numerical results. Scaled ultrasonic scattering measurements

could be made, and the scattered pressure field could be estimated and compared with the

numerical results.

Fluid versus elastic floe. The slope of the specular energy loss for a fluid floe versus

an elastic floe should be demonstrated, as should the pattern of the scattered field, dipo-

lar versus quadrupolar. This is the key to my hypothesis, that the dominant scattering

mechanism is scatter from fluid roughness elements.

Loss versus area. Experiments with keels of various sizes should be conducted to verify

the proportionality of specular energy loss versus cross sectional area. The frequency range

should be selected to span 0.5 < ka < 2.5, which corresponds, approximately, to the range

of ka in long-range propagation experiments

7.2.3 Field research and experiments

Ultimately, the proof of my assertions are in the field, where experiments and research must

be conducted to yield better scattering loss predictions. Two efforts are needed: 1) a census

of pressure ridges and their characteristics such as age, and bulk material properties and 2)

a number of controlled scattering experiments from well surveyed ridges.

Census. My analysis, comparing scatter from a single roughness element with long-

range data, is based solely on one ridge at a time. The actual long-range experiment,

of course, samples the ice many times and the net scattering loss is an ensemble average

of all the ice sampled along the path. To develop better predictions, we need a better

understanding of the distribution of ridges, their ages, and their bulk acoustic and elastic

properties. I suggest that the following probability distributions are needed:
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1. P(hitting a keel) (already have from submarine sonar transects),

2. P(keel age I hit a keel),

S. P{keel size I keel age),

4. P{keel Z. I keel age),

5. P(keel U I keel age), and

6. P{keel ; 1 keel age),

where the quantities C., (p, and p are the bulk material properties of a keel. Using a

technique similar to Langleben [331 these values may be estimated from acoustic data col-

lected during the controlled experiments discussed below. With these probabilities and an

understanding of the scattering process for each type roughness element, an estimate of the

ensemble average of scattering loss over IGng ranges can be made.

Controlled experiment. Once the census is complete, a controlled experiment on

several young and old ridges must be conducted. The experiment should include a thorough

structural and acoustic survey. The structural survey would involve coring the ridge and

mapping its profile and internal voids. A measure of the porosity of the ridge would be

helpful in correlating with bulk shear modulus estimated from the acoustic data.

The acoustic survey should be done with as dense an array of receivers as possible using

horizontal and vertical legs to surround the ridge. This would allow processing similar to

that described in Chapter 4. A known newly formed ridge and a known multi-year ridge

should be surveyed to confirm the frequency dependence of a - 2 versus a - 2. These

two surveys should also confirm that a young ridge scatters in a dipolar pattern while an

old ridge scatters in a quadrupolar pattern. Finally, the acoustic survey should confirm the

proportionality of loss versus cross sectional area.
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